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AUTHOR'S PREFACE

Greetings! You are about to embark on an.exploration of a variety of

alternative'instructional,strategies. Becaise there is no one single method'

that serves in all situations for all students and all teacherss.fhis study

has been developed to present several kinds of alternatives. The first unit

,presents some ideas and theories about learning and'should be considered as \i

prtrequisite for the units that follow. Each of the subsequent units deals

with a particular kind of alternatie.and each is intended to be independent

of the others.
4- .

Generally, each unit has an introductory statement of general purpose add.'

alist of specific Objectives which you might reasonably expect to achieVe'by
t. \ ,.

.Completing the unit. Thus, you'have an opportunity to decide whether you want .

'S
to achieve what the unit is designed to help you' achieve. Interspersed. within

the texyand also at the end f each unit are questions to help you evaluate

your own accomplishments and to stimulate your thinking.about the implicatio

(

s

orwhat has been presented. The final section of each unit is an annotated

bibliography.

Please get yourself a notebook before you begin this study guide. Jot

down your responses to questions included in the text and at the end of the
.

units. Also note any parts of the text that are unclepr or about which you

have suggesttQns for improvement. Your evaluative comments on this edition

will be extremely valuable. You will also find the notes may be useful for

later-review and reflectionsome evening when you sit pondering why you did
p

what you did that day.
.
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This'guide is designed to be used by teachers at the undergraduate College

level and by college students intending to become teachers. We would also be

interested, in knowing how 'useftit the guide is to teacher's at other levels.

i

Individuals representing any of these categories are invited to participate in

the evaluation of this test,edition. In addition to the overall evaluation

form (the tear sheet immediately in front of this page), an evaluation form is

included at the end of each unit, Because there are distinct dgferences among

the units, eValuations are'needed for each unit. You may mail the evaluation

forms to me, or bring them to the second session of the course if you are a

participant. Your efforts and.yonr comments, particularly your criticisms, will

be most appreciated.

_In acknowledging the support of others toward the production of this study .

guide, I wish to express my appreciation
,

first to the National Science Foundation

for funding`the project and second to'the American Association for the

Advancement of Science for giving me the oppor4pnity to prepare this study guide.

For many of the ideas in the study guide, I am deeply indebted to the staff

members of the Commission on Undergraduate Education in the Biological Sciences,

particularly Darrel L. Murray, who co- edited the publicationon modules with me;

John W. Thornton, editor of the publication on the investigative laboratory;

Donald D. Cox and Lary V. Davis, co-authors of The Case for Change, and our

director, Edward J. Kormondy, who had a knack for bringing out best 'yin all

ot us. The late John D. Withers, also a'CUEBS staff member and subsequently

director of education for the American Institute of Biological Sciences,

challenged my thinking and provided many dew opportunities for me. Other's who

have afforded challenges and contributed ideas include staff members of the

'American Institute Of Biological Sciences, the participants in die'

Chautauqua-Type Short Courses, participants in other workshops, and my .

4-xiv
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colleagues and students at Washington
.

International College lind the Alexandria
4 \,' .

.

Campus of Northern Virginia Community Co lege. While I gratefully ac'knowJedge
,

the contributions of the many whoe id as hale foUnd their Naay into this study

guide, also take. full responsibility for Any misrepresentations or errors

that mAX have creptlin. As/this is a test edition, I would appreciate havih

such matters called to my attention.

The camera-ready copy of this manuscript was prepared by Verne Federhm

and I am most ppreciative of her careful attention to detail and her

. 1

.

,

conscientious .concern for the appearance of the final producf

The day-in and day-out tests of my ideas about education have been

generou0.y and sincerely provided by my children.. So, to Rick, Diane, Ea, and

Mark, thanks a. lot--a lot more than:you realize.

. Finally, but of greatest significance are the contributions of my husband,

who has occasionally offered constructive criticisms as an educatpnal researcher

and has steadfastly offered his understanding and encouragement. Thanks, John.

I

Sr.

1,4

Joan G. Creager
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UNIT 1

SOME IDEAS ABOUT, LEARNING AND TEACHING

ts

. '
I did not start out to be an:educational heretic, and I was
inwardly astonishgd at the fact that when I tried honestly
to review my experience,,teachingseemed of such little
importance and learning so vastly important. As I have
continued to live with this emphasis, it no longer seems so
startling as it did atthe time.

,Rogersl, Freedom to Learn, p. 151

Purpose and Objectives

The purpose of this unit is to gather together for your conside'ration a

diverse assortment of ideas that pertain to learning and teaching. These ideas

provide bLkground for the subsequent unit's of this study guide, but more

importantly they provide food for thought about the learning process. I hope
I

the unit w111 "generally encourage each user:to review hig on thinking about

how people learn-, about whether all people learn the same way, about whether

one's tea ching behavior matches one's belTfs about learning. More specifically,

. .

upon completion of this unit, you should be able to: '(1) describe ihe basic

characteristics of contemporary learning theories'and relate them to your own

teaching,.(2) define learning and develop youi own plans for its facilitation,

( ) write a statement of your own personal leatning philosophy that maximizes

he congruence between theory and practice, and (4) design some experi- ments to

adequately test the effects of one or more learning situations or strategies.

Learning Theories

The primary impetus foi constructing learning theories has been to try to

4



4-1-2 Some Ideas about Learning and Teachigp

learn how one learns. cording to Bigge (1971), theories can be categorized

in several ways: by,their conception of man s 1 basic moral nature, 'by- their

conception of his actional nature', and by their method of accounting for

0 ...k

transfer of learning. Before you read on to learn what others have'said, take

time to express your.own thoughts. This would b'e a good timeto start a

notebook. There is no one right answer to these quest onsand you will

, ,

evaluate- your own answers as you read on. (TRe ultimate 2 luation, of course,
,,

is the respon'se_cA your students.) Do you feeis that man is morally good,bad,

or neutral? Is man generally a passive learner, an active learner, or an

.

interactive learner? Is learning most likely transferred by exercising the

mind, by conditioning and reinforcement, by promotion of insights and restruc-

turing of experience or by some other means? 4e,

Some early theories about learning, ss describeeby Bigge (1971) and by

IcHilga,-d and Bower.(1966), were the mental discipline theories, the natural
0 AV

unfoldment tile° and the apperception theory. ,According, to the mental
lit--,

A

discipline theo man possesses an active mind substance which must be

exercised or'cultivated to produce or.transferjearning. The thei4ic

supportets of mental discipline ieved that man was morally bad while the
*

humanistic supporters believed that than was neutral, neither good nor bad. St.

Augustine and John Calvili were early adherents to the theistic mental disci-

'

pline theory, while Plato and Aristotle were early adherents to the humanistic

theory. While there is still modest support for-some aspects of the earlier,

Jr
,

...

41--
. --,

N 4

.
.

.

1. For clarity and simplicity masculine words will be used in a generiC sense,

even.though such usage perpetrates subtle ,stxist biases in standard English

usage.
.

mix



Learning Theories 4-1-3 .

theories, the contemporary theories that seem to hold the greatest promise for

increasing our understanding of learning are theories of behaviorism and the

Gestalt-field theories.

Behaviorism

Behaviorism includes the theories of stimulus-response learning and

conditioning, with or without reinforcement. Behaviorists assume that man is
4

'Om

morally natural, neither good nor bad, and that he is a passive or reactive

learner. Although some stimuli may come from internal needs (hunger, for

example), all actions are responses to'stimuli. The behaviorist assumes that

the surrounding physical environment will control a person's behavior and

therefore his ledrning. The act of perception and the meaning of what is

.perceived are not always related in behaviorism, since, perception is viewed

1

°-An a.Meghanical way. (This is in contrast to field theory which integrates
-'

./_: . ,

perception and meaning.) Motivation for learning is derived from innate
)e

emati,ons or drives or by prior' conditioning and control of the environment.
,,t

,...., =4. ; - -

., .

.- -. ,i/ applying behaviorism to the learning process, the teach r would be

concerned with controlling the environment ,so that the appropriate stimuli

(and no,inappropriate stimuliY are present and that the learners are rewarded

for the desired respopsese The preparation of behavioral objectives is an

extension of the behaviorist theories and more will be said about,objectives

in Unit,2, entitled Individualized Instruction.

, Intany discussion of ilehavioiism, the question arises as to who is to
r

cOltraA behavior and whose behavior is to becontrolled. It has generally been

assumed that teaCherS would control the behavior of students. To the, extent

that a,.student looks to a teacher's greater experience for guidance about what

O



4-1-4 Some Ideas about Learning and Teaching

he needs to know to achieve his own purposes,my personal view is that the

teacher would be less than responsible if. he did not provide that guidance.

However, if the teacher defines the student's purposes instead of helping him

achieve his own purposes, I would find that kind of control objectionable.

Related to this issue of control is an article which describes how junior high

leVel students were taught to control the behavior of their teachers and friends,

simply by responding in ways that gave positive reinforcement to the kinds of .

behaviors the students liked (Gray, et aL, 1974). This article also discusses

some of the characteristics of the somewhat controversial technique pf

behavioral modification. Although it is beyond Or scope of this study guide

---

to consider the details of behavioral modification, references to the books of

Becker, et al, (1971) and Meacham and Weisen (1969) are provided at the end'of

this unit.

Gestalt-Field Theory

There are several related theories which fall in thig general category.

For our purposes, it is more important to understand the basic ideas common to

the theories than to involve ourselves in the details of the differences

between them. Field theories assume that the learner is active or interactive,

that is, is involved in the le'arning process. They also assume that purposeful

9

behavior is based on insight. The results of learning are that the students

gain new insights id perceive new organizations of information. Field

theorists believe that a person's environment is psychological and that the

environment consists of what is perceived., (This notion is in direct

opposition to the behaviorist's viewpoint.) While the person may not peiceive

all that is phys4ally present ih his environment, a person's perception of an
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`object or event is closely related to the meaning of that object or event for

the person. Thus, the field teorists argue that a person is what he is
,

because of his interaction with his psychological environment.

Motivation emerges from the whole psychological situation. For'a person

to be motivated, there, must be a disequilibrium in which that person wants to

ac45i.eve something positive or avoid something negative. Such behavior is said

to be goal oriented, and it is theorized that tension is released by proceeding

' toward the goal. Accor ing to Gestalt7field theory, goals are more self-set

by the learner than environmentally set by the learning situation, as in

behaviorism.

Teachers applying this theory will strive for personal involvement of

learnerS and will assist them in gaining insights into erie formulation and

solution of problems that are real to the learners.

Relationships between Learning Theories and Teaching Styles

In discussing these relationships, Bigge creates four different images,

of the teacher. The conservative authoritarian teacher applies the mental

'discipline theory and is likely to be concerned with preserving traditional

attitudes and values. He sees it as a duty to control students by telling

them what to do and even what to think. The radicar authoritarian may well

apply behaviorism to control the environment of the students. Even though

committed to change, this teacher can be as forceful in dictating what students

should think and do as the conservative. The methods are more subtle. The

laissez faire, teacher believes in natural unfoldment and fails to provide

leadership. The learning atmosphere is so unstructured that students are not

challenged. A democratic facilitator of learning is likely to apply Gestalt-

r-
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4-1-6 Some Ideas about Learning and Teaching

field tAgory to help students to increase their perceptions and to gain insights

by integrating facts into generalizations and principles. The atmosphere

created challenges the students to define and solve problems.

In observing the triumphs and failures of some experiments in open

learning systems, it.would appear that teachers who,are not experienced in or

comfdrtable with the role of facilitator may adopt a laissez faire attitude and

fail to provide the challenges necessary to make learning exciting. Therefore

one of the greatest challenges of teaching is to offer the right mix of

guidance and freedom to meet each student ' s ,needs.

Qualities of a Facilitator

The following comments are abstracted from Rogers (1969) Freedom to Learn.

Rogers assumes that humans haye a natural potential'for learning and that

significant learning takes place when the learning is perceive& by the'student

to be relevant for his own purposes. Because learning that involves changes

in one's self-perception is threatening, such learning is more easily

assimilated when external threats are'at a minimum. Much significant learning

is acquired through doing, through the student partiCipating responsibly in

the learning process. Self-initiated learning that involves feelings and

intellect is most lasting. Independence, creativ* y; and self-reliance are
4

fostered by self-evaluation rather than evaluation by others. The most socially

useful learning is learning the process of learning--operness to experience

and capacity to change and adapt. To facilitate the kinds of learning

described above, Rogers makes the following recommendations:

,(1) Establish a climate of mutual trust in the learning group.

(2) Help to elicit and clarify the purposes of individuals within the group

C



Qualities of a,Facilitaterr 4-1-7

and'the p#poses'of the group.

(1? Rely on,the'desire of,"the student to achieve learning that is personally.,
00

meapingful.

(4) Make available to the students the widest range of learning resources.

(5) Regard yourselras a flexible resource for the group.

(6) Attempt to understand and accept the intellectual content and emotional

attitudes of each student. (Start where the students are to help them

grow.)

(7) As an atmosphere of mutual trust becoles established, assume the role of

a co-learner.

(8) Share your views with your students without imposing your will upon them.

(9) Be alert to expressions of deep or strong feelings and try to empathize

and deal constructively with such feelings.

(10) Recognize add accept your own limitations. (As a facilitator, you do not

need to be ready with "right answers" nor do you need to adopt practices

that make you uncomfortable.)

Now that some of the basic ideas of learning theory have been presented

and relationships between theories and teaching styles considered, it would be

worthwhile for you, the reader, to try' to describe your own teaching style. It

is not the inieation of this guide to impose a particular teaching style;

rather it is intended that a variety of styles be considered. These pages will

have served their usefulness if each reader takes the time to reflect on his

mown teaching style and thereby increases both his awareness of what he does

as a teacher and his understanding of why he does what he does. If you are

keeping a notebook (and I hope that you are), please stop reading and reflect

on your way of facilitating learning. What do you do when you are teaching?

1 "1
1.
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a

.4

Why do you do what you do? How does your behavior compire with the ten point's

-

recommended by Rogers? (Rogers would not expect a teacher to keel that' he

shouldLAo everything on the list; not that the last point'in the list_

discourages anyone from adopting behaviors that are awkward or embarrassing.)

Principles of Learning

Regardless of the theories accepted or the teaching style adopted, there

are a number of general principles of learning that most psychologists would

accept. Bigge (1971) has classified these principles into three categories:

improving motivation, increasing efficiency, and improving retention. Factors

that contribute to motivation include involvement, intrinsic motivation

(completing a task because of the satisfaction inherent in the-task ratherthan

because of extrinsic or external pressures), success,and self - imposed goals.

A strong demOtivating factor is the situation in which there are right answers

t
to every question. A teacher would be well advised to leave some questions

unresolved and to pose some problems for which there is no one right answer.

Research on the effects of testing, as reported by Bigge, indicate that except

for diagnostic testing, tests produce extrinsic motivation. Students learn to

pass the test rather than to satisfy their own learning goals.

The most efficient learning involves active participation by a student who

..,

has sufficient physical maturation dva adequate experience to want to learn.

Practice is more effective when it helps the learner to progress to more

tadvanced stages rather an to repeat the same thing over and over. Research

has shown that several hort periods of.practice are generally more effective

than one long period.
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While most of the principles of learning are supported by advocates of

.*-

both behaviorism and Gestalt-field 'theory, the Geitaltists recommend that

learning progresses best when'a student tackles the largest unit he can

possibly comprehend, thereby getting a bitter feel for the whole subject and

a better understanding of the relationship of the parts to the whole.
rt

Behaviorists would be more likely to recommend small units with more frequent

rewards. Unfortunately, there seems to belittle research to determine'which

approach is better. (Readers interested in designing research in science

education might note this unresolved problem.)

Retention is closely associated with the meaningfulness to the student

of what is being learned. On the subject of retention, Bigge says:

Possibly the whole point is that material that can be,
learned insightfully, particularly on the.level of
generalized insight, becomes a permanent part of one's
personality structure. 1f-teachers understood well
enough the basic psychological principles involved all
school learning could be of this nature.

Types and Levels of Learning

Among the ideas reviewed in preparing this study guide, there were two

quite different classifications of types or levels of learning--Gagne's levels

and Bigge's types. Gagne (1965) has defined learning as a change, in human

disposition or capability whicIis not simply ascribable to the process of

'growth. He has organized learning into a sequence of eight types, each of

which is probably prerequisite to the next. The types are as follows:

Type 1 Signal learning. A subject may learn that another stimulus is coming,

it
but the signal 4141 never produce the response that follows the .unconditioned

stimulus. For example, a click may signal that a puff of air will be directed

10



4-1-40 Some Ideas about learning and Teaching

toward the eye. The' puff of'ai 'always produces an eyeblink; the click never

does.

*"Type,2 Stimulus-response. By.s.Wal and error or by operant conditioning, a

subject's response becomes bound to a stimulus. For this to happen the

-response must be in itself-satisfying or lead to something which is satisfying.

Type 3 Chaining. Thisft* involves a sequence or chain of stimulus- response

events in.which the learner has mastered each component of the chain., The

leather-might first learn to recognize an object, then to name it, then to

desCribe,wits function.
;

Type 4 Verbal association. A subject might learn at least Aree levels of

t

associations: (a) simple patterns of sound learned as chains,\'as above;

(b) paired-associate learning, such as a foreign language word and its English '
a

equiyglent; anti (c) loner verbal sequences such as an English word and six

gyn onymstor the equ4hivalent word in six different languages. (There seems to be

;a maximum of about seven links as an upper limit of what can be learned as a

single event.)

Type 5 Multiple discrimination. A subject is able to distinguish between

similar shapes as would be required for selecting the appropriate key foY a

gi4en lock. The ability to make multiple disfriminationsis thoUght to be

built-up as a chain and then a set of chains.

Type 6 Concept. learning. The subject acquires the ability to respond to things

or events as a class. Gagne uses the concept "edge" to illustrate how a subject

might first learn to recognize a thing called an edge (type 2), then perhaps

associate, the thing with the name (type 4), learn to distinguish an edge from

a surface or a corner (typo 5) and finally develop the concept of edge (type 6).:

Type 7 Principle learning. The subject learns principles by chaining concepts
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in a manner similar to the increment from type- 2 to type 3.' For example., to

nnderstandthe principle Birds fly south in the, winter ", one°must already of

have learned the concepts "birds", "fly", "south", and "winter". <It occurred

to one at this writing that one might include the prepositional phrase as

representing a fifth concept. "In the winter" and 1.dinter" are different
.25

concepts. Or are they?;

Type 8 Problem solving. Theauhject uses the principles and all of the

prerequisite types of learning to achieve some goal. Gagne relates problem
4

solving to creativity by suggesting that sometimes a persolvhois working on

a problem experiences a feat4of generalization beyond the usual--a kind.ot

, -inductive leap--a creative insight. He also suggests' that many of the impor-

tant discoverieaafe made by people who have acquired a.large bodyf knowledge.

The reward of solving one problem often creates a thirst f6r new teowledge so
6

that the creative leap--more knowledge creative leap process may be set into

motion. Unit 7 will deal with problem solving and creativity in
Rs>

more detail.
4- Pa .

Without necessarily assuming that one level is
4

prerequisite to the next,

Bigge (1971) defines three hierarchical levels and a_fouth divergent level.

Within the,hierarchy, the. first is the memory level'in which rote learning

takes place, presumably with no particular thought or purpose involved.
M

However, the Geataltists would argue that insight of a sort.is involved

whenever learning occurs. If so, such insights as occur at this lelel would

seem to have po relationship to the material being learned. If a relationship,,

is perceived, the learning is, by definition, of a higher level. -fhe second

is the understanding level which involves perceiving relationships or grasping

the 'use of a fact. Learning on this level, results in gener41Zations and the

development of concepts, principles, and theories. The learner's purpose,

0'
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what has significance, and meaning-personally, is important in understanding-level

learning. The highest level in the hierarchy is the reflection level. It

includes critical ex#mination of ideas, problem posing $q0 problem solving.

The use.of-genUine problems learners want to solve facilitateg' reffective

learning.
jii

The level which does not fit inter 'thee hierarchy was called 0100

autonomous-development level. This level involves a heightening of the

Each learner's feelings and.1earder's intuitive awareness of himself.

judgments constitute the final authority or what has meaning and significance

for him. Autonomous development seems to be similar to the concept o
e
f.self-

,

-''

.actualization articulated by Maslow J19621,or the development of the

functioning person described by 'Rogers (1969) Both Maslp andllogers look

at learning from the perspective of therapists whose goal'it is to help

individuals to realize their full human potential. 161.1e might argue. that

realization of potential is only one of.thegoals of science education, it.

would be hard to deny that it is an important and sometimes neglected one.

It is clear that there is some overlap between Gagne's types of learning

and Bigge's levels of learning. Make some notes on the relationships you see.

Is there some commonality between Type .8 Problem solving'and autonoltious

development? How would you classify the kinds of learning that occur among

your students?

Research in Seience Teaching

Because this portion of the study guide-presents a very tentative statement

.1"

of the possible ways in which the methods of science can be applied to the study

of teaching methods, I beg your indulgence and' seek your constructive criticisms.

9 rl
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I feel strongly that we can discover ways.to improve science education and that

we can sup 'port our findings through careful applications of 'scientific

methodologies. What is suggested here is only a modest beginning. I hope that
A

users will contribute their best thinking to this important problem.

One of the significant results of. your Study of this unit ssc far may be

tha you are distrbed by the shortcomings of theories and principles of

learning and the paucity 'of definitive research results. This section on

research methods is includtd to encourage study guide users to evaluate various

alternative teaching methods by designing and carrying out experiments with as

much rigor as the real learning situation allows. Because it is expected that
4

you, the users of this study guide, will have had both research experience in .

the natural or social sciences and teaching experience, it would appear that

you are in a position to make significant contributions to our understanding

of learning and teaching.in the sciences.

Before we begin- to consider research methods, we must.distinguish/jamong
,7

three kinds of problems encountered in science teaching.-1 First, what kinds of

questions are worth answering?. Second, of those questions worth 'ariswering,

.which can be subjected to scientific inquiry? And third, of those which can be
0

researched by scientific methodologies, what is the best method of designing,

carrying out, and interpreting the research? Before reading on, take time to

.jot down in your notebook. several questions which you would Place iii each of

the three Categories. You might also, give some thought to the question of

whether all luestions that can be subjected to scientific study should be. 0.st

some pros and cons in your notebook.

The decision about what kinds of questions are worth answering is obviously

not a scientific matter; the methods of science cannot be used to determine the

, rl
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goals of science education.' Two factors which can be used in decidingjwhether

a question is worth answering are whether the findings might contribute

significantly to our understanding of learning add teaching arid whether the

answer would clarify the goals of science edUcation. What other factors would

you use in making such decisions?

If a question meets the above criteria, it !nay still not be capable of

being answeredby the methods of science. There are at.least four criteria to

be considered: whether a testable hypothesis can be formulated, whether
k

adequate control'can be maintained over the learni g situation, whether

qualitative (Or preferably, quantitative) observations can be made, and whether

the results can be interpreted. Ethical, and' philosophical questions are, of

cwirse, excluded. Highly variable situations will pose difficult problems with

respect to controls, and with respect to making consistent observations. If

the results are not likely to contribute to further understanding of the

learning process, then perhaps the methods of science are inappropriate.'

Questions which have survived the winnowing of t first two sets of
11

criteria are likely to be appropriate questions for research in science teaching.
4

i

The remaining problems peftain to the design, implementation, and interpretation

of research problem. Four categories of variables should be considered

. the design of the experiment: the attributes of pie students, the conditions

of the learning situation, the teaching methods, and the learning goals In

the experimental design, the independent or criteri4hvariable is the learning

goal. Variables which relate to or contribute (either positively or negatively)
Ay

1

to the achievement of the goal_ate the dependent variables which include the

characteristics of students, the conditions, and the teaching methods.

7
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Designing an Experiment

^ The two kinds of reasoning-that generally enter into scidhtif,ic experimen-

tation are deductions from the observations made and inductive inferences which

contribute to the formulation of new problems. Inductive inference, according

to Fisher (1966), is the only process by which essentially new knowledge is

obtained. One place to start inkdesigning an experiment is by asking a testable

question and fgrmulating by inductive inference one or more possible answers to

the question. In other words, one states a hypothesis and formulates one or
b

more possible results of testing the hypothesis. Fisher stresses the importance

of forecasting-all possible results of an experiment and decidingin advance

what interpretation shall be placed on each result. Following his advice serves

to avoid the possibility of faulty or biased interpretations which might be made

if no thought is given to the matter until thsi conclusion of the experiment.

If statistical methods and probabilities are to be used, the methods Should be

planned in advance. Also, the probability levels to be accepted as indicating

significant differences should be decided before the experiment begins.

Statisticians use the null hypothesis--a hypothesis that-states that there
A

no significant effect of the experimental treatment(s). The advantage of-

such a statement lies in the logic of scientific Methodologies. $Simplis ically

stated? hypothesis can never be proyen because there might be some subseq t

observation which negates it. By testing a nurl hypothesis (that there is no

effect), significant effects serve to disprove the hypothesis.

'In addition to the careful formulation of the hypothesis to be tested and

its possible interpetations, pere are other precautions in experimentation.

These precautions deal with the design of the 2xperimant and tie way in which

ls'carrieo ou.:. The most important single consideration is that the

0
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)

experiment should test the intended hypothesis, no more and no less. (It is
.

not infrequent that experimenters state a hypothesis and then carry out.an

experiment which does not test the stated hypothesis.) Other ilkportant factors

in the design of an experiment include the following. Thefe should be provisions

for estimating the error of measurement in the data collected. Appropriate

procedures should be used to control for or randomizeerrOr. The experiment

should be conducted with the maximum sensitivity possible under the constraints

imposed. (If the constraints, are so severe as to preclude tfle possibility of

clear-cut interprLtation of the results, a less ambitious, more carefu.11y

controlled experiment is called for. ',Fisher suggests four ways to increase the

sensitivity of an experiment: (1) use more cases, (2) use more repetitionsi

(3) refine experimental techniques, and (4) reorganize the structure of the

experiment41 design (by increasing the number of levels of experimental

treatment, For example).
q

An excellent discussion of factors that aft the validity of experiments

A provided' by Campbell and Stanley (1963). They distinguish between factors

which affect internal validity and those which affect extdrnal validity. The
6

former might be o used with the main effects of the experimental treatment

itself; ight appear as interactions between the experimental

treatm nt and some o her factor. The authors use the phrase, rival hypothesis,

to denote that these factor's/might compete with the hypothesis being tested as

possible explanations for the effects. By controlling for these factors in

the experimental design, the factors become less plausible as rival hypotheses.

Factors which may effect the internal validity of an experiment include:

(1) history, the events that happen between first and second measurements in

addition to the experimental effects; (2) maturation, the processes occwing in

INIIIMINI11111P
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ti

the respondents over time such as growing older, hungrier, more tired; (3)

testing, tkle effects of ta4ng,a test upon the scores of a second testing;

(4) instrumentation, chariges in calibratiqn, in instruments4vor in observers

that affect measurements obtained; (5),statistical regression, the tendency

for extreme scores to change (if they change) toward the mean, which may occur

when groups have been selected for their extreme scores; (6) selection biases

in the choice of respdndents for the control and experimental groupS; (7)

experimental'moreality, .the differential loss of respondents frbm the groups;
, .

and (8) interactions among two or more of these factors.

Factors which.may affect the external validity include the interacti

effect's of. testing and-,the experimental treatment, the interactive effects\b14,

selection procedures and ,the experimental treatment, effects of the experimental
, 2

situation which wouldpreclude generalizing, about the effects ofthe__,

4
experimenta9i_variable in honexperimental settings, and,multiple-treatment

(
,

.. , .

interference such tbit:previoUs treatments. affect the results of new treatments
P i .

in the same subjects. "."

Some of the more fundamental principles of experimental design disCdssed

by Vmpbell..ind Stan ey areas follows: (1) Individuals .should be assigned to

groups at random. Existing'groups such as,classes or sectionsshould"not be

used as experimental grOups because there arCsimilaritieS in the experience

of preViously existing_gtou0s that interfere.with,the validity of an experiment.

(2) Treatments should bearranged 'ina "double blind" fashion wheie possible

to prevent the reFebtcher from knowing which treatment a group has received

d tlirrefore possibly biasas his observations. (3) To control for regression,

the observations,On individuals at the extremes of the distribution should be
. r.

,..
t

examined separately._ It would be expected that the low would get higher and

./
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tt e high would get lower and that this regression phenomenon might obscure,

other differences. (4) Matched pairs should not be used as a substitute for

randomization, because such matching does not control for initial differences

in the experimental groups. .e

Three true experimental designs, as well as a number of quasi-experimental

designs, were presented by the authors. Randomization of groups is essential

to the true experiment and pre-and post-treatment observations are usually

recommended.. Of the two designs selected for presentation here, the first

provides control for most of the factors that affect internal validity and the

secondicontrols also for-factors that affedt external validity. (R = random

. selection, 0 = observation, and X = experimental treatment)

(1) R+0 -*X-*0
1 2

R4:01---, 04

(2) R+0
1 2

R-.0
3
--$.0

4

R
5

6

An"appropriate statistical test for significance of differences in effects

is, in the first case, a t-test performed on the difference scONs: The mean

of tie differences, 0
2

- 0
l'

is compared with the mean of the differences,

0
4

- 03. In the second case a two-by-two analysis of, variance is one

appropriate approach:

Experimental treatment X: No Yes

Pre-test. given:

No

00
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Self-Assessment

Part A consists of questions or tasks of the."one right answer" variety.

Answers may be found in the text of this unit. Part B consists of open -ended

questions or problems which may have more than one solution. It is intended

that the style of the questions should indicate the importance of learning at

all levels. Factual recall may be of little importance in and of itself, but

it is rare that problems can be solved without recourse to basic information

and generalizations of concepts and principles. The numbers in paientfieses at
4

the end of the question or problem refer to the objectives, defined at the

beginning of the unit.

A-1. Describe the basic characteristics of contemporary learning theories."(1)

A-2. Define learning as you believe each of the following theorists would have

defined it: (a) a behaviorist, (b) a field-theorist, (c) Gagne, and (d) Rogers,

note: Some of these definitions are more implied than explicit in the text, so

maybe the task belongs in Part B.) (2)

A -3. List at least five points that should be considered in design of--en,,,

eXperiment in science teaching. (4) 0

B-1. Which learning theory (or theories) is most clearly reflected in your

teaching? (1)

B-2. Write your own definition of learning. (2) .

B-3. On the basis of what is given about Gagne and about Rogers, which learning

theories do you feel each of them would suppdrt? Why? (2)

B-4. Develop and write a statement describing your own plan for facilitating

learning. Have you changed your views of how to facilitate learning as a result

c of studying this unit? If so, how. (2)

B-5. Write a statement of your own personal learning philosophy that maximizes

ri r)
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the congruence between theory and practice. (3)

B-6.: InyoUYjudgment, which of the following questions are worth answering?

Why or why not? (a) What is the _most efficient teaching method .for the

transmission of information? (b) How can colleges develop more cost-effective

methods of instruction? (c) Would the definition of instruction.(in what

subject? for what purpose?) enter into youride(sion about the value of

question (b)? (d) What is the most effective method for transmission of

information? (e) Does the kind of information or the attributes of the students

enter into finding an answer to questio'n (d)? (f) Should our colleges be more

concerned about helping students to become aware of the social and ethical

implications of the information and concepts they are taught? (g) What kinds

of teaching strategies can be used to create awareness of social and ethical ,

implications? (h) What values slpuld you as a science teacher hold? (i) Under

what circumstances should you discuss these values with your students? (4)

B-7. Ofthe questions posed in B-6, which can be subjected to scientific

inquiry? (4)

B-8. Select at least one of the questions in B-6, state it in terms of a

specific hypothesis to be tested, define a particular learning situation, and

design an experiment to answer the question. (4)

B-9. Criticize your own experimental design. (4)
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UNIT 2

INDIVIDUALIZED' INSTRUCTION

4

But a tool is a tool, apassiv'e object which achieves
its purpose only when,used, the degree of achievement
being dependent upon the degree of the user's skill. So

it is with modules', as well as with textbooks, laboratory
exercises, movies, and all other accouterments of academia.
Each is a tool in the hands of the teacher by means pf
which given ends can be reached. Tools, however, connote
tome a mechanistic image, a betrayal of the creativity
and humanity that is implied by the very word, teaching:
Thus, P suggest that modules be regarded rather as
pigments, with a constructive imagination needed td put
them on canvas. Pigments can be used nilmadified, and the
effect is typically sharp and bold;: they'can be blended in

Jvirtually unlimited combinations reflecting individuality >

and personality. Modules must be blended by the teacher
who is in this context an artist, illuminating the canvas
of biology with design and sensitivity.

Edward J. Kormondy, .from the-Freface,
CUEBS Publication 31, The Use of
Modules in C011ege Biology Teaching

Purpose and Objectives

The purpose of this unit is jo describe a-variety of kinds of individualized

1rN 11.

instruction, to discuts how they can be used, and to describe how individual

L

instructors might go about creating their own individualized iris"tructional

materials. Upon completion of this unit, you.should be able to: (1) describe'

the components typically found in individualized instructional materials,.(2)
0

relate the use of individualized instruction to learning theory, (3) use

individualized instruction with your students, including solving some of the

problems of implementation and being abe-to adapt your role as teacher to the

new instructionalsituation, (4) prepare a patkage of individdhlized
,-T

instructional material, and (5) evaluate the effectiveness of individualized

oa

o
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instruction.

Definition and Components

Individualized instruction exists in a variety of forms and by an even

greater variety of names: programmed instruction,'compute'r-aided instruction,

audio-tutorial, minicourses, modules, to mention only a few: Regardless of

the nature or amount of hardware or software involved, let us include under

the topic ofc individualized instruction any self-contained unit of instruction

with a primary focus on a few well-defined objectives. To simplify the wording

let us also select the term, module, for use in this unit to refer to

individualized instruction of any kind.

The components of a module, according to Creager and Murray (1971), are

follows:

1. Statement of purpose--the general goal of the module.

2. Desirable preTequisitesr-what a student should already be able to do in

preparation'f the module.

3. Instructk nal objectives--the specific things a student should accompltgh

as a result of completing the module.

4. Diagnostic pre-test--designed to determine either readiness to begin the

instruction, or already existing mastery of the-objectives, or/both.

5. Implementers -a term created by the editors to include all equipment and

facilities needed by the user to complete the module.

6. The modular program- -the .nstructions provided to help the student, which

can be in print, on tape, on computer, or in any other available medium.

7. Related experiences--found in some modules and intended to suggest other

learning activities the student is now prepared to do, because of having
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completed the module.

8. Evaluative post- test measures mastery of the.speckfied objectives.

.9. Assessment of the module--important in the development of a module and

designed to determine how effective the module is, the range of amounts of

time 'requited to ,omplete the module, and suggestions for improvements based

on the experience of users.

Certainly this list is not intended to force mod? developers into a-

mold. Rather, it should serve as a kind of check st to be used as a guide.

The subject and the characteristics of the intended users should determine

which of the components are included in a module.

Relationship to Learning Theory

Many modules make use of behavioristic learning theory in thix they

provide immediate feedback on responses, thereby reinforcing correct answers

and correcting errors. Because individualized materials came into relatively

wide'use as a result of efforts at programmed inst uction in the 1960's, such

materials are generally associated with behaiorigiu. The idea of preparing

clearly defined instructional objectives that specify an observable behavior

also is an outgrowth of behaviorism.

The relationships. of moduleg to levels of learning seem to be that, while

it is far easier to prepare materials, particularly to write instructional

objectives,' for memory level learning, it is riot impossible to write objectives

that lead to mastery of concepts and principles, problem-posing, problem-

solving, insightful learning, and even affective learning. The examples of
%

simulated breeding experiments utilizing computer-aided instruction (Hyatt,

et al, 1972 and Urquhart, 1973) afford evidence that self-instructional
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materials can lead to mastery of higher levels of learning. More will be said

about instructional objectives later in this unit.

Proponents of modules cite a number of advantages of individualized

instruction: the learning sequence can be tailored to the individual student's

needs and interests, student involvement is more direct than in many other

modes, a student can set his own pace and spend time on material he has not

already mastered. Closely related to the notion of, ndividualization is the

. -

concept of mastery learning in which the time provided for a student to master

a given set of objectives is variable. This is in contrast to the traditional

specified number of lectures 4r semester in which the time is fixed and the

level of mastery varies. Proponents of mastery learning of specified

objectives argue that mastery is important and that the amount of time required

for mastery is less important. Those who;.are,skeptical of mastery learning

argue that time is important; students who are slow learners will be poor

performers even after they have mastered a given assignMent. There remains" an

unresolved question about the relationship between how long it takes to learn

something and how effectively or efficiently the learning is used after it has

been mastered.

Critics of modules have also pointed out that instruction can become

fragmented when it is individualized and packaged into small spj-contained

units. A Gestaltist would likely oppose such a procedure, yet it seems that

a module could introduce a broad topic in a way that the student could get an

overview, subsequent modules could explore subtopics, and a final module could

4
synthesize the parts into a coherent whole.

3D
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How to Use Individualized Instruction

By definition, individualized instruction obviates the classroomQbr

group mode. Since most learning situations include schedules of class

meetings, ways to adapt the situations are needed. Having students work on

individualized materials while you circulate in the cl%gnroom to answer

individual questions is ope way to proceed.41116 ideal use of individualized

instruction is to provide for the special needg of eac student. Some will

have weaknesses in their background, others will need challengin advanced
ti

assignments. Some will require more time
5--

than others to complete particular

unit of instruction. Individualization can meet many of these needs.

Peed teaching can often be combined effectively with modules.. Students

who are the first to master a module can s rve as peer teachers for other P.

students. There is an added benefit of peer teaching; the tidents who serve

as peer teachers learn material more thoroughly and are forced o consider new

questions raised by other students. Fellow students also frequently demonstrate

outstanding capability for explaining a difficult'conceptc,in terms that are`k,

understood by their classmates:

Although individualized learning often takes place in specially built,

individual carrels, it is not essential to invest in such equipment. Carrels

may not even be the most desirable setting for all students or for all types

of learning. The simplest form of a module requires only paper and pencil.

Modules intendvi to teach a laboratory' skill or to guide field work should be

portable. Various combinations of cassette tape players, illustrated

instruction booklets, slides, battery-operated viewers or more shhisticated

projectors, film strips, movies, and computer terminals can be devised to suit

the learning purpose.

4 I
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If it is decided that. carrels are needed, it is possible .construct a

temporary carrel (see figure) from two sheets of pegboard with appropriate

supports. This,atrangement offers an inexpensive way to determine whether

permanent carrels are needed. Also, the temporary carrels might be used in

situations in which carrels are needed occasionally but laboratdry tables must

serve other functions. Experimental carrels have been built which accommodate

two students, each with a separate set of headphones and tape player. Different

information can be placed on the two tapes so the students participate in a pre-

programmed interactive lesson. One slide projector presents the same visual

materials to both students while the tapes present different interpretations.

This .system, which is being developed at the Science Education ,Center, University
- _

of Texas at Austin, is ah unusual combination of individualization and immediate

feedback through peer interaction.

The Role of the Teacher

Assuming that Appopriate modules are available, individualized

instruction offers the teacher an opportunity to concentrate his efforts

4
on thing Only people can do. These th,ngs might include

4

+O.
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-4110gA

speciaf assistance for students with unusual interests or problems, raising

thought questions and encouraging students to do so, fostering

creative activities,,orssimply demonstrating concern for students as

individuals. In writing this section, I felt compelled to review Rogers' list

of the qualities of a facilitator. Having done so, I am again impressedWith

the rightness of Rogers' views on what a teacher should be doing. How do you

feel about the complementarity of the use of individualized instruction and

the role of the teacher as facilitator? (Your notebOok, please.) As an

exercise, assume that you have access to ample modules and suitable conditions

for their use: describe the ideal situation for one of your courses'and your

role in that situation. Remember there is no one right answer to most of the

problems posed-in this study guide. Modules may be ideal for an entire cours

(or even a curriculum) for some students or some teachers or some situations.

Modules may be suitable for parts of a course. Or they may be totally unsuited

to your situation. It is your decision, but I hope yofiwfll mak6 decisions

about this and other alternative instructional strategies only after having

given some imaginative thought to how you might use them.

Problems of Implementation

Problems fall in four general categories: space, time, equipment, and-

people. In implementing a program of individualized instruction, most

departments have found that there are a number of trade-offs. Space for

individual carrels has been perceived as a problem in many instances, but

a
several ways to solve this problem have been suggested. In an institution

where a rigid schedule of classes is used, individualization may be possible

only by the use of take-home modules. If your library'is.willing, modules
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A

can be checked out like books. A small beginning might also be made by setting

aside a corner of a laboratory, supplying it, with modules, and making it.

available as many hours a day as possible. If the particular modules supplied

deal with the more difficult parts of a course, students are likely to use free

hours between other classes to work on the modules. As students, colleagues,,

and administrators become convinced-of the value of having some individuali-

zation of, nstruction, it may become easier to get approval for scheduling

both time and space for it.

With respect to equipment, it can be lesS expensive to equip a laboratory

for individualized instruction than for group instructioni(where all of the

students do the same thing at the same time): For example, suppose students

were to learn the use-of ,an analytic balance, how to do a titration, the use

of the.pH meter, and the use of several other pieces of equipment. If a

module on each of the techniques is provided,,a few students can make use of

each kind Of equipment at any given time. There is no need to have thg same

number of pH meters or balances as there are students in a class, The problems

with equipment are likely to be related to the notion that each laboratory

`period should,..be devoted to a particular task. To reap the benefits of

individualized instruction and the economies in equipment purchases, tHe\

faculty and students must become adjusted to having several things going on

simultaneOusly in a laboratory.

-People problems, if they exist, are likely to reflect honest diffe4nces

of opinion about whether modules offer any advsntages,over the instructional

Mode that is currently in use.. Do they? The answer to this question depends

on the situation in which it is asked. What do you think about your own

situation? How do you know whether or noilmodules will work? (Are you
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making notes on your thbughts?) Is this a researchatole question? What kind of

experimental design would you use to determine whether the incorporation of some

modules is indicated in your situation? Are there any other problems which have

not bean mentioned here that an instructor should be a*are of before beginning,

to implement individualized instruction?

How to Prepare Instructional Objectives

Bdfore beginning to prepare modules, it is important to learn to prepare

instructional objectives. I have used the term, instructional, objective, to

deemphasize the influence of behaviorism. In the event thit you'are turned

off by the preparation of instructionat objectives, let me share with you the

fact that I, too, was very skeptical of the approach when I first became

acquainted with it. I am still concerned that instruction by objectivesicould

easily become dehumanized. However, after about five years of attempting to

prepare objectives, using them with students, and discussing them with

colleagues, I now believe that the limitations of instructional objectives are

not inherent in the objectives themselves. Rather, it is up to those of us

who are concerned about humane learning and about higher levels of learning to

be sure that the objectives we write lead to the intended achievements.

The preparation of instructional objectives has two distinct positive

effects: (1) the student has a much better understanding. of what he is

expected to do and (2) the instructor is forced to state his expectations

clearly--to think about what Ile is doing in his teaching. A serious drawback,

at least in the early stages of preparing instructional objectives, is that

*
the lower the level of learning the easier it is to prepare clearly defined

* See page for a discussion of types and levels of learning.
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objectives. Many instructors, myself included, have been chagrined to discover

that their first attempts at writing objectives led to the learning of clearly

defined trivia. The remedy for this, I think, is not to abandon all effort

to prepare objectives but rather to make a conscious effort to prepare

objectives that specify the intended level of learning.

On the basis of levels of learning, instructional objectives can be

divided into three major categoriesl- (1) the basic skill and information

level, (2) the higher cognitive (concept,principle,problem-solving) level,

and (3)-the affective level. The following examples of objectives at each

level maybe helpful. At the basic skill-information level: Given a blood

typing kit, accurately determine your own blood type with respect to ABO and

Rh antigens. At the higher cognitive level: Given 14adings On antigens and

'antibodies and the experience of typing your own blood, explain how the typihg

solutions work. To be acceptable, your explanation must include definitions

of antigens and antibodies. At the problem solving level: Using your

knowledge of respiratory systems, design a hypothetical respiratory system

which is superior to those you have studied. To be acceptable your design

must have three superior_ characteristics and an explanation for why you believe

them to be superior. At the affective level: Given two alternatives in a

conflict situation, choose between the two and give a reason for the choice.

(Appended to this objective would be a paragraph of description for each of

two conflict situations, neither of which is obviously good or bad. Two plats

for gasoline rationing, two ways of making fish-meal protein palatable. etc.)

Each instructional objective has a minimum of three components:.'(1) the

observable behavior--what the student is expected to do, (2) the conditions

imposed--the equipment,.facilities,
time constraints, etc. to be provided, and
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(3) the minimum acceptable level of performance--the procedures and criteria

that will be used to determine whether the ,objective has been m t. Several

authors (Eiss and Harbeck, T969; Mager, 1962; and Walbesser, 1971) have listed

acion \Ten's thatl denote observable behaviors to be used in the preparation of

objectives. Before you read on, make four lists of verbs: (1) those that

denote acquisition of skills and information, (2)*those that ind c mastery
,3 ,

of concepts, principles, processes (including their application -?1the

solution of problems), (3) those that specify affective kinds of learning ,

(including attitudes, interests, motivation, values and decisions), and (4)

those that denote unobservable behaviors. Please do this before you read on;

it is important that you prepare lists that are independent of the ones'I haft

prepared. Because there is so much variation in the lifts I have seen and

because the observabilit;\of a behavior often depends on the ingenuity of the

observer,,I value the opportunity to check ty judgments,against yours. After

you have completed your lists compare them to the lists on page 4=2-12.

Select a verb from each of the first three lists. For each verb prepare an

instructional objective suitable for your students. Be sure that each

objectiveltpecifies the appropriate conditions and states the level of

4erformance expected. To test the effectiveness of the objectives you have

written, prepare at least three test items for each objective. Test items need

not be paper- and - pencil items; other ways of testing, such as observing -

Activities in the laboratory, examining products of work, or engaging in

discussion with a student can be used. Two important considerations in writing

objectives are:' first, that the test items should test for the same kind of

learning specified in the objective, and second, that the learning should be

generalizable. If it is difficult to prepare more than one test item, it may
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Verbs and the Kinds of Behaviors They Denote

A

Acquisition of Skills Higher Cognitive Affective Unobservable

and Information Processes Behaviors Behaviors

demonstrate organize select know

name .
)

describe

distinguish
order

choose
participate

understand
appreciate

write state a rule' challenge grasp (the significance of)

recite apply a rule adopt enjoy

identify, a investigate defend believe

list question judge have faith in

differentiate
solve

construct
compare

evaluate
advocate
reject

comprehend

very well be that the learning is of a non-generalizable nature. Factual recall

items are of this_variety. A Whole course based on factual recall or other

non-generalizable behaviors would be a trivial learning experience.

Before ypu go on to the next section, please prepare someobjectivis and

some test items for those objectives. You will find the experience helpful in

completing the next section.

Row to Prepare a Module

4
1. Because a module should fit into some ontext, start by re iewing a'course

or a curriculum and determine what parts of that curriculum are essential--and

what items might need to be added. Think about how flexibilities can be

provided for a student to make some.decisions about his own learning. When you
4

have an overview of the curriculum or course, prepare a list of the skills and

facts, concepts and principles, problem-solving abilities, and affective

behaviors you would expect a student to master. A flowchart for the curriculum

indicating-alternative pathways and various modes of learning will be helpful in

4
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deciding what portions of the curriculum should be modularized and which should'

be offered in other instructional modes.

2. Divide the portion of the curriculum to be-modularized into manageable

sections, each of which will become a module. Your first

be, "How big is a module? And as you might have guessed,
4

question will probably

there is no one set

-answer, only some guidelines. The smaller the module, the greater the

flexibility in 'recombining modules into programs tailored to i ividual student
.

needs. The larger the module, the greater the degree of emphasis that can be

placed on interrelationships among skills and concepts and their applications,

and implications,. There need not be a fixed size for a module; some can be

A

longer than others. The diagram illustrtes some ways to incorporate modules

into learning situations.

A. Modules in a traditional course:

r M
1 n

. In
d 1I. 3

C. Sequence in which students comp
all of the basic modules and choose
among optional modules.

11.1011.

1

04

0,.

0
3

41111111

0 q

04

8

4

B. Dinearmodules wherliall students
follow the same sequence at
different rates.

,

2 3 4 S 618,9

D. Sequence in which students select
any sequence and complete a certain
number of modules.

4 r

J2.
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.ep

Some module developers have assi:gned_point value to their modules'so that the

longer, more difficult modules earn a larger numberof points. 'Grades may be

related to the number of points earned, so that .there is a minimum number of

points for a passing grade-and the opportunity to make a higher grade for

completing more modules and earning more points. The amount of time you

anticipate that it will take a/student to complete a module is also an important

consideration, because there is some evidence'from conversations with developers

that smaller units (1-2 hours to complete) seem to be preferred to longer units

by many students.

3. When a specific section of the curriculum has beA-,a-lotted to a module,

make a rough list of everything you want a studepelto accomplish. This list

should have been Partially completed in developing the overview of the entire

curriculum in step 1. Placing each ,item on a small card allows for later

reorganization, addition and deletion. If the module is primarily a skill

module, you may want to go through'performing the tasks to determine that all

of the components of the t;sks are included. If the module includes concepts

°

and principles, some thought must be given to how theOe will be developed. If

Gagne is correct about the types of learning and.the sequential nature of

ft

learning, then verbal associations and multiple discriminations should precede

and lay the groundwork for the understanding of concepts and principles. Some

time spent reviewing your old lecture notes may be helpful. One problem with

using, old notes is that they generally lead to the production of very passive

modules. Regardless of whether instructions are provided in writing or on tape,

it is pos'sible to incorporate more student involvement into a module than would

have been in a lecture. Postlethwait, et al. (1964) offer some excellent

suggestions on the production of materials'for individualized instruction.
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4. Check the outline (list or cards) you have prepared for completeness and

organization. Add any points that have been omitted inadvertently, delete non

essentials or irrelevancies, and ire arrange the sequence of items for the benefit

of a student who will be following it withoti,t depending on'a teachei.

5. You may be surprised to discover that no mention has yet begn made of

instructional objectives. Now that the content of your module is well defined,

you should look at that content and try to state it in generalizable behaviors in

a set of instructional objectives. The reason for waiting until this state of

the module development to write the objectives is that most instructors are

accustomed to working from procedures or notes not based on objectives. Also,

from personal experience and observation of other instructors working on modules,

I have found that the quality of the'objectives is mUch,bet.ter if they are

written after the content is clearly defined than if they are written earlier.

This procedure avoids two common pitfalls ot module production. One is to

define a set of objectives and then teach something else. The other is to include

ungeneralizable behaviors or trivial tasks. Refer back to ,the section on

preparing objectives as needed. Be'surethat each objective includes all three

components: what the student is expected to do, Cinder what condibions, and at

PP

what performance level. It is a good idea Ito have in mind the criteria and

procedures for constructing test items, or even to

items at the same tiMe-the objectives are prepared.

re some' of the test

o

6. From the notes in step 4, write Ole modular program;.the instructions you

intend to provide for your students.. These instructions should guide them

through the mastery of each objectile and hould proVide for a vyiety of

activities to maximize direct involvement. If you are going to describe a
6,

piece of equipment, ask the student to go to hat piece Of equipment and look
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at it while using your materials. Instructions are usually printed oi recorded

on audio-tape. paving both available makes it Possible for students with sight

or hearing impairment to choose a version that they can use.

7. Determine whether there are any prerequisites for the module. Have you

assumed thatOrthe student has mastered certain things before he begins this

module? Ask someone who is unfamiliar with the subject matter to read the

modular program. You may discover that you have assumed previous knowledge

,without, realizing it. For example, if use is made of the metric system, either

the module must include appropriate information about it, or the ability to use

the metric system ,should be listed as'a prerequisite.

8. Prepare a list of all of the items of equipment and all of the supplies

needed to do the tasks specified in the module. If there are solutions to be

mixed, be sure directions are included for preparing them. Note any other

special preparations, how long it takes to prepare them and include any other

comments that might help a user or another instructor. For example, if

seedlings or embryos certain stages are needed to do the module, it should

be possible to find that out

e
efore getting into the modular program.

e
9. If the module opens up sqme new opportunities for a student, these should be

described under Related Experiences. If the system you are developing has

required and optional modules, the options which are open upon completion of

this module should be listed.

10. Procedures for the evaluiiion of performance need to be developed. If you

prepared any test items in step 5, refer to them now along with the list of

objectives and thee list of prerequisites. The post-test should determine

whether the stkident has mastered the objectives of the module at an acceptable

level. The pre-test should determine either whether the student has mastered
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the prerequisitits or whether he has mastered the objectives or both, depending

on the strategies you havel(ecided to use. If there are prerequisites, Part A

of the pretest should determine wtiether they have been met. Having this test

is in the best interesk of the student in that he should be prepared to succeed

before he begins a module. If you decide you want to offer the.option of testing

out of a module, Part B of 'the pretest should determine whether the student

has already mastered the objectives of a module., If so, it would seem that he

should get credit for it and not be required to do over something he already

knows. Part B of the pretest can be an alternate form of the posttest. The

cardinal rule of evaluation is to test for mastery of the objectives specified

in the module. Another important rule is that objectives should require some

degree of generalization. That'is, a worthy objective pertaining to taxonomic

classification would be to use a binomial key to classify (to a specified level)

an assortment of (a certain number of) organisms. Not acceptable would be an

objective that required students to reclassify the same se of organisms used

in doing the module. The first requires the student to underst`at he principle

of a binomial key; the second requires the student to memorize the examples used

in the module. You are now ready to prepare the tests. While paper and pencil

tes s a commonly used there is no reason why other modes cannot be used.
0

For skills, Having the student demonstrate the skill is suitable; oral quizzes.

are also effective.

11. When you have completed these steps, write the statement of ppfp-o-ae for

your module. You will have all of the components except the assessment of the

module.

12. Assessment can be done by having students complete a written assessment

after_they have completed the module. Other colleagues can provide feedback if A
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they have used your module with their students. A sample evaluation sheet

follows on pages 4-2-19 and 4-2-20.

Sample Outlines of Modules

STREAK PLATE PREPARATION (An Example of a Skill Module)

Purpose: To develop the technique of preparing streaked cultures of bacteria

on agar plates

Prerequisites: Autoclaving of media and glassware
Preparation of nutrient agar
Pouring plates, inoculating cultures

Objective: Given the necessary materials, streak bacteria from pure cultures

onto agar plates with a contamination rateof less than 5%.

Pretest: 1 Demonstrate the skills listed under prerequisites.

2 Deffionstrate the skill stated in the objective.

Implementers: Petri plates, nutrient agar, a pure bacterial culture,

inoculating needle, bunsen burner, sterile work area

. Program: '1 Prepare sterile agar plates and obtallia tube of a pure bacterial

cultures
2 Using the technique you learned for Inoculating cultu res, flame

the needle, iemove the cover from the tube, dip the needle into

the broth and replace the cover on the tube.,

3 Lift the lid of the petri plate slightly, move the needle across

the surface of the agar, and replace the lid. Repeat for 30

plates;
4 IScubate the plates at 37° C for 48 hours.

5 Have your instructor inspect the plates to determine the rate of

contamination.

Related Experiences: Use skill to check water samples for conform 'becteiid

Test bacterial susceptibility to vari'ois

Posttest: Demonstrate that you can achieve the objective (Step 5 in' program)

Evaluation: (Data to be collected)
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MODULE EVALUATION SHEET

Name of Module Name of Evaluator

I. Please rate the overall module on the following items. CircLe your response.

a) Did you enjoy the module?

7

b) Was it presented clearly?

c) Did the parts of the module'

fit together well?

.

no Only a It was
little OK

N
no Some

of it
Most of

it

, very
enjoyable

Yes

Not very Reasonably Yes
no well will

d) Was the, length of the module Too long
suitable to the task?

e) Did the module allow you to
work at your pwn speed L.,

110
f) Would you like doing whit

you learned in a job setting?

The right Too
length short

Parts of Most of,.

no it did it did

Could Would
no stand it be OK

Yes

Like very
much'

II. Please rate each of,the following parts of a module wherever appropriate.

Written instructions: If you circle "no" or "sometimees'y lease explain ono
back of page.

1) Were the objectives of the module clearly stated? . no lometimes yds

)2) Were the written instructions interesting? , no sometimes ids

B. Activities: Explain no or "sometimes" answers.

1) Were directiont for activities clear? no somet es yes

2) Did the activities help you accomplish objectives? no. sometiornes yes

3) Did youfeel that you were actually involved in
doing the module? no

C. Visual Explain "no" and "sometimes" answers.
(dlides, filmstrips, film loops, transparencies)

1). Did the visual aids help to explain the topic?

sometimes yes

no sometimes yes

e: 4
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2) Were the visuals clearly presented? no sometimes yes,

3) Were the vis4'ald interesting? no sometimes yes

4) Was the amount of visual material appropriate? not about too

enough right much

Audio tapes: Explain "no" and "sometimes" answers.

1) Was the. voice pleasant and easy to listen to? no sometimes- yes

2) Was the explanation clearly presented? no sometimes yes

3) Was the rate of speecti\on the tape satisfactory? too about too

slow right- fist

III. How much time did you spend working on the module? hours min.

Did you master the module? yes no At what percentage level?

Was the amount of time_required.to do this module appropriate to the job

being learned?

Needed more time About the,right amount Too muchl!time

Do you now feel competent to do the job you learned in a work situation?

No Somewhat Yes

IV.* HOw would you change the module if you were to write it over?

4

V. What other questions would you ask if you were evaluating a module?

VI. Please add any other comments you feel would be helpful in improving this

module.

////
VII. Submit with this evaluation a list of questions you had to ask about

unclear points in the moduli

70.
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or'

BACTERIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY TO ANTIBIOTICS
(An Example of a Concept Module)

Purpose: To develop the concept that bacteria vary in their susceptibility
to antibiotics

Prerequisites: Streak plate preparation, preparation and interpretation of
graphs-

Objective: Given two strains of bacteria
variability in susceptibility
graphic data.

and two antibiotics, demonstrate
by preparing and interpreting

Pretest: Interpret grlaphic data prepared by ther student.

Implementers: Cultures of two strains of bacteria, paper discs impregnated
with various concentrations of two different antibiotics,

petri plates, agar, etc.

Program: (Refers to module on streakii1 plates, describes the use of antibiotic

"discs", explains diffusion through agar and gradient established,
describes a way to measure diameter of ring of inhibited.gtowt0

4.*** Related Experiences: Isolate colonies growing nearest antibiotic discs and
determine whether any are mutants no longer susceptible
to antibiotics
Research some mechanisms of antibiotic action

Posttest: Interpret your graphs to,relate growth suppression and antibiotic
-concentration. *

Evaluation;" (Data to be collected)

THE USE OF ANTIBIOTICS IN HUMAN DISEASE
iAn Example of an Attitude Module)

Purpose: To make use of relevant scientific and sociological factors in
forming an attitude about the use of antibiotics in human disease

Prerequisites: Bacterial susceptibility to antibiotics, use of periodical
literature, inte view techniques

Objective: Provided with library a d 'community resources, state your attitude
about the use of antibiotics, providing evidence for your position
which "is acceptable to your peers.

Pretest: Dethonstrate mastery of prerequisites. .Could be a paper and pencil

test, a demonstration of skill in the laboratory, a praetice
simulated interview.
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Implementers: Bibliography, list of community-ihformation sources, ideas

for interviews.

Program: 1 Do one of the following:
A Use an interview or questionnaire to determine attitudes of

medical personnel, mothers, college students, etc. on the ,

use of antibiotics.

B Extend laboratory studies of antibiotics to include several

that are 4Vailable without prescription.

'C Prepare a library research paper on-antibiotics.

D- 'Devise a project of your own to collect information relevant

to attitudes about the use of antibiotics.

2 Schedule a time to present your statement of attitude and supporting

evidence to your class. Make your presentation and get reactions

from the class.

Posttest: Peer and instructor evaluation of presentation

Evaluation :» (Data to be collected)

Notes on Participants' Contributions
ti

In the area of individualized instruction, there were'many excellent

contributions made by. participants in both the 1972-73 and the 1973-74 courses.

The earlier year's course was focused primarily on the deVelopment of modulesL
*

the later course dealt with essentially the same set of alternatives as are

included in this study guide, but the course was focused on biology. To provide

some idea of the diversity of topics developed in modular form, participants

have prepared modules on electrophoresis, preparation of solutions, culturing

of invertebrates, logarithms, plant morphology, how to use the library, cell

structure and function, how to read and write a scientific paper, application

'of paper chromatography to the study of plant pigments, and several modules on

patient care for nurses.

The diversity of approaches is also noteworthy. Participants have used

video cassettes to illustrate the use of.complex equipment, IBC Coursewriter

program for computer- assisted instruction, and their own models of chtomosomps
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to illustrate a variety of behaviors. In some individualized courses, there are

slightly different sets of objectives depending on the student's intended major,

or students are asked to prepare questions for their examinations as a part of

their study of the objectives, or a "hot-line" is manned by the instructor the

night before the exam. Some participants combined the notion of modularized

instruction with a project. For examplel.part of a term might be devoted to

learning photographic techniques or'culturing techniques'and the remainder of

the term devoted to using the techniques to carry out a project. A few of the

participants were involved in audio-tutorial programs and several more were

developing personalized (Keller plan) instruction. Some devised ways within

the resources available to them personally' to-individualize a big clasp: more

office hours, help sessions, study questions,-informal lectures, and personal

invitations to the instructor's home.
4

A few participants developed research projects to attempt to determine

4

whether there were significant differences in student performance between

individualized and other forms of instruction. To summarize the several studies,

it was generally concluded that: (1) study guide questions keyed to instructional

objectives do improve student performance, (2) many students respond favorably

to optional in-depth studies as opposed to survey-type lectures, and (3) Keller-.
6

style personalized instruction where tutors are used in conjunction with self-

pacing is generally advantageous. A partially contrasting view appeared in one

study. Only 40% 9f the students surveyed indicated they would elect

individualized instruction if they had a choice. Those students also felt the

tutors were pry prepared and they, personally, found it difficult to

discipline themselves to keep progressing in the self-paced situation.
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I have not indicated the names of the specificiindividuals who contributed

these ideas, partly because in many cases there were several individuals who

contributed similar ideas in different sections of the Courses and I would have

great difficulty acknowledging all contributors. However, if any readers would

like further information about any of these ideas, I will gladly supply names

and addresses Of one or more of the contributors.

Methods of Evaluation

In addition to evaluating the effectiveness of specific modules, it is also

important to conduct, carefully controlled research on the effectiveness of

individualized instruction. We need to know whether there are characteristics.of

students which are either positively or negatively correlated with performance

in individualized instruction. Likewise, we might make more effective use of

the talents Of instructors if we could determine whether they will do particularly

well in managing-individualiied situations. We have very little information on

whether there are certain kinds of learning that should always be offered On an

individualized basis or 1.Thether there are other kinds of learning tthat should

never be offered on an individualized basis. Even within individualized

situations we have only modest information on the conditions, that are conducive

to learning "and those that are detrimental. And even if we knew more precisely

the circumstances under which individualized instruction is most effective, we

Would still need to develop better methods of implementing the findings.

You are encouraged to accept the challenge of one of these questions or

another related question and design and carry out an experiment to add to our

undystanding of individualized instruction. Refer to the discussion of
.' 40.

experimentaldesign in Unit 1 for some suggestion.

59
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Self-Assessment

As in Unit 1, Part A concerns information from the unit and-Part B is

devoted to more open ended` questions. Numbers in parentheses reter to the

objectives of the unit.

A-1. Describe the components of a. module. (1)

A-2. Select a topic from your field and describe, first, how you think a

behaviorist would develop a module to teach that topic, and, second, how you

think a Gestaltist would develop a module to teach the same topic. Emphasize in

your answer the differences in proach of the two schools. (2)

A-3. Outline briefly how y would deal with some of the problems posed by

individualized instruction and how you might adapt your teaching style to the

new situation. 0)

A-4. -Demonstrate to one or more of your colleagues the module you have

prepared, (4)
9

A-5. Describe how you would evaluate your module. (5)

A-6. Propose a research plan for evaluating some aspect of individualized

1

instruction. (5)

B-1.. How would you change the list of compOhents of a module? (1)

13-2. (a) State briefly how you stand with respect to the major arning

theories. (Are you a behaVio st, a Gestatist, or some modification or

combination?) (b) Indicate h w your position determines your view of

individualized instruction. (2)

B-3. Describe your .experience in,using mod -tries with your students, particularly, _

(a) the problems you encountered and how you dealt with them,- (b) how you see

your role is teacher, and (c) whether you feel you have adapted your style

Agnificantly to the demands of the individualized situation. (3)
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B-4. How would you modify the instructions /for preparing a module? What would

you do differently if you were doing your module over? (4)

B-5. Carry out the plan you developed in A-5. (5)

B-6. Carry out the plan you developed in A-6. (5)
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UNIT 3

CONTRACTUAL LEARNING

. . . Imagine a clock face with 60 minutes an it. Let the

clock stand for the time men have had access to writing .

systems. Our clock would thus represent something like
3,000 years, and each minute on our<clock 50 years. On

<, this scale, there were no significant media changes until
about nine minutes apt. AC-that tilde, the printing press,
came into use in Western culture. About 'three minutes ago,

the telegraph, photograph, and locomot-live arrived. Two

minutes ago: the telephone, rotary press, motion pictures,
automobile, airplane, and radio. One minute ago,'the
talking picture ,Television has appeared in the last ten
seconds; the computer in the last five, and communications
satellites in the last second. TheClaser beam--perhaps
the most potent medium of communication of all--appeared
only a'fraction of a second. ago.

.00

Postman and Weingartner, Teaching as a Sdbversive Activity, p. 10

Purpose and'Objeciives

Among alternative teaching strategies, the learning contract ranks with

satelliteg and laser beams--a new alternative that needs further exploration.

Contractual learning might be thought of as an extension of individualized

instruction discussed in Uni 2. Howeyer, it can be us d with a group of students
t

as well as with individuals, nd generally provides more flexibility than do

individualized instructional materials. The purpose of this,unit is to explain

some ways to use contractual earning and to present some ideas n the evaluation

of learning systems in' which contracts are used. Upon completing the unit, you

shoeld,be able to: (1) describe the components of a learning contract, (2)

describe the relationship between contractual learning and learning theory, (3)

prepare and use learning contracts, (4) describe the role of the teacher in

l'

')
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1

contractual learning, (5) diicuss some problems of implementation, (6) describe

the components'of an evaluation process, and (7) plan and carry out a research

-, project on contractual learning and its evaluation.

The Learning Contract

A learning contract is an agreement between one or more students and a

faculty member. A contract shouldinclude a learning goal and specific learning

objectives. It can be written to meet the specialized needs of an individual

student or a small group of students,or it can be written to describe the

requirements of a course gpr a large number of students. If grading is a part of

a learning system, the contract could specify what is required for a "D", a "C", a

"B", or an ."A": Regardless of which of these circumstances applies; -the studerit(s)

and th'e faculty:member,by the terms of the contract understand what is expected.

It is
4
an advantageous learning situation for studeRts to-have a say in the content

of the contract in so.far as their experience allows. The activity of stating a

learning goal and determinirig how to accomplish it is a valid learning experience

in and of itself. yoQd that, there is an important motivating factor involved

in participating,in definily, one's own learning goals.

The learning goal is a statement oAthe overall purpose of the course or

learning experience. The specific objectives to accomplish an overall goal

should each include particular activities to be undertaken, resources to be

utiilized and time limit's for completion of the activities. Because this-is a
,......z.,

/

contract, the ffitsponsibrlities If both the student(s) and the faculty member
. . .

should be specified for eAth objective. Also the criteria and procedures to be

.

used in evaluating the level of'performance
4

on each objective should be specified
,

., .

ht the time the contract is negotiated. (CoRtinued on p. 6)
,

P
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Sample Contracts

Format: The following format is recommended to cover a variety of learning

situations.

Learning Contract for
(course number and title or description of experienc

Credits Mode of learning: Grading option:,
Dates: format course objectives specify etter

seminar grade
Beginning , 19_ _independent study passlifail

_internship _other:

Ending , .19 other: Final grade:

Agreement between:

Student hone date

(print). c.
(signature) .

and
Faculty phone date

(signature)
(Attach statement of learning goals and learning objectives.)
(Attach statement of evaluation.)

Co pletion signatures:

date and

student) (faculty)

date

tura], Science Contract: The following is a sample of the learning goal and

, .

bjectives for a three semester 'hour seminar designed as an introduction to the

natural sciences to be offerZee weeks on a "total immersion" basis.

Learning Goal: Develop a working knowl9,ge of the scientific method and at least'

/F

en scientific principles by applying the method and principles to the design of

an idealized human environment.

/ Learning Objectives:

A. Analyze the basic physical and biological needs of human beings by listing

and describing at least six components of need that should be met by an ideal
t

environment. This objective should be completed in writing by day 3 of the

seminar for discussion and evaluation by seminar participants.
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B. Complete option 1 or 2

1. Propose a consistent system of meeting the needs derived from objective A.

Tasks necessary to accomplish this_will include: (a) Read and interpret

scientific literature pertinent to the prdolem and prepare a 3000 word annotated

NO4,

bibliography of readings, (b apply problem solving models (w ich will be

demonstrated in seminar meetings) to the design of the systp , (c) communicate

orally to the seminar group and in writing (3000 words) the characteristics of

your idealized environment, and (d) demonstrate the application of at least ten

scientific principles in the operation of your environment (1 page summary appended

to the paper from (c) should list and describe briefly the principles).

2. Select one'factor of an idealized environment and completes items (a), (b),

(c), and (d) above using a single factor.;; This objective sliOuld,be completed by

day 10 of the seminar. The faculty member and students participating in the

seminar will evaluate the degree to which each item is completed satisfactorily;

the creativity, humaneness, and future projection demonstrated in the written and

oral report.

C. (tb be done concurrently wi h Objective B.) Design and carry out an experiment

using the scientific method to st the effects of one component of your ideal

environment. Tasks to complete this objective: (a) background reading on

scientific method, (b) consideration of principles of experimental design in

dehgning your experiment, (c) careful observation during the carrying out of your

experiment, and (d) thorough reporting of method, observations and ,conclusions.

This objective should be completed by day 10. The faculty member will evaluate

the written report of your experiment according to the degree to which each of the

above tasks wascompleted.satisfactorily.

D. Present a 15 minute oral report on the results of your activities in this

0,
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seminar sometime during days 11-14 of the seminar. Reports will be evaluated by r

student peers according to the degree to which tasks described above were

accomplished and according to the tasks described in objective E.

E. Using the valuing theory (to be presented in the seminar), apply it to the

I
idealized environments described by each other participant in the seminar. This

objective is to be accomplished during days 11-14 of the seminar as the reports

are given.

F. Complete an evaluation form about this learning ..xperience on day 15 aL#

complete all procedures pertaining to the processing of the learning contract..

Syllabus to include: Required and suggested readings on (a) scientific

principles, (b) scientific method, (c) design of experiments, (d) problem

solving, and (e) valuing.

Required Readings 1%4
Hypothesis, Prediction, and Implication in Biology (scientific metfiod)
The Biosphere--A Scientific American, Book (scientific principles)
Science for Society--A bibliography (a reference book)
Reprints on problem solvingl.

to be distributed by faculty member, when needed.
Reprints on valuing

Optional Readings
Design with Nature by McHarg
Concepts of Ecology by Kormondy
Ecology and Field BiOlogy by Smith
Population, Resources and Environment by Ehrlich and Ehrlich
Environments in Profile by Kaill and Frey
The House We Live In by Blau and Rodenbeck
The Biological Time Bomb by Taylor
Man and the Environment by Jackson
The Environmental Handbook by DeBell
The Environment by Fortune (magazine)
Environmental Science Laboratory Manual by Strobe
Ecotactics by The Sierra'Club
The Environmental Reader by Godfrey.
The Year of the Whale by Scheffer
Under the Sea Wind by Carson
The Sea Around Us by Carson
The Edge of the Sea by Carson.

No Depo4it -No Return by Johnson
The Practice of Water Pollution Biology by U. S. Dept. of Interior
Nature Study for Conservation by Brainerd
Everyman's Guide to Ecological,:Living by Cailliet, Snetzer and Love

er
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Identifying information (name, address and phone of the student. and the
J

faculty member, the title,.mode of learning, credit hours, and beginning and

ending dates for the course or lgarhing experience) should be specified on the

contract. Signatures agreeing to the contract and signatures certiffing

completion of the terms of the contract along with a grade, if appropriate, should

be included. Appended to the contract, there should be a record of work

accomplished and how it was evaluated.

A Contract Specifying Performance Levels

4P
This contract is a model for offering individualized opportunities to

students in a large introductory course,in one of the sciences. The overall

learning goal is'to master the basic concepts of the subject and at the same tale-

to offer a variety of options for in-depth studies in selected areas. You are to

fill in details for your own course. The following specific objectives are to be

completed for a "C" grade:

(insert here your own minimum acceptable performance standards for your course)

To earn a grade of "B", each student must earn an additional 10 points from

any combination of the following objectives. To earn a grade of "A", an addi-
,

- .

tional 20 points beyond the minimum objectives must be earned.

bptional Objective A. Read any of the following articles and prepare a one page

abstract. (one point per article)

(insert lLst of pertinent articles from journals in Your field)

Optional Objective B. Attend any of the following lectures or listen to the tapes

and prepare a one page abstract. (one point per lecturcl'or tape)

(insert list of (available lectures and tapes)

Optional Objective C. Design an experiment to test an hypothesis relevant to the

sr

iJ
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subjectt,of the course. (up to 3 points as asSes§ed by the faculty member)

Optional Objective D. Carry out the experiment and write up the results in the

format of a scientific paper. (up to 17 points as assessed by the faculty

member) Note: If this'objective is chosen, ask your instructor for a

hand-out sheet of the criteria for evaluating a research project and

scientific paper. (Prepare and have available the above-mentioned hand-

out; also lists of equipment. and supplies available in the laboratory

. should be prepared.)

Before gOing on With this unit write at least one con act. If possible, work

r
.

with one or more students to give them the opportunit to participate in writing

a contract.

Relationship of Contractual/Learning to Learning Theory

While a learning contract can'be negotiated for virtually any type of

learning, the advantages of contractual learning are to foster Gestalt-type

learning. Stud nts can participate in defining learhing goals and planning how

to accomplish them. The process of negotiating a contract along with the

learning experiences involved in carrying it out can lead to goal-directed,

insightful learning. Motivation ie also strengthened by the student's

participation in the planning of what is to be learned and how it is to be done.

The degree of insightful learning depends largely on the objectives agreed to;

however, learning that applies behaviorism--is externally controlled and

prescribed--fails to reap the benefits of the process of.contractual learning.

Howto Use Learning Contracts

A learning contraccah be prepared'for virtually any mode of learning.

*4*
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a formal and traditional setting,
the instructor could prepare a contract with

a few options but largely devoted to what the instructor expects the students to

accomplish. While this does not allow the student all of the benefits of other

modes it does have'the advantage of letting the students know what is expected..

The act of signing a contract in which the responsibilities of both the student

and the instructor are specified causes both parties to make a commitment to

each other.

In the seminar mode more student participation is generally possible and

student involvement in the planning or the seminar could be encouraged. The

sample contract (presented a few pages back) illustrates that students can have

a lot of latitude in determining how they will satisfy the objectives even though

the objectives may be defined by the instructor.

A contract for independent study could be prepared by the student and

reviewed by a faculty member.. In this case the planning process is entirely

the responsibility Of the student, but the contract would not be signed unless

the faculty member agreed to the terms of the contract. The fact that 'neither

party signs a contract unless the terms are mutually agreeable, prevents Atudents -°

from engaging in learning experiences that are not academically sound or that

are not within the bounds of available resources and expertise and prevents

faculty from always imposing their will on students.

An internship, which is a learning experience involving on-the-job training

or :some Apther form of practical experience, generally involves the approval of

01.

a faculty member and an individual in a practical setting. The on-the-job

supervisor woul8 accept some responsibilities for the student's training and

would agree to a contract only if the experiences described in the contract were

actually available. The faculty member would give approval only if'the contract

_

specifies legitimate learning that is acceptable for academic
credit.
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These examples of modes are probably not exhaustive of, the kinds of

experiences a student might propose. One of the advantages of contractual,..

learning is that students have the freedom to prepare contracts for almost any

kind of learning experience, but they must obtain faculty approval of the proposed

experience before undertaking the activities.

An entire curriculum could be degigned by a student and proposed in a series

of learning contracts. ,This option allots maximum flexibility to the student.

The provision that faculty approval must be obtained--that the goals of the

Askexperience must be mutually agreeable--prevents abuse of the contracting process.

Take time now to write another contract. Involve students, if possible.

Perhaps you could ask some students to prepare contracts to achieve some of

their goals. If feasible, work with studentS to actually carry, out the contracts.

The Role of the Teacher

In contractual learning the role of the teacher may be as traditional as in

a formal class or as non= traditional as in the case'of a student who proposes

his own entire curriculum in a series of contracts. Traditionally, the teacher

does all of the planning, provides all of the resources, andgs4-ves as the only

evaluator. If this is the case, the role of the teacher remains quite

traditional--andmost of the advantages of the contract have been forfeited. In

contractual learning where the student is inOlved in the .planning process, the

role of the teacher is: (1) assist id the planning process by offering

realistic counsel or finding someone with the expertise to counsel the student

) about what learning is necessary to meet his career,or personal learning goals,

(2) provide resources or help the student arrange for the use of ;erources, (3)

serve as a human resource, (4) be a co-learner with the student in some instances,
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and, (5) be one of the evaluators of the student "s accomplishments. If students"

also engage in self-evaluation, as is often the c e in contractual learning, the'

faculty member might assist the student in developing his abilities to evaluate
s.

his on work. WhateVer the responsibilities of the faculty member, they should

be specified in the contract.

Problems of Implementation

One of the major problems in contractual learning is that, when students

are first given the opportunity to participate'in the planning of their own

learning experiences, they simply do not know how to say what they want or think

they need': A supporter of contractual learning would contend that the solutions

to this problem is not for the faculty member to usurp the responsibility for

planning; rather the student should be given the opportunity to learn to plan'his

own future. Often a contract designed to offer the opportunity to explore many

Rossibilities is what is needed by a student who seems not to know what he wants.

Another problem, which also reflects the student's lack of opportunities for

experience, is the problem of the student who does not know how to evaluate his

own work. Again opportunities should be provided to engage in self- evaluation and

to compare self-evaluations with t e evaluations of seveal other persons more

experienced in a given subject area.

Froilythe faculty member's point of view, there may be too many students

doing too many diffeeent things at'any one time. It take's experience in

contractual learning'(or any other mode that allows flexibility fcm the student:4

for a faculty member to learn to say no, not only because a proposed learning

experience is not academically acceptable, but simp'y because the faculty member

is 'overloaded. It is more considerate of a student to say, "Sorry, I don't have
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time to supervise that contract this term," flan to agree to the contract and

then not fulfill the agreed -to responsibilities.

Finally, procrastination is a problem that plagues both students and faculty

members. If there are no meeting times or deadlines for certain activities

specified-in a contract, it is all too easy to "let things ride." As long as

there are courses with serious consequences for missing a deadline, the more

43.

flexible learning experiences will have second priority. It is to avoid

procrastination,that contracts should have built-in deadlines for both the

student and the faculty member. Problems with procrastination caArbe minipized

by participants signing contracts only if they expect to find the activities

inherently rewarding; people procrastinate less on things they enjoy doing.

As you work with your students on fulfilling contracts, make some notes on

problems you have encountered and how they might have been avoided.

Evaluation Procedures

The evaluation of contractual learning proNiides the kpportunity and the

challe9ge to design an evaluation procedure that applies to a total learning
s

situation, including a great variety of modes of learning. The student is

involved in the evaluation process along with the faculty member. One of the

failings of traditional education has' been 'that it puts the faculty member in a

position of being the authority to student'so pass judgment on a performance.

While a faculty member's experience does give him a vantage point from which to

At

evacuate a student's performance, if the student has no rile in the eve ation

process, he has no opportunity to learn to judge his own performanc vn his

system each person involved in the contract (including on-the-job supervisors,

where applicable) is involved in the evaluation process. Narrative evaluations
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are encouraged wherever possible. The following criteria are recommended as a

check list for the preparation of each evaluation. Each indiVidual should

evaluate his own performance and that of all others involved in the learning

experience.. A narrative (generally no more than one page) from each participant

should be appended to the completed contract.

Student Performance:

(1)Aeld the/student.complete the specific objectives? (Test results can be

'used here.)

(2) Did t e experience contribute to the achieftment of the stated learning

goal? 9
(3) In which of the following cognitive and affective behaviors did the

student demonstrate significant improvement and in which is improvement most

needed?
(a) careful judgments and critical thinking.

(b) interpretation of written maxerials,,oral materials, non-verbal

materials
(c) oral and written communication

(d) ability to analyze complex systems into their comronent parts and

td perceive interactions
ability to synthesize information and ideas from various sources

to coherent wholes -

(0, ability to evaluate information, project future .possibilities, and

'make choices and commitments k

(g) 'ability to ask relevant questions

(h) demonstration of creativity

(i) demonstration of humaneness

(4) Is'the student able to function as an independent learner?

(5) Did he regularly prepare for and participate in group activities?

Faculty member (And on-the-job supervisor, where applicable) performance:

(1) Did the person assist in planning?
(2) Did he facilitate student's learning, including fostering of abilities

listed in item (3) above?
(3) Was he accessible to the studen when needed?

(4) Did he fulfill the responsibiliti specified in contract?

(5) Did he demonstrete: r)

(a) ability to guide student to answers to relevant questions

(b) the quality of creativity

(c) the quality of humaneness .

Adequacy of the learning environment:

N.

(1) Was the environment Conducive to learning?
(2) Were the necessary reslaurces provided? (including equipment, supplies,

and facilities)

a
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If a grade is to be given on the student's performance, each participant

should indi4te the grade he would reco 11111end. Also, if there were any changes

in the terms of the contract during its execution, the changes should be

described and app4ded to the contract.

After each participant has prepared a narrthive evalUation, the faculty

advisor should determine whether there are discrepancies that should be resolved

and, if so, should meet with the student (and supervisor, if applicaAe). In any,

case, students should be able to see the evaluations, so that they can compare

"their self-evaluation with the other evaluation(s).

Ideas for Research

One of the first research problems that comes to mind relates to the

subjective nature of the criteria for eve
A

ing student performance which are

itemized above. Although objective tests may be used to measure performance on

some of the criteria, many other criteria are measurable only in subjective 4erms.

Experiments to determine the reliability among raters on the subjective ratings

would be worthwhile.
(

Also it might be instructive to detemine the reliability

of the subjective measurement's. Other researchable questions incude thdrelative

performance of students Working an-contracts with the performance of students.in

traditional classes not on contract, and the relative petformance of groups of

students accomplishing the saMf objectives using different modes of learning

(seminar, independent study, etc.). Refer to the discussion of experimental

design in Unit 1 for additional ideas about research procedures. Buros' Mental

Measurements Yearbook (1972) describes a variety of tests that could be used to

determine changes in performance on critical thinking, interpretatign of materials,

and other intellectual skills.
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Self-Assessment

A-1. Describe the components of a learning contract. (1)

A-2. Describe the recationship between learning contracts and learning theory. (2)

A-3. Prepare and use a leA ng contract and describe your experiences.... _,(3)

, A-4. DesCribe the role 4,,f the teacher in contractual. learning. (4)

A-5. Describe the problems you encountered in using learning contracts and what

you did about them. (5)

A-6. Describe the components of an evaluation process for contractual

learning. (6)

A-7. Plan and carry out an experiment on contractual learning. (7)

B-1. Suggest improvements on how to write a learning contract. (1)

B-2. Express your own views on the relationships between learning contracts and
- -

learning theory. (2)

B-3. Revise the contract(s) you have prepared and test them with students.

Describe your results. (3)

B-4. Suggest, additional components of the role ofthe teacher in contractual

learning. (4)

B-5. Devise additional recommendations for dealing with the problems of

implementing learning contracts.

)

B -6., Suggest improvements in the evaluation process. (6)

B-7. Write /a critique of your experiment and devise a new experiment to overcome

(7)
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/ UNIT 4

INVESTIGATIVE LABORATOREES.

. . . when we teach investigation, I t k we are trying to
communicate that it is

an integrated web of human ac ties--obsprving
questioning, generating pr osals, collecting data, -

reducing data and making interpretations, recordings,
and communicating results,

which is
facilitated by a charac4eristic set of attitudes- -
curiosity, openness, confidence--and skills--the
ability to use symbols, logic, instruments, the

4.4
library, statistics, to discriminate and - measure,

,--that it

produces knowledge--observations, questiops, proposals,
date,, interpretations --

which is
evaluated on the basis of its ability to reflect
natural objects and predict phenomena.

Thornton, The Laborator': A Place to Investigate, p. 111

Purpose and Obje ives

A

Investigative laboratories offer students the opportunity to design, carry

out, and report on a simple scientific investigation. Cherher functions of the

laboratory such as demonstrating phenomena and learning techniques are

incorporated into the investigative laboratory--incorporated into the activities

as they' are needed to solve a problem. The purpose of this unit is to present .

p some ideas about the art f investigation and about how to help students learn

to do investigations. U on completion of this unit, you should be able to: (1)

describe the investigative approach, (2) explain how 'investigation is related to

learning theory, (3) lain how to carry out an investigative laboratory, (4)

descrQbe the role o teacher in guiding investigations, (5) discuss some of

;

C"
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the problems of implementating,inyestigative laboratories; (6) describe some

approaches to evaluating the process and the product of an investigation, and

(7) plan and carry out a research prof on the investigative laboratory.

The Rationale for Investigative Laboratories

In an investigative lab6ratory, students are provided the opportunity to

design, carry Out, and report on a simple scientific investigation.' Some

advantages of the investigative laboratory over the more traditional exercises

are: (1) students experience what it is like to "do" science, (2) they learn

how to use the scientific method, (3)- they learn some methods of searching the

'scientific literature, (4) they learn to deal with real problems where theIe
A

are not necessarily "right answers" avallabls, and (5) they experience presenting

,their work to their peers in the sating of a quasi-professional me ting.

In a rapidly changing ,society it is not sufficient to pass alon to new

generations the knowle already acquired; it is essential for Stu ents to

master the processes by which new knowledge is generated. It is also ,important

for students to develop skills in thinking critically and in making decisions

based on carefully collected data. Although the. investigative laboratory

emphasizes process, there is good evidence from the reports of Thornton (1972) A

that "students who use information in the process of investigation display a

remarkably high comprehension and retention of that information."

The investigative' laboratory provides opportunities to offer individualized

instruction which is not merely the "self-pacing of prescribed instruction", as

Thornton so aptly describes some of the efforts at individualization. Truly
.

individualizO programs, according to Thornton, are self=directing, self-
,

motivating, and self- rewarding as well as self-pacing. The investigative

f)
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laboratory can offer all of those qualities.

The kinds of learning that take place in an investigative laboratory prepare

students for the kinds of thinking that research scientists use. In teat at sense

the investigative laboratory may be said to be desirable fbr students majoring

in science. Yet the laboratory science course that students not majoring in

science usually are required to take may be the last opportunity these students

will have to experience "doing" science. The understanding of the processes of
A

science derived from even a limited investigative experience is an important

component of the education of a knowledgeable, citizen. And, the "doing" of

science is perceived by many non-majors as a deeply rewarding experience.

A typical investigative laboratory might start with an introduction to

the particular equipment and techniques,students might use in their projects

and with a digcussion of scientific methods and experimental designs. A

significant amount of individual attention (which can be provided by more

advanced students) is needed when the students are designing enar ,owTindividual

projects and locating the equipment and materials needed. Many students

demonstrapte a great degree of resourcefulness in adapting household items to

their scientific purposes. During the carrying out of the experimenti the

laboratory must be supervised, but no special week-by-week set-up% for structured

laboratory exercises are required. Most successful investigative laboratories

take p
*4.

e over a period of a quarter or a semester, but the idea can be tried

on a small scale over a period of about a month.

In the investigative laboratory fewer sets of the same equipment are needed

than in traditional labs; greater vardety can be provided on the same budget.

Most places that offer investigative laboratories have arranged for a laboratory'

space to be available daring much of the week so that students may come in to
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.

*
work on heir experiments as necessary to collect apkropriate data.

Relationship to Learning Theory

The investigative laboratory represents an application to Gesta4 theory in

that it provides a situation in which the student can develop insights, formulate,

4
and solve problems. To the extent that the problem being investigated, requires

mastery of skills and technique.p, the theory,of behaviorism might be applied.

Autonomous development enters into the investigator's personal attitude toward

the process of designing and carrying out an experiment. His choice of what to

do and how to do it reflects his own autonomous development. Thp'avVels of

cognitive learning include memory, understanding and applicatlIn of concepts and

principles, and problem solving--all integrated into the process of investigation.

How to Carry Out an Investigative Laboratory 0,1

In considering whether to begin offering an investigative laboratory

experience for students you should give some thought to the following factors,

which are summarized from Thornton (1972): (01) The nature of investigation is

difficult to convey by words; like love, it is learned by experience rather than

description. This may be due, in part, to the complexity and variability of the

process, or to the tendency of scientists to describe a somewhat mare orderly and

rational process than they'actually use. (2) When the process of investigation

is fragmented into s 1. activities, the activities tend to lose some of theft',

challenge and relevance. The whole of an investigation seems to be greater than

the sum of its parts; in the context of an investigation each of the parts fits

into the goal-directed whole. The most 11.fficult parx og,the investigative

process is defining the problem. This isi probably re ated to the:fact thii
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defining a problem requires making choices and taking the risks involved in

those choices. A student probably feels more secure doing a thorough job on a

"cookbook" lab, than taking the risk of defining a problem that he might not'be

able to investigate adequately. (4) Finally, having students do investigations

usually consumes more time and is both more frustrating and more rewarding than

the instructor initially imagines.'

Before an effective investigative laboratory can be offered, a survey of

equipment and facilities should be made. Also students should be familiar'with

some basic techniques. Ask yourself: What kind of equipment will be available?

What techniques have the students already learned? Which additional ones can be

learned, if needed? Also, determine where and when the students will be able to

work. If you are currently using one laboratory for multiple sections of a

course, that space could easily be opened to the investigative laboratory.
0

Encourage students to do some or all of their work at home or in other locations.

(See Unit 5 on Community Resources.) Once physical arrangements for offering an

investigative laboratory.jlave been made, and before you are face& with a group

of eager studtnts, it is extremely important to give careful thought to how you

will guide students in the investigative process.

Heiwrwill studentsiselect their problems? First, it is essential to limit

the posspilities to those problems you and others who will work with the

students are interested in and capable of-handling. This does not mean that you
. "

ar your colleagins shatld already know the answers to research questions stud, lots

will pose. It does mean that your laboratdory should have the basic equipment

and someode on the staff should have had some experience with the appropriate

techniques. These precautions have been concerned with faculty; let us now
a

concern .ourselveS. with what makes a good:problem from the student's point of view.

4s

A
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Dean (1972) lists the following characteristics:

1. It must be a real investigation for the student, note
that the emphasis is on the words "for the student."

' 2. good problem involves.worthwhile.laboratory o
activ ties.

3. ILmust be something the student can really do and do

in the time availablf. He may well find at the end of the

quarter that there are many ramifications he still wants to
explore, but he should at leaSt reach a satisfying point.
within the time allowed.
4. Above all, the problem mit be interesting to the
student himself.

Murray -(1972b) found that students choose their topics from reading formal

laboratory studies, comments in lectures, discussions with other students1 and

experiences in their families, and that some instructors make collections of

earlier reports of investigations available to, their students: He goes on to

comment on the selection of problems:

Since the selection and formulation of a problem is
critical,imose teachers allow several weeks for this process

to take place. It is during this 3-4 week period that the
student is developing his roletas an investigator. At this

time the teacher must provide a carefully planned mix of

activities for the student'invluding use of the library,'
laboratory experience with potentially useful techniques,
group discussions and individual conferences.

?

A'ary lab" might be offered in which students define problems, practice

posing hypotheses, and design experiments, to test each Of the hypotheses.

Carrying out-the "dry lab" as a group discussion allows all of the students to

anticipate and to learn from each other. Instruction on howlko use the scientific

,

literature should be'arranged. The library staff might have some valuable

suggestions on how to acquaint students with the literature and might even offer

an instructional program. It important to adapt the instruction on how to

use the'jiterature to materials easily accessible to the students, because

students first' learning to use the literature are easily discouraged by failure

I/

c)
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, to find the references they need..,

el -

As the investigWons take form and the experimental designs areleveloped,

ti

it is important to go over these with each student individually, first, to

determine'whether the design actually tests the proposed hypothesis, and

second, to be sure all of the ne essary supplies, equipment and facilities will

be available. Be sine Chat you a colleague, or an advanced Student are
, 4

available to.answer questidhs or provide assistance as needed. Experience with
I.

investigative laboratories has shown that learning is greatly facilitated by

having help available when it is needed. Build some chek- points intolhe

schedule for the investigative laboratory; e.g., experimental design due week 3,

progress reports weeks 6 and 10, final presentations weeks 14 and 15, or some

ther schedule that fits your situation.

Ideas from Participants in Previous Short Courses

While it will be impossible to glean from repoits all of the nuances of

experiences with investigations that were presented at the short course sessions,

the following list offers some piactical suggestions for prospective users.

(1) Clausz (Si. Andrews Presbyterian College, Laurinburg, N. CEO prepares

studentg, for investigations in cell physiology by offering four planned

laboratory experiences: -qualitative and quantitative determination of amino
4-4

acids in a mixture, fructofu - nidase activity Of Yeast, fludiescenc

chloroplast pigments, sodium-ion transpor' by frog skin.

"(2) Sr. M. Cabrilni is College, Weston, Mass.) has devised a

problem for developing stu tits' abilities to investigate. She provides several
1k

sealed boxes containing unknown objects and asks students to formulate questions

410

that will help them to design 4n experithental model of-the unknowri object(%).

4
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Fors each question, the student is to manipulate the box in some way to gather

information to answer the question. The questiOns, 'the manipulations, the

answers, and the assumptions made by the student in arriving at each answer are

to be Vritten down. Students are encouraged to ask a large number of questions

because the greater the number of questions the nearer the model is likely to

o

match reality. Finally skudents write a description of the model and then

draw a diagram of it.

(3) Enthused by the idea of the investigative laboratory at the fall session,

Raverta.and Rapaport (Springfield TeChnical Community College, Springfield, .'Sass.)

began an investigative laboratory in the spring semester. :They designed a pre
.

investigative questionnaire to determine the experiences their students had

already had in independent i gat ions, theirattigOdes about investigation,'

and their familiarity,with the library... The findings wire used in design'ng the

investigative laboratory.

(4) Jun'gck. (Merrimack Colleg North Andover, Mass.) operates an investigative

laboratory in cooperation with colleagues and senior students. Students

schedule one full day per week for thellaboratory but are free to specify the

professor they wish to work under and the problem they want to investi ate.

a result of the experience,, students have obtained a clearer understanding of

, research and have developed confidence` in their alDilities;-faculty.have become 'Ne
comfinced of dile value of the investigative laboratory, and the senior teaching

assistants reported that they learned a lot about science and also about

teaching. II/

(5)
!

Seeley (Queensborough'Community Coflege,.Bayside, New York) introduced

individual projects into a structured laboratory and stipulated that students' 4
0

were to rely solely on their own initiative to procure equipment. She provided
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suggested topics, guidelines for preparing a report, and mane herself ava(lable

for individual conferences. Initial student responses were enthusiastic but

final evaluations were not available at the spring session.

(6) Richardson. (Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee InSt4+744.4, Alabama) administered

an attitudinal questionnaire to twAoups of students one of whom had

voluntarily elected to participate An an investigati4 laboratory and the other

of whom had declined to participate. Preliminary findings suggested-that the

participants in the investigative laboratofy',4emonstrated strong interest and

enthusiasm for that activity. ,However, the lesser enthusiasm of the group

engaged in traditional laboratory activities may have been due to variations in

student motivation prior to the laboratory experience.

%

Other participants scheduled laboratory topics but provided opportunities

for stlidents'to decide how they would investigate the topic; or had a whole

M 1

class work on the same topic with small groups each contributing a component

of th investigation; or introduced a particular technique and had students

Carry out investigationsusini the technique; or cumulated data on field studies

from student investigations over a perio'd of years.
4

The Role of. the Teacher

The primary factor in the success, of an investigative laboratory is the

teacher's attitude toward the Students. If the teacher conveys t,kstidea to

the studentsthat they can do an investigation and offers personal encourallement,
4111

the students' chancesof success are greatly enhanced. Murray (1972a) suggests
9 .

that finding a,colleague in the same or a different field of science who shares

an in4rest in, teaching the art.of, investigation will provide a welcome

companion with whoth to discuss the joys'and frustrations of investigative
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laboratories. He also stressgs the.importance of students he:ving someone to
e

-

emulate; thus, another component of your role as teacher is to be an a

investigator yourself and to encourage upper division and graduate students to
4.

work in the laboratory, Inexperienced students shoed be welcome observers.

The teacher is essentially a facilitator of learning, in the sense that

Rogers uses the term. (See page 4-1-6 of 'this study guide.) While this role

may seem at first to be very demanding, Rogers would be the first to advise'

a teacher to adapt the role to the extent that he or she is comfortable with it.

The experience of helping students to solve problems is much more rewarding to

many of us than supervising a laboratory where everyone is doing the same

exercise. How many iliac arteries can you enthusiastically discover in one

afternoon? )

Problelmsof lmplemen tion

Theisingle most requently encountered problem is that of selecting a

topic for tile invest'gation. Students, who have been afcustome.4 to being told

-what to do are extremely'uncomfortable in a situation 4i:here they have to make

some decisions. A freqtient and relatzeproblem is that students whO have
-

selected a topic often have difficulty n marrowing it down to manageable"
. -

ep

proportioris. The goal is to help stAddents define a relatively simgle problem

and to help' them design' an experimPnelhat is sharply focused on the selbc&d
0

problem. A

Space ,and equipment utilization are other problems often encqunttred because

each of the students is doing\somethifig different and,may needrfo keep en

experiment set up for several weeks. Encouraging students to keep the problem

0

simple also helps to minimize the space and equipment problems. Another way to

to.

of
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16,
deal with the space problem is to suggest ways in which projects may be carried

'out in dormitory rooms or at home. Finally, students and faculty could all be

alert to opportunities for investigations using community resources. Some

helpful suggestt4.ons are given in Unit 5.

The wear and tear on instructors is often a serious problem because it is

hard to refuse to take time to talk with a studentwho has encountered

difficulties and the difficulties sometimes,seem incessant. A partial solution

to this problem is to devote a signiSicant amount of,time early in'the term to

preparing students for investigation. At this stage, students are generally

doing things in groups ("dry-labbing," learning techniques, participating. in

discussions, etc.).and an instructor's time can serve the needs of a number of

students. Tea&hing loads should be calculated he basis that time spent in

laboratory is at least as valuable as time spent lectures and discussions;

if this is not the case at your institution, efforts should be made to give

adAquate weight to laboratory instruction. In the final analysis, t!,.
0 .

prospective teacher of investigative laboratories mayhave to decide whether the

effort is worth t'he reward. For my pax.r) I would much rather spend six hours

dealing with. interesting, varied, d challenging questions about investigations

than three hours repeating answers to the same questions over the same exercise.

Furthermore, I have never encounteted a situation in which the investigative

/ laboatory was twice as demanding as a'conv4rional laboratory. As, the se?'

"t

laboratory is usually made accessible to students at times other than regularly 4'.
,

scheduled periods, setting up a rotational sch&lule among the teachers (and

teaching assistants, if available) may serve torelieve some of the pressures.

Students who have taken the course only the term before are often quite helpful
a

and perhaps can be paid o4Igiven credit for their services: You'should check

44
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rz,

insurance coverage before arranging for the laboratory.tp be open without a

regular faculty member supervising it. Ifyou are really concerned that you

will resent putting in attional time on Investigative laboratories, perhaps

you should not get involved; even an investigative laboratory hardly compensates <

for A resentful teacher.
%

Because there can be many unanticipated prOblemi in implementing an

investigative laboratory, it might be advisable to mount a pilot project with

t
and

4111

one or two laboratory sections to allow you your colleagues to test the

feasibility of an investigative laboratory. It'is quite likely that you will

be able to adapt the ideas .to your particular situation.

Evaluation of Projects

Evaluation of the final product of An investigation is one kind of

,evaluation; however, there should.be some aterhiton given to the quality
o

effort ,thal went into the projects Narrative evaluationS are pfobablym?re

informative than simple /etter grades. Many of the, ideag about evaluation

presented in Unit 3 coul easily be applied to evaluating investigative projects,'

particuArly the use of the criteria for evaluating cognitive and affective

behaviors of students and the-idea of(boeh the student and the faculty member
4

evaluating their own andfeach other's performance. Another list of criteria,_

which are used in the Northern Virginia Community College investigative

laboratory, are as follows: s

.1., Is the problem clearly defined?

2. Is the hypothesis bleilng tested clearly stated?

3. Given the equipment/and facilities, co uld you repeat

the experiment from the decription in the 'papen?

0
.1*
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,Lf. Are the data presented clearly (a) tables and graphs
easy to read, (b) metric units used, *(c) calculations

correct, And (d) quantitative measures used where
possible in reporting data?

5.4Are,the conclusions justified from the results of the

experiment? (adequate controls, etc.?)

6. Is there a clear distinction between ibervation and
inference in all statments?

i

7. Are the conclusions'related to the findings of other
scientists?

8. Are adequate bibliographic references given?

9. Are scientific terms used ncorrectly and defined if not
commonly understood ?'

41,

10. Ikthe gtammar and sentence structure correct to the
extent that the meaning is clear?

,

Finally, if a percentage or letter grade must be given, the students should-

have the benefit of knowing at ttle beginning of the term how those grades will

be determined. Some kind of point system weighting the various components of

the could be devised; for example, 20% of the grade could

be allocated to each of the folipwing categories: experimental design; literature

review, techniques, conclusens, and preparation and presentation of report.

.. i .'

1
i %ix ..,- :.

**.Reseanch Ideas
.

A number Of researchable questions can be formulated from the basic idea

that the inve8tikaive laboratory,offers lit.a teacher ti- opportunity. determine

what study is would study if they could design their own approqch to learning.

Unit 3.7 ontractual Learning will be helpful in this context. Also, the thesis
,

that investigative experiences lead to the acquisitio of information and theCA.
learning of concepts could be tested. It'would also be filterestingo knolk

/,

whether information and/or demonstration laboratories contribute to the ability'''
/

0
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e. Ca

to design and carry out eixperiments. Thornton (1972) indicates tha

investigative Trograts he studied provided affirmative answers to tlhe following

questions:

Do F shman,and Sophomores know enough to do respectable
investigation7'

Can an investigative laboratory be successfully offered for
a class of.several hundred students?

Can,4n institution offer an investigatie laboratory if its.
faculty's involmement.is,primarily in teaching rather than
research?

Can investigative laboratories be offered, in two-year colleges
and at ecnnomically'impoverished liberal arts colleges?

Even though Thornton's experience led to "yes" answers to these questions, it
. .

would still be worthwhile to design carefully controlled experiments to generate,
-

more quantitative answers than are currently availabte,°
.4

Self-Assesstient

A-1. Describe the investigative approach. (1)

A-2. Describe the'TelatiOnships between, investigation and learning theory. (2)

A-3. Explain how to carry out an4investigative laboratory. '(3)

A ,

A-
'"...,

Describe the role of the teacher in investigative laboiatories.' (4)

..$
. .

.
. . .

A-5. Setup a pilot program to gain some experience in investigative
laboratoties. (4) \ -

A-6. Desc some of the prpblems encountered in the investigative laboratory
0,

i

.and h you dealt with them. (5) .

A-7. Describe 'the approach you used to evaluate investigative projects. "(6)

A-8. Plan and carry out a research project on the investigative laboratory. (7)

B-1. Suggest modifications for theinvestlgatiVe approach. (1)

B-2. Add some ideas to the procedures for carrying opt an investigative
laboratory. "(3)

4



Self-Assessment

0

B-31. Describe the role you have created-fbr yourself as teacher in\an
I investigIdve laboratory. (4)

*

B-4, Recommend some ways to avoid or deal with problems that might be
encountered in impletenting the investigative laboratory. (5)

B-5. Criticize the evaluation procedures described in the unit and recommend
improvemerits. (6)

!et,

:,.

/
B-6. Criticize your research project andprob'se ways to improve the project;

if possible, repeat the project with imppvements. (7)
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UNIT 5

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Society would gain ,K work and study were mixed throughout
a lifetime, thus eduting the sense of sharply compartmen-
talized-roleS'of i4,91ated students v. workers and of youth

f. isolated age.% The sense of isolation would be reduced
if more students were also workers and if more workers
could also be students; if the ages mixed on the job and
in the classroom in a more normally structured type of
community; if all members of the community valued both
study and work and had a better chance to understand the
flow of life from youth to age. Society would be more
integrated across the lines that now separate students
and workers, youth and age.

Carnegie Commission on Higher Eddcation, Less Time, More Options, p. 2

Purpoe and Objectives

The purpose of this unit is to encourage teachers to ,ferret out and'make use

of a host of resourerel for significant learning that exist within the community.

Hence, the UnitAis not precisely concerned'With an alternative mode o

4pstruction; rather it is concerned with presenting ideas that can be used to,_.

accomplish the other alternatives through, judicious use of community resources.

After Completing.this unit, you Should be able to: (1) describe the kinds of

learning resources which might be found in a community, - )''relate the concept

of community ased learning to lear i gtheory, (3) describe several strategies

for obtaining and using community resources, 1) deSc ibe th role, of tqe teacher

in the use of community resources, (5) describe some roblems associated with

the use of community resources and some ways to deal ith the problems, (6y

-describe some techniques for evaluating community-based learning/, and (7) design

and carry out an experiment concerning the use 'of climunity-based resources.

/4
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Kinds of Resources

A community-based learning resource includes any person, institution, ,ph'

agency, or facility in which participation in its activities would be,expected

to resul legitimate learning. Industries that hire natural and Social

scientists and engineers; government agencies that hfre social scientists and

environmentalists; schools, hospitals, Social service agencielkand other non-

profdt organizations that hire a variety of scientists and technicians;,

professional societies; science-related businesges; research laboratories; and

many other egencies--all of these agencies have the potential for providing

opportunities for independent study and job-related learning experienc4. These

experiences could contribute to the clarification of a students career goals

and to the development of abilities needed to succeed in his chosen career.
41

Possibilities for community-based learning resources are limited only'by the

r .
.b .

.

ingenuityof the faculty members and their Students-
/1 k

.

Reasons far Using Community Resources

Two good reason' to use, community resources are (1) to increase the

student's direct experience in his areas of interest beyond what is available in

an academic setting and (2).to realize substantial savings to institution in

terms of instructional material and personnel costs. The-Uses community
, ,-\ $ ''':. . .

resources are as numerous and diverSe as the community itself, Except for very'

isolated areas there are usually many agencies and'prganizations wil g"to 161 _

provide for group field trips or to accept indiVidual students who a e genuinely

' I

interested in learning about the agency or
,

organization and'assi ting with itse
k

1 ,

al

t

worlc.

9 -C ,
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landscape architects, . . . The list could go on. Completing such a list for

your own community might be an appropriate project for your students. If you

still have not found what you want, try A newspaper ad. A very successful

program at McGill and Sir George Williams Universities in Montreal (Crean and

Murray, 1971, p. 61) expanded its community resources by advertising for

scientists--emploYed, semi-employed, or retired--to work With students and/or

provide facilities.

After loc ating resources, the next step is to determine what uses can be

made of thg resources. An agricultural consultant might be'willing p6 visit the

class and discuss food production problems or might accept a student assistant.

A class trip to a beer brewery might be arranged to improve students comprehension

of the complexity of the fermentation process. A beekeeper might be willing to

allow.a student to make behavioral observations on the bees. Students often

demonstrate great, ingenuity for seeking out community resources to meet their

needs And interests. A small bookIet.for students of all ages provides many

ideas which can be adapted for use by college students Murman, 1972).

. .

For field trips, ad hoc arrangements are sufficient;. to arrange individualized

community learning experiences rekluires more planning and long-range supervision.

To.atrange such expeTiences, first locate agencies; second, determine what can

be learned iri each. In making arrangements for students to use community

resources, if is important to be assured that students will not be exploited.

01;ngements 'should provide for the student to obtain instruction and guidance

equivalent to services rendered. Sometimes it is possible to arrange for

students to be paid, but the prithary objective is to arrange for well supervised,

quality' leai-ning experiences. As a rule of thumb'a student should receive one

semester hour of credit for one week's work provided that all of that work
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involved essentially new experience. Equivalently, if a student works for three

weeks bat learns only what could have been learned in one that' experience
.t) .

is worth one credit. Coupled with this guideline is the notion that once a

student has learned enough to be of benefit to the agency, he Should be paid

for all of his efforts. Another guideline is that, while supervisors of

students would, not generally be paid as faculty members, they are entitled to

0

equivalent value in service's from the student fOr time devoted .to making the

student's experience a significant learning experience. Third, the ,specific

objectives of the experience and the re'sponsibi'lities of student, faculty, and

supervisor shoUld be well defined. And finally, the means by which the

experience will be evaluated should he clearly specified. For suggestions about
4'

defining objectives of a community based learning experience, about describing

4
responsibilities of -student, faculty and supervisor, and about evaluating

experiences, refer to Unit 3 Contractual-Learning.

Communitvresources can also be used to adv4ntage in investigative

laboratories. Thomson (1972) cites, in addition to the use of research.

facilities, including the greeni;ouse, in other departments with the institution,

the medical sc0o1 facilities and hospita/ and healthdepartment laboratories

that were, used by students in their investigations.

It is'a challenge to the ingenuity of any, teacher to combine the.use of

community resources with the ,alternative teaching strategies presented in <other

units of this study guide. Some examples follow. Modules and other'forms of

individualized instruction could be used to prepare students for on-the-job

. experiences; conversely field trips and guest speakers could be used to stimulate

interest in individualized learning activities. Contractual arrangements are

f401 for recording responsibilities agreed to in community situations. The
4,

. i
n
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V

t

utilization of community resources can greatly expand the types of investigations

from which a student may choose. Also, an overworked faculty member can be

relieved of some;of the bUrden of overseeing and guiding the investigations. A

few instances of arrangements with persons in the community have resulted in

the student's advisor being amazingly pleased with the opportunity to work with

students.' Some community-based situations require the student to solve problems.

Activities in the classroom to develop his problem solving capabilities

complement tht community -based experiences. Simulated situations exemplify the

'only way--at least the only.way I knOw of--for a student to get'a feel beforehanl

for what a community-based experierice might be like. Teachers, are encouraged

to create simulations that will help students know Aar to expect in a community-

based experience. Finally, values clarification is furthered by direct

experience outside the academic setting. Choosing from alternatives and affirming

belief publicly is much easier within the shelter of the classroom than is acting

repeated on one's professed beliefs in a "real-world" setting.

One final, and somewhat tangential, example of community -based learning is

educational life experience for which many colleges are beginning to offer'

academic credit. l'fany students, particularly workihgadults attending college

part -time, have accumulated a variety of learning expeqemes outside formal

courses. It seems likely that increased use of community-based learning for

matriculated students will teid to encourage increased acceptance,of educational
9 .

life experiences for academic credit. In my experience working with students in

.

pl nning what they will present to their institution in application for
,

life
. '

.

perience credits, I have been amazed at the reluctance'of studenss to include

non - classroom experiences in their portfolios. Students simply have great,

difficulty recognizing experiences as significant learning,experiences unless
,

zs,

1 1):)
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they occurred in an .academic setting.

The Role of the Teacher

In using Community resources the teacher has typically made arrangements

for field trips, briefed students before the trip and discussed the significance
f

of observations after the trip. When students use community resources for

independent study and job related experiences, the'role of the teacher becomes

that of planning with the student, assisting with arrangements, overseeing the

experience to assure that the objectives are met and the responsibilities

fulfilled, and participating in the evaluation of the experience.

The teacher should also concern himself, with the problem of whether or not

a student shall be paid for his efforts and how much academic credit the student

should receive. Within the guidelines given in the "How to Use" section, it is

the responsibility of the faculty member to assure that neither the student nor

the superviSor or the agency are exploited. :The relationship should be mutually

beneficial; the faculty member has the.role of the intermediary to consider and

attempt to resolve aq-problems that arise in the relationship between the

student.and the' supervisor.

Problems of Implementation

The time demands of planning, arranging and overseeing community learning

experiences will seem unreasonable unleds you consider the time usually spent

in setting up and supervising regular laboratories, preparing and delivering

lectures in Which all students "regardless of their individuality receive the

-same treatment. If your college has a "January term",or some simialr relatively

unstructured period of time, that is an ideal time to try individualized programs
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O

using community resources. Since the investigative laboratory and the rise of

community resources are com plementary approaches and present some of the same

problems in implementation, you might cant to try combining these two approaches
4

Never underestimate the students' capacities for making arrangements for the

resources they need! N 2

, * '

Aflother category of problems pertains to the doumentation and certification
- /

.
, r c. , .

of community-based experiences'as legitimate learning. Experiencgs' in cofrimunity

1
,

agencies should be planned so that the relationship of the experiences to the -
. 1 .

,
.

-student's acaderiic program is specific and unquestionably,of academic' value. (I

At the undergraduate level, it will be necessary to present evidence to graduate
, .1,

..,
°

schools, professional schools, or prospective employers that the student's

/'
. .

experiences are at least as valuable, if Apt more so, that comparable coursed

4
offerings.

Evaluation of qpmmunity-based Learning

The primar criterionin evaluation it 'Can the student do the job which the
-
. .

-

z
experience was intended to teach? BecaUse of4the similarity of the evaluation

of contractual learning and the evaluation of community-based learning, the

V
e,"

information on evaluation provided in Unit 3 Contractual Learning is recommended

for'use here.

'Re'searph Ideas

A number of researchable questions can be posed as variations on thPbasic

wstion of whether community-based learning activities are of as good quality

'as conventional learning activities. A careful study of what kinds of learning
, .

N .

are lost likely to be fostered in community settings and what kinds are most

1 0 ri
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likely, to be fostered in other settings Would-be of great yalu. The whole'

-

queption of evaluation of community-based learning y also open towell-controlled
-

and carefully designed research. Finally% procedures for evaluation' of

educational life experience-are needed: Refer to the informaplon oh research# ,..

. . .

design in Unit 1, for ideas on hoW to plan and execute such studies.
#
. \;

Self-Assessment 7 ,
,

I.

t

A-1. De scribe the kinds of learning. resources that might be found in a community
and peepare a list of those available in your community. (1)

.

1
...

A-2. Describe the relationships between the use of community resources and
s

learning theory. (2) . .
'...5;,

. s.:

A-3. DeScribe the strategies you actually used for obtaining and'using'commdhity-
r6sources: (3) ,--- --..

:.
.

. ,

4. Describe your experiences in the role of:te;cher in the use of communitY

,

resources. (4)
,

...
. .

A-5. List the problems in implementation you encountered and how you dealt with

them. (5) -
-.

,..,-
.

A -6. Describe how you evaluated your student's' pommunity -based learning. (6) t,i,

'ex... . ' '
1 ,

A-7. Describe the experiment 9.151u carried out concerning the use\of community

,resources. (7) 1

B-1. .Suggest other kinds-of community resources beside those ment ioned

B-2. Propose a learning theory that accounts for the learning that'takes place

chit: (1) .

through the use'of community resources. (2) .

Suggpst im provements on the strategies described this unit for
developing, and using community resources. (3) .

B-4. Prepare a -c tique of the role of the,tgacher presented here and suggevE

improvemen s. (4)

B-5. Propose Procedures for avoiding the problems you encountered in
impldmenting the .use of eomminity resources,. '(5)

B-6. Suggest new ways of evaluating community-based learning% (6)

L
8-7. Criticize your experiment and ropeat it in 'an iseproved form. (7)

.1 r)
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UNIT 6

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING

. . . Groups of young people might be invited-to ransack
their minds for previously unexamined approaches to urban
sanitation, crowding, ethnic conflict, care Qf the aged,
or a thousand other present and future. problems.

In any such effort, the overwhelming majority of
ideas put forward will, of course, be absurd, funny or

technically impossible. Yet the essence of creativity
is a willingness to play the fool, to.toy with the absurd,
only later Submitting the stream of ideas to -harsh

critical judgment.
-

, Toffler, Future Shock, p. 411

Purpose and Objectives
0.

The purpose of this unit -is to Invite you'and your students td ransack your

minds for new approaches to any of the myriad Contemporary and future problems

of our society. The sample problems and exercises are designed to remove 1-irriers

to creativity, foster the generation of creative ideas, sharpen decision making

skill, and develop, methods f(5r dealing with conflict. Upon completing this unit,

you shouldbe able to:4{10 telate creative problem solving to learning theory,

(2) assist your students in removing barriers to their creativity, (3) elicit

creative ideas from your students, (4) help students to apply decision making'

skills to creating optimum solutions to problems, (5) apply techniques of conflict

resolution in your teaching, (6) describe the role of the teacher in the creative

fi

problem Solving processes, (7) discus's some of the problems Of implementing these

techniques, (8) evaluate ,the' effectiveness of the techniques as teaching

alternatives, (9) pass at least threeresearchable questions about teaching

strategies .to foster problem solving, anV(10) carry out an exp-erimenoto answer

one,of the questions posed.?;
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%

Why Foster Creativity

.
,

It is not enough for teachers to be creative in what they do with their
A

subject; methods are needed to help students develop their own creativity along

x.iith,their.knowledge. Whitehead said, in'The Aims of Education (1929), "Fools

act on imagination without knowledge; pedants ct on knowledge withOut

imagination. The task of a university is to we d together imagination and

experience."4

.Some Problems

One of the questions we will eventually consider is howado people go about

N__ solving problems. To gather data on that question, your reflections on how you

solve probiemswill be hIlpful. Please get out your notebook and divide a page.
Va 0

intOthree columns. Head the coltriDs: Problem, Thoughts, Feelina. In the first

column write specific data pertaining to the solution of the problem; in the

secohd.column write the thoughts that pass through your mind a,slyou work on the

problem;.in the third column, describe your feelings as you work on the problem.

4
Please ma ie these notes; itls very important to get some data onNwpw people

solve problems, where insights occur, etc..

Try ,the following problems:

(1) Without lifting your pencil f om the paper draw four straight connected.lines

which will pass through all nin ts, but through each dot only once. (Copy the

pattern) of dots shown at--th right into, your notebook. 'Make as

many sets of dOts in yoUr notebook as ybu need to solve the

roblem.)

(2) Using six whole match sticks, build exactly (no more. than, no less than)

four equilateral triangles with each side equal to. the lengthof one match stick.

,.
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(3) Assume that you have a paper bag containing two red and eight white poker

,

chips. On each cycle of.tfie game, you draw out chips until you get a red one,

. . -

without replacing any of the white chips you draw. (If, for example, on the

first draw you get a white chip, you la; it aside and draw again. If on the

second draw you, get a white chip, you also lay it aside and draw again. If you

get a rd chip, you score that a red chip was drawn on the second draw, replace

the white chip from the first draw and begin another cycle of.the game.) The

prableT is to determine on which draw in a cycle you are most likely to draw the

first red chip. (Problem suggested by T. J. W. Baker, Wesleyan University.)

A

Relationships to'Learning Theory

Under the topfc, "When is a problem a problem?", Bigge (1971) says:

To many teachers who have attempted a problems approach
to teaching have not adequately understood the psychology of
learning as it. relates to prOblem-centered study Older

psycholos.fes--mental discipline, apperception, behaviorism-`

had lit le to about problem-centered study.c. Nor have

neobehaviorists, with their more' sophisticated S-R
conditioning theories, contributed much understanding of
reflective ,teaching.

For a learning problem to involve the lea Tier, according to Bigge, it must belong to

(the learner, that is, it cannot be somebody else's prolem. The question than,

becomes a Matter of how to involve a student in a significant roblem. The

student, who is the prospective problem solver, must discover inconsistencies

between competing ideas, attitudes or values. Some techniques a teacher may use

are: (1) the intro,tion of disturbing data, (2) permfiting students to make

mistakes, and (.3) converting societal problems to personal problems. Once a

studeilt.Has been brought recognize a problem, the next step is the formulation

and testing of hypotheses. From this point Bigge's discussion of problem solving

is an application of the basic principles of scientific Methodology.
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C

It should be obvious from this discussion that problem solving is much more

--- allied to Gestalt-field t e ry than to behaviorism. Problem salving involves

greater application of the higher levels of learning than of the lower, memory
.

level; it can invotve-autonomous development to thif.extent that the student
-

identifies the problem as his and derives self-fulfillment from dealing with the

Alroblem.

t,;11

Removing Barriers to Creativity

1 -

4

The first technique we need to explore is how to free students to be creative.

Parnes (1967a and b) offers some suggestions about how to remove barriers to

creativity. :One of the majoi inhibitors of creativity is unconsciops cOnformity.

To encourage leoPle to engage in imaginative, creative thinking,ithey i4 become'

44

conscious of their own blind conformity. Although there is some research evidence

for hereditary and past environmental factors affecting creative potential, that

1'tential can be enhanced-. We can dolelp stllients to see themselves as potentially -

creative persoll we can-create an environment that enc4rages creativity.'

Such an env(ronmerit might include learning programs deliberately designed to

develop the creative qualities. These deliberate actions fall in two categories:'

*. e 'Af

(1) enriching a person's experience 0 (2) eliminating or decreasing blocks to

-'-creative thinking. Enrichment would, include not only new knowledge but new

)

associations between what irc consciously known and what is,spbconsciously known.

Blocks can be decreased or removed by 'Creating an accepting environment, where

external evlpation is absent and members of the group can empathize with each

1

other. Breaking or exhausting conformi* .or habitual responses can also decrease 41,

blocks, as can forcing the invention of new rtblationships. To try to overcome

some of your own barriers to creativity try the forrowing piOblems.

S

t)
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(1) ,Name five uses besides the intended purpos,e for a penny, . . . for 'a

telephone book.

(7), Write a classified ad, to sell one of the following used items: plastic

4..
bottles, pop-top cans, glass jars.

(3) DeVsign an experiment using any bf the above mentioned items and any of the

following: polluted water wire, thread spools, a rubber ball..
0

t44) Improve ..the design of a toothbrush.

(5)- Recall the last time yon} had to stand in line and design a way to avoid

waiting.

A

Please, complete the problems before you,read on. You will need your responses to

answer,the next questions...

(1)-'To What extent have you broken away from blind conformity in your responses?

(2) itiVe you formed any new associations in your mind as a result of working on

the'problems?
0 /

Do you think you could have given more creative responses if your background;

experience were richer and mo iverse?.
, -

.4,
0 Some qualities of the creative individual according to Steis reported by

Parnes (1967a) inclUde: .conceptual fluency, originality, ability to make

independent judgmehts, ability to suspend judgment ,non-authoritarian behavior,

experiencing of a rich fantasy life and at the sane time demonstrating strong

reality dyie Cation. Let usenow look at some ways to nurture these qualities.

The Creative PrOcess of Parnes

Generaring Ideas: Got a problem,? A big problem, a little problem, a petty('

annoyance, somethiyig about, money, friends, work, leisur , civic activities,:--

family? an experimental design? Any problem will do. Generating ideas for

100
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creative problem solving Without a problem to solve seems pointless. (The

thought reminds me of a criticism of conventional education--that it gives

student answers to so many questions they haven't-asked.)

At the top of a page in your notebook, write a brief statement of your

problem. It can be a single phrase. Now force yourself to list at least ten

ideas about how to solve the problem. Some of those ideas will seem ridiculous;

write them down anyway! .Please make your list befotb you read on.

4P

Perhaps you are wondering why you are asked to do this if you are a teacher

and this study guide is intended to help you teach.' The main reason is that; if

these exercises do foster creativity, you will become a more creative teacher.

Also, you will be better prepared to guide your students in some of thb activities
I.

after you have done them-yourself.

Now, to get on with the exercise, pick up a book, any book will do. Open it

at random to any page and select a wore from each of the facing pages. Close your

eyes and point to a word on each page. Write the two words in your notebook and

think of some way to relate the two words. For example, a pair of words selected

were "momentum" and "atmosphere". I associated them in thelsentence, "Wind is

momentum in the atmosphere." Or, irregularities" and "step" were associated in,

"Don't step on irregularities in, the sidewalk."

Apply this technique to your original problem, by selecting word pairs at

random from a book or from the list of ten ideas. Generate ten more ideas about

hoW to solve your problem.

Parnes (1967a),4Fhose ideas are the basis for the above exercises, describes

the following results of an idea generating session.

o .
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A grou0 of supervisors were trying to think up ideas as to
how to keep plant workers from wasting time reading the
newspapers in'Which they were packing their company's products.

The first idea thameo someone's mind was to use foreign-
language newspapers as stuffing material. The next idea was

to hire illiterate workers for these job4, A third idea was

to blindfold the workers. A fourth idea was to hire b ind

workers for the job, The last idea was considered qu
workable and advantageous.

The basic rules to remember in the idea generating stage of the creative'
4

process are that no idea is to be criticized, the more ideas the better, and

.combinations of ideas amore to be encouraged.

It should be noted that while this guide has been written for an individual,

it is probably more effective when used in a group.

Evaluating Ideas: List all of the criteria you can for evaluating solutions to the

problem. Defer judgment on which are the best criteria 4,0.1 you have list6d every

criteria, no matter how unusable it seems.' Try to comabine ideas to see if you can

improve the criteria. Finally, select three or four of the most appropriate

criteria. Then rank, the ideas you have generated according to how well they meet

your criteria. A,table With criteria in columns across the top and ideas down the

le-kt side makes a useful.'way to tabulate ratings. From the ratings of the various

ideas put together a tentative solution. That solution may very well be a

combination of the best of several ideas.

Implementing a Solution: Once you have a tentative vlution, the next step is to

try to find out what all is wrOng.with it. Try to anticipate what might go wrong

if you'were to implement the solution. For example, what might -h-,some of the

problems associated Oith hiring blind people to pack products? Are there safety

hazards? What changeS in the plant will be needed to assist blind people? Will

it be possible to find blind people to'employ? Parnes suggests a checklist of:

Who?' What?, Where?' When? Why? ,How? to generate ideas about trouble spots.
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The Creative Process of Prince

The-technique Synectics, (Prince, 1970) involves an orderly sequence

of events which begins with defining a problem--most any kind of problem. In

the teaching of science such problems might include designing an experiment,

devising a
6

variety'of ways to present a concept or teach a skill, exploring

solutions to contemporary problems, or discovering approaches to problems in

interpersonal relationships. There are only two rules of operation but these

must be adhered to without exception: (1) all participants inclNing the leader

must listen intently to every other member's ideas; and 102) critical judgment

about ideas must be suspended and some good must be found in every idea that is

expressed.

Synectics is a group process and the ideal group size is about seven.

easel with large sheets of paper or several blackboards are needed,

Here is a sample problem:' how to remove some of the inhibiting factors

tht eep tTechers from being concerned with the future. Given this problem,

the session leader would ask his group of iix to eight participants to list any

immediate solutions that enter their heads. As these solutions are described,

the leader writes the main ideas on a large easel. Throughout the- session, the

deader records ideas and fastenS' the pages from the easel on the wall in view

of the group.

There are two reasons for eliciting immediateoolutions, first they might

be quite as good as later ones, and second, if the participants do not get a

chance to express them, holding them in mind tends to inhibit their ability to

think of anything else.

Participants are then asked to express their view of the ideal solution to

the problem. Wishful thinking, even unrealistic and impossible goals are to be

1. 1
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r,

.
encourAggd at this point. The leader reviews the .goals and the groupltgrees on

the one they want to work toward. That goal may be'a combination oetwo or more

of theLoriginal goals.

Some immediate ,solutions given in an actual situation were: make change-

desirable;. provide sensitivity training for teachers, students, parents, and

administrators;' ancLintrodUce a student voucher system whereby students can

reward teachers. Some of the goals mentioned Were: dispense with the
.

i7,bureaucracy; make education and pre-teaching experience of teachers more future-
_

oriented;-provide more effective upward -communication; and minimizetthe threat

of change. In the exampleminimizing'the threat of.change was the goal

selected for further consideration. 4

After the goal is defined, the leader tells.the participants to put the

problem out of mind and go on an excursion. The purpose of the excursion is to

get the group thinking about things as far removed from the problem as possible.

The rationale is that much of the experience stored in the brain is not

consciously available and that associations between previous experience and the

problem at hand would not likely occur if the group simply thought about the

problem. There are three kinds of excursions and each may be used several times

during one problem solving session. The three types are examples, book titles,

and personal analogies. Each component of the excursion is connected to.what

has gone before by starting a new step with a word selected from the step just

completed. Each time a linking word is chosen it is chosen partly because of

its apparent unrelatedness to the original problem, partly beciuse of the

leader's judgment that it is an appropriate word to begin the next excursion.

Examples: The leader sel2cts an object or phenomenon and asks for examples. If

the context from which the example came was from the physical'sciences, he might
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f
-4

- t' ,

f 1

4

ask for examples from the social sciences, the arts, from.the-field of

;11)

entertainment, or from some area of experience as far removed as possible from

the original context. .0therye#1ms of experience might be weeth.er, religion,
.

. .: ..

family life, transportation;' etc. To illustrate, the leader might ask foe*
/

examples of "heat" inb4hp.field of entertainment.' iifter several examples have

been given, the leader `a ks for further expltnation of one of the examples. By

way of further explanation, the participants would give descriptive faictS or

// ,

associatory and speculative'statements About1 he example.
/

Book Titlq: The leader selects a word or hrase from the previous excursion

and-asks for a book title. In.this cant xt, book title is a two-word phrase that

captures the essence of the meaning o,f the word selected but which,41so has a

ti

f

built in paradox. It is important the participants understand that the

title of a real book is not what wanted, only a phrase such as Might be used

foria book title. The figure onrpage 4-6-1l provides examples of ook titles that

#

1 t capture the essence of the mea ing of the word, "creativity" and hich have a

paradoxical element. The bock titles in the figure are adapted from Prince

(1970).

Personal Analogy: The pesonal analogy calls forth three degrees of involvement

on the part of the part cipants: facts/emotions, and empathic identifications

with the phenomenon. sing the example of a tuning fork, a firSt-person

description of facts ou.ld be "I vibrate at a fixed frequency."

description pf emoti n would be "If you whistle my note, I feel

A first-person

I am going to

pieces." Ali empath c identific tion would be "I'm dead ,to everything but my

i
sfrequenCy,and then OW!",

.

p.
I \

,

In the example, the leader ,14egan the excursion by asking for examples of

vouchers from .the hysical world. Participants responded with electrical
1
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3 A%

charges, gas under PreSure, and-a boulder bn a precipice as examplesof vouchers

.

in the sense of stored energy.

sr

\
The leader then moved to ,the next step in the excursion and asked for two-

,

word phrases such as book titles which capture the essense of the example and

include a Pargdox. Book titles for the "boulder on the precipice" were

.irliMovable energy, Sisyphus attained, stable mobility.,
*1

Changing to another subject area, the leader asked for examples of stable

mobility from the arts. Responses included cubist paintings, mobiles, and wate4 r

_beds,

Taking an example which captured his imagination and seemed unrelated to

the probl'enr, the leader moved on to the next phase of the excursion and asked

for a personal analogy--how does it feel to be a water bed. In abbreviated forme

s9me of the 'feelings expressed were I feel restful and serene, I'm wet, I feel

heavy and contained, yet I am restless.

The leader picked up on the idea of restlessness and ked for'examples of

restlessness from the life sciences. Responses included au amoeba, a buzzing

II.a

bet, evolution because change is alway occurring, osmosis because molecules
_ .

are always moving, the constant circulatio blood, embryonic development', and ..._

the perpetual transmission of stimuli which 'takes place in the nervbus system.

Force Fit: According to Prince, this is the most difficult portion of the

uocedure. The metaphorical material, in spite of its apparent irrelevance,

must be forced to fit the problem. The leader says, "How can we use these'ideas

to help attain our goal?" or,,the leader makes some 1Sose associations, hoping

the participants will respond. Another approach is to relate specific elementS

.1

Of the excursion to the problem. Finally, if all fails,*the,leader asks for the .

. ---
v .

solution that if you proposed it to your boss he would immediately fire you!
.

11C
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.

Each fotce fit operation should yield a viewpoint.-

Viewpointg: Viewpoints are suggestions that show promise for salving the_

problem. In the example after the leader decided that enou6,ideas had been

expressed, he,asked the participants to look over the ideas posted on the wall

C

and to attempt to for'ce these ideas to fit the problem. "A variety of viewpoints

or possible approaches to the solution of the problem were'expressed.

To minimize the threat of change, it might be kosible'to'bse-evolution

as an example of gradual natural change. The, idea of circulation leCto the

suggestion that teachers circulate through schools teaching at different levels

and in different subject a.KCs. Examples of.reStlessness might be used to help
ti

teachers understand,Che process of change. From the notion of gas ider

pressure -came 'the suggestion that student sometimes "spill o$er" *to new

areas of interest. The example of osmosis suggesteds,thatrby havilpg,some
.4

teachers model futurist behaviors these behaviors might be diffuged to other

teachers. The example of a mobile suggested that. more opportunities for all

kinds cf mobility be provided for students. By pfaviding teachers with an

"'understanding of development and of the functioning.of the nervous system as

they relate to the learning process, they might be Vncouraged to perceive change

as a inatural and nonthreatening process. Thus by the synectcs excursion away

from the problem, many ideas were generated tlat proiied to be applicable to the

problem.

Summary. and Comparison of the Processes ./

The steps in the two processes are summarized in a very simplified form in

the two columns below: .

11 ty

'41 tn.

A
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James' Processes

Removing barriers to creativity
Statement of problem
List ideas
Wofd associations 4i.

List more ideas
Wbrd associations,.
List more ideas
Evaluate ideas
Combine best of several ideas
Implement a solution (try to find an

possible.things, that coulcrgo wrong)

Prince's Process

Statement of probleA
Immediate solutions
Views of ideal solutions
Selection' 4,f goal

Excursion (includes removing
barriers.to cieativity) 'book -

titles, e mples and ex151anetions,

Il
personal loges

Force fit
ViewpointS

In,..Parnes' process there is a separate deliberate efilltrt to remove barriers to

-)Jr.;

creativity at the beginning of the prdcess, in 1:'rince,'s process attempts to

remove barriers are built into the excursion. Both processes attempt to assist

the participants- in associating ideas and .information that- they ,would not

ordinarily associate. The Parnes' process contains a.more explicit effort to
ti

attempt to recognize all possible problamo that mightip.. en-ountered

impl.me-ting the srJution. The Prince process stops wi-tkthe.generation of a'

number of viewpoints and leaves the implementation to those who are copcerned

about the problem.' It does generally produce a Wide assortment of possible

solutiobs through forcing the ideas from the, excursion to be used.

Some Practice Problems 4Z.

These problems are adapted from a supplementary'guide prepared by the

Creative Education Foundation. You might Iant to use one of these problems and

two groups of students to compare the' two:different processes of probledi solving.

(1) Make a note of every Opfortunity you have had to use your creative

imagination today.

(2) Cut out six cartoons, remove their caption and write new ones.

(3) List three uses for "flying saucers" that have just arrived from Mars.
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Ideas Contributed b); Participants

%

Ideas Contributed, by Participants 4-6-15

Several participants used various adaptations of creative problem solving

procedures in teaching taxonomy. One was to select two organisms that aike quite,

different and invent a classification scheme that would place them in the same

category. Another was to have one group of students empirically classify about
.40

twaty specimens and another group learn their proper classification by rote

. . C
memory. Many students felt that they had learned more from the first method; a

° few were quite content to memorize what they were told.

Using techniques for reducing barriers to creativity and word association

methods, an anatomy and physiology class and some other classes were helped to

generate conceptFs about structure-function relationships in imaginative ways.

Student comment'S ranged from, "Even the craziest answers lead up to something.

. . , to "I feel it's better when you give us, facts, the

1

.we're sure what you

want us to know."

bther'ideas discussed Were techniques for Wcorporating management skills in

- )
science courses and the,creation of a total curriculum to foster the development

of technological humanists, which includes interdisciplinary works and emphasis on

problem solving.

Decision Making Processes

Decision making is a major component of almost an problems that need,solving.

One orate problems frequently encountered is the difficulty of deciding which of

several possible actions will be most satisfactory. Rubinstein (1974) disc Asses

decision making theory at some length. While it is beyond the scope of this study

guide to do more than merely introduce some ideas, perhaps these ideas will help'

you to determine whether you want to delve further into the theories and their

119
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applications. One way to visualize the decision making process is to) prepare a

matrix as illustrated at the right: Tabulated in the rows are alternative

actions that might be taken

and in the co4umns are several

conditions that might.affect

the outcome of the decision:

Each cell in the table represents

a different outcome; in each cell

can be entered the estimated,

degree of sa tisfaction expected

Alternative
actions

Conditions
A B C

'-....

1

.

Outcome Al

Satisfact n

2 )

.

.

.
.ix

. ,

4

,

from that outcome. The objective of any decision making process is to maximize

expected satisfaction.

In some problems, the outcomes are certain. If there is a small number of

Certain outcomes, it is fairly easy to assess the relative satisfaction of each.

In other problems, the outcomes are not certain but there are-known probabilities

for each of the conditions.' (In flipping a coin, the outcome is not certain but

the-probabiliti of each outcome is known.) The payoff for each Possible decision

under each condition can be calculated as the probability of the outcome times

4e satisfaction level expected frOm that outcome. The individual or group

making the decision, of course, d cides its own satisfaction levels. Other

more complex problems are those in which each action can have two 'or more

outcomes but the probabilities are unknown, and t4se in which the conditions

are replaced by courses of action open to an opponent who is trying to maximize

N--)his objective. (The matrixwgkuld have actions of ppponent entered in the

columns.) Such decisions under conflict are the kinds of decisions which game

theory deals' with. Came theory assumes that players are rational and attempts

1 r)
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to weigh the outcome of various strategies. Zero-sum games are those in which

-the winner wins by the same amount that the loser loses. In non-zero sum games,

this is not the case.

Conflict Resolution

The techniques described beloW are adapted from Wehr (1972). There are a

great number of problems of social significance which have scientific components;

many of these problems involve some kind of conflict. For example, city planning,

highway constructti.on, resource conservation and utilization, legislation

pertaining to drugs, abortion, use of pesticides, etc.; these and many more

examples could be cited for which there is no one generally accepted position held

by all members of our society. This adaptation of Wehr's techniques is, esigned

to be carried out by two or more groups of lix to eight students. The groups of

students might be formed by the voluntary association of students with similar

viewpoints. Then the groups would be actually in conflict over some aspects of

their viewpoints. The advantage of this arrangement Is that while the students..

are learning techniques for managing conflict they would also be resolving

conflicts that actually exist among them.

,

10

To begin: To begin the conflict resolution technique, select a probl about

which there is natural conflict. Ask the students to form groups base their

actual views about the issue. In using this technique for the first time, it is

recommended that only two groups be used. While this may artifically limit the

gomplexity of some problems where there are three or four conflicting viewpoints,

it does make the situation manageable. After students have acquired some

'experience, more complex issues with multiple positions may be used.

Study of the situation: After the issues and the groups are selected, each group

12F
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1

tit.

snakes a study of the situation. As a poss'ible procedure, each mdmber of a krpmv

might take the responsibility for collecting the information for one or two parts

Of the study, after which the team would meet to go over the information and
A

' resolve any possible conflicts among themselves in interpretation of the

information. (This may call for aniapplication of the techniques within sub-
.

groups of a group before the process Of resolving the first issue may take place.)

(1) History of the convict

a. Whit are the objective faCts?

b. Ho l.5 does your team perceive the conflict?

c. How do you think the oth'team(s) perceive the conflict ?

d. How do you think the other team(s) perceive your position?

e. Restate the issue as clearly as you can.

f. How are identities of groups involved in the issue?

g. Have there been conflicts over this or similar issues in the

past? If so, summarize them.

(2) Values and, interests at stake in,the conflict situation

-One approach to this portion of the stly-',is to tabulate your team's views

-
and those of the other team (or teams, if ,you a e!dealing with a multiple issue

problem) in separate columns of a table. This w ill serve to emphasize areas of

agreement and areas of conflict. Any information on the other team(s). should be

collected as o ively as possible and the team should guard against any

tepden es toward 'wishful thinking" (that there is less conflict than actually

exist or toward seeing other teams as the enemy or the "bad guys".

e Your team's values Those of the

and interests other team(s).

a. material needs

b. self-development

c. access to authority and'power
d. status and prestige values

e. ideological and cultural beliefs

f. identities (right of different

Parties-to exist as equals)

(Use as much space and as many,
columns as necessary to record
complete answers.)
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a. Whac)coverage has.bee given the issue by the newspapers, TV, radio?

b. What other formal or nformal communications has taken place--meetings,

c. What possibilit s exist for misinterpretation?
d. 'What possibilities exist for rumor to interfere with Precise and open

communicatiott?.

e. 'What organizations ist or coul be, created for gathering and

4-

disseminating factual i ma on?

(4) Level of threat perceived

As in item (2) this item should be tabulated by your team for its own views

and by your team foiWO'w'you think the other side sees the issue:

a. 'Is physical .safety threatened?

b. -Is s-teiecityped thinking contributing

to 'the threat?

c. Arethere deterrents to threat
, operatirig? /

d. Ate thbre any changes in the, Aumbertc
of supforters for e4her.side?

/v
(5)

(

Transactibbnal levels' '

' \

Your team The other team

I

a. Under what circumstances do members.ot opposing team(s) interact?

b. Are tIlese idteractiops lad.hoc, spbradic, recurrent, enduring?

c. Is power fairly egtialry distributed among teams or is one.much more

powerful than Igthdr(s)?.

(6) Authori&jstrudtupa ,

a. Who has au/thOrity
,

in. situation?

b. What kind 0,authoiity--decisive, hesitant,"capricious, .reagoned?
..

c, Is there potential' for creative intervention? .

,
. r

.(7) Leadershipvi).thin conflicting parties

1

a.,%Who are leaders? .* .

b. 'To what extent doleaders 'represent
... constituefir,..y.,?t,

C. To what extent are leaders'
reputations at stake ??

'd ..What degree of control does leader-
ship exercise Over constituency?

e. *etheret members Of leadership
ti

trained in conflict management? -

If. -Ts metivatiom to cool it down or

it up?

Your team Your erce tion of other s

1 1) fl1,)
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(8) E isting conflict patterns

a. Is legal system involved? If so, how are courts likely to deal with

situation?

b. What implicit or inforial rules apply?

c. What mediating mechanisms are available or could be made available?

0) Costs incurred by parties to achieve goals

a. What are possible trade-off points?

.b. What are some of the actual cost--human, property, financial?

(10) Relationship of conflict to larger society

a. Is this specific conflict related to larger conflicts?

b. Who are the outsiders and how might they become involved?

c. What is the influence of national mood on this issue?

d. Are there demographic or socio-economic factors (sex,, race, ethnicity,

etc.) involved in the issue?

When yourteam has completed the above data gathering effort, you should get

together and discuss your findings. Your team should be able to arrive at a

consensus about the data and its interpretation. (If you cannot, you may want

apply some of the conflict resolution strategies to the deliberations within the

team.).

Draftingoof the "Yesable" proposal: This ppirtion of the technique is adapted

from Fisher(1969),. Start by deciding what action you would like to have the

other teamk) take. In the first part of this technique, it was intended that the

°data gathering activities be as authentic as possible. In this part, because the

teams are going to be negotiating directly with each other the teams must decide

together whether they are drafting proposals to fit the real situation or whether

they are to fit the actual membership of the teams. If the real situation is to

be simulated, it is advisable for team members to be assigned the roles of actual

current leaders of-each side of the issue.

4

In drafting the proposal, attempt to cause ttle others to make as good a

decision as can be exp4cted in the situation. .Ask yourselves, "How ought we
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4 ?

formulate our objectives, not what are our objective;:" Take tfle,Opponents'

situations feelings, attitudes, desires, fears into consideration.

(he proposal should be so cleatly stated that a simple "yes" would be an
effective answer. Consider carefully whether you wish to make any threats.

Each time a threat is carried out and the opponent loses something, the los.

suffered leaves him with less and less to lose. Your team will also incur some
#

losses in carrying out threats. The decision to threaten can be all too easily

made without considering the cost of following through to save your Credibility.

If you decide to make a threat, make it specific and short term--not an always

and forever policy.

You may find the following chart useful in formulating your proposal in

"yesable terms for the opponent .(s).

Decision you want
opponent tomake

What you offer if
decision is yes ,

What you will d6 if .

the decision is no

Who? Who is to make
the decision?

#,

Who benefits if the
decision is yes?

Who gets hurt if the
decision is no?

What? Exactly, what decision

-is desired?

If )es, what benefits
are there? What'costs?
(to the opponent) IN

If no, what risks-?---,, ,

What potential benefits's

(to the opponent)

When? When does decisi n
have to be made?

When will benefits
occur?

When will consequences .
be felt?

Why Why is decision
right, proper,
lawful?

What_ makes it fair
and legitimate? .

,

What makes Collsequences
fair and legitimate?

One useful strategy to consider ih preparing your "yesable" prOposal is to

ask for a different decision. Any conflict grows from a previous situation. where

the opponent probably didn't do what your team wanted. Asking for a different

decision puts the matter back on their agenda and a favorable decision does~not

now require a reversal of a previous decision. You should be aware that by

asking for a different decisiOn, you let the opponent know that you will change

1 fir-
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your offer and might again.

AvOid,these_following errors: (1) not identifying specifically what

decision you are requesting, (2) making an unrealistic request, and. (3) making

an unnecessarily ambiguous request. Know who is in a position to make the

decision you are requesting and what decisions they are capable of making.

0/
Consider long term results of your request. Held -Vre some qualities of conduct

you might want to seek:
j

Do what we want you tb do. Stop doing what we don't want you to do.

Make us a promise.

Make'us an offer.

Respond to our offer.

Negotiate toward an agreement.

Explain or describe your position.

Don't start doing something that you are not

now doing.

Ask for a decision that, if it is not made, you will be able (1) to go

ahead and achieve your aims anyway or (2) to carry out a specific threat in

which you have a strong self-interest. Make a specific request but let opponent

fiA. in details of how he will do it. ,One problem withtoo specific a request is

that it puts an upper limit on what can be hOped for. Be specific but not rigid;

use illustrative examples, not fixed minimum requirements. Draft your formulation

of the desired decision, the yesable proposal, carefully. Fractionate. the

problem; use "salami" tactics and wive ahead one slice at a time. Consider '

carefully before "padding" the request (asking for more than is expected).

Padding scares off customers, makes it easy to have the request used as

propaganda by the opponent, and retreating becOmes awkward.

Make as attractive as possible-what happens if the opponent makes the

decision you want. Prepare a balance sheet of payoffs for "yes" and "no"

'decisions using your best judgment a'bodt how the opponent views the situation.

' Use the following format for the balance sheet.

1 ..1 4,1

4
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Proposal:

"Yes" decision . "No" decision
. .

Positive consequences
for opponent .

.

.

L

.

Negative consequences
for opponent

,

.

Some ways to make the proposal more attractive are to reduce political costs,

reduce the effects of setting precedent, make the offer credible by putting money

in escrow, thus demonstrating commitment. Put the offer in specific terms (date,

action) and have specific plans for implementing your part of the offer. Have

contingency plans. Keep your own reputation high and avoid bluffs. Make benefits,

immediately follow the desired decision. Provide a fading offer--the longer yoU

wait to decide, the less you get. Offer to meet at a specific time to negotiate,

don't say weare always ready to negotiate.,

take the most of legitimacy. Formulate the decision so it appeals to the

opponent as the legitimate and right thing, to do. -Give them a justification that

...

is acceptable to them and their constituency that the desired decision is right.

If a decision furthers the opponent's own cause it will be easier fbr him to

accept it. To give legitimacy.to an offer, make the decision consistent with

opponent's past actions, make it on what proposer is legally entitled to, make

it reflect the view of an impartial third party. The consequences (benefits and

penalties) should also be legitimate. Use terminology of the opponent, coordinate

consequences with the decision itself.,, and avoid blackmail.

When you have your proposal prepared, present it to the opponent. Do this as

_a simulated classroom situation but carry it out in ways as nearly like what you

would expect to happen in the real world as possible. Continue negotiations until

1 0 -;
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a solution has been reached. (See Un;x 7 Simulated Situations.)

Evaluation of the solution and the procedures: Use the following criteria for

evaluating the solution: (1) non-violent, (2) basic social needs of all parties

met, and (3) reasonably mutual satisfaction of all parties with the settlement.

Evaluate the procedures used in reaching a solution. Did you follow the

suggestions in this guide? Did you find some useful techniques that are not ,

. mentioned here? If so, please share them. HOw could you use what you hamg

learned in this simulation to make your efforts more productive in a real

situation?

A Small Group Problem Solving Model

The following problem solving model is a composite of the ideas of Gordon

(1970) and Prince .0_970 and is designed for use in smaller groups than might use

the conflict resolution del. It could be used 'within teams in the conflict

resolution model. This model might be suitable for helping students to define

their own learning goals, for helping faculty members to agree upon instructional

procedures, or for other problems in which it is important that a small group

arrive at a decision that is agreeable to all parties. Additional 'information

about Gordon's methods is provided in Unit 8 Values Clarification; briefly, it is

based on mutual trust and active listening. All participants need to become able

to send clear messages about how they feet about a problem.

(1) Identify and define, the problem: (Choose a sOilliable time and place. Stress

the importance of the need to solve the problem.) Participants then describe

the problem as they see it, which of their needs are not being met, how they

feel about problem. Avoid messages that "put -down" or blame others. Stress that

the method requires that all participants agree to the solutidn; problem isn't
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solved until all are honestly satisfied with solution:

,

(2) Generate possible solutibn: Solicit.the participant's immediate solutions.

All ideal are to be accepted and,noted on a blackboard or easel. Do NOT

,
%
valuate or judge Ideas at this point. That comes later. Encourage all

participants to offer at least one possible solution.
1

(3) Excursion: Use metaphor and analogy to get away from the problem. Ask for:

Examples and. explanations (e.g. examples of constancy from

the realm of weather, barrier from the graphic arts, etc.

Select the words.from previous'notes and-the area from /7

outside the experience of most members of group or from

very common experience)
Book titles (e.g. a two-word phrase which is "catchy" like

s book title but not the title ore real book. One word

must be a synonym for the word given Sy the leader; the

other word must create a ,paradox, for example, door =

penetrable barrier, vibration = stable mobility,

creativity'= predictable gamble or difficult delight)

Personal analogy (e.g. pick a Word and ask participants

how it feels to be a . . . Use notes from steps in

excursion to suggest additional solutions to the problem.

(4) Evaluate the alternative solutions:Ikplieh solution looks best? Decision

theory could be applied here. Get participants' views about alternatives.- Why

is one better? Which ones are nOt acceptable? The reason for non-acceptability

is not important so Void "put-downs" for the person who made the suggestion.

(5) Decide on the b1st solution: Test remaining solutions against views and

1

feelings of participants. Indicate that decision does not have to be final; if
ti

it doesn't work, the group'can always "re-solve" ;he 'problem. Be sure all

participants understand exactly\ what they are agreeirfg to and exactly what their

part of the bargain is. 4

(6) Implement the decision: Who's to do what? How often? How well?, Assistance?

Cooperation? Coordinating efforts with others? Are there deadlines?

-(7) Follow-LIP evaluation: Decide when results will be evaluated. Sometimes an

informal checking among participants will ascertain whether everybody is still

12;9
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satisfied with the solution to the problem. This "serves to_give Rarticipants '

an opportunity to demonstrate concern.for others in the group. Those who he

gotten "more than they bargained for" have an opportunity to say so. Sometimes

modifications of the original decisioroare called forCscimetimes the problem

Must be solved over again.

The Role of the Teacher

The teacher's role includes helping the students to am the procedures for

problem solvirig, assisting in the collection of information, and, leading a

discussion of the effectiveness of the problem solving method. Teachers could

also participate in any one-of the procedures, preferably as a co-workef on the

problem and not as an authority who already has a solution. it is often a good

practice to use problems suggested by students--problems they have an interest in

developing insights about solutions.

In fostering creativity, the teacher can do much to oreate the atmosphere in

which people accept each others' ideas and defer judgment, where people feel

free to contribute ideas no matter how silly or impractical they seem at first.

With practice, people come to realize that the "silly" ideas sometimes suggest

alternatives which are quite practical and which might not have been thought of

except through the "silly" idea.

Problems of Implementation

Shifting from a content oriented course to the use of problem solving

procedures requires a change in_attitude--an acceptance of the idea that prdblem

solving capabilities are more important than mastery of content,alone. Openness

to this idea and willingness to try some of the problem solving methods may.

result in the discovery that students master a significant amount of factual

1n%.1
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4.

material and do so in a Lieaningfal context. 4rhe time to do e tensive research

oniioblems and the availability of, necessary referencematVials may create

difficulties. Some laboratory time might be relinquished. to this task all

airail.able community resources should be utilized. The major probleM Of

implementation is idly to lie in creating to atmosphere in which students feel
v

it is safe to express ideas. Groups of three or four students cad work tagetlaer

on creative-- thinking problems, even in large lecture classes.

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Creative Prob'em Solving Strategies

In determining the value of the various strategies presented in this unit,

the following questions could be used:

(1) Did participants become more consc ous of their own blind conformity?

-(2) Did efforts tocenrich experdence result in greater creativic?

(3) How successful were the activities designed to eliminatelor decrease blockg

to creativity?

(4) Did participants become more able to generate ideas?

.4or
(5) To what degcee was the reluctance to express "silly'or trivial ideas '.

overcome'

. (6) Did.participants become more able to defer judgment on ideas?

(/) Was the problem solv.ed4

, Ideas for Research

Any of the problems presented in this unit could be given to different groups

of students under different conditions (carefully eontrblled). The number of

ideas, generated or the quality of the solutions produced coul4 be compared. The

section of Unit 1 on research designs' should be helpful in thip context.

-11
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4 -
If'an exercise intended to increase creativity of a groupis planned, a

a
probleM might be given before the exercise and another similar problem after,

the exercise to make it possible to assess the effects of-the exercise. -An

example is "How many uses can you think of for a pencil?" Limit time to three
4

L

minutes. An alternative que,stion is to substitute "penny" for "pencil". Before

the exercise half the grpsup could list uses for a pencil while-'the other half

lists use for a penny. After the exercise the questions could be reversed to

preclude-diyerences being due to the item.

Refer to. the chart you were directed to prepare on page 4-6-2. ''Try to

formulate from that chart the pattern of thoughts and feeling you experience while o

att&ing to solve a problem.

Ideas for further research are solicited from participants. Creative. ways

to study creativity are needed and the problem should presenta challenge.

Answers to Problems

Before reading solutions go back to page'4-6-2 and try solving the problems.

again. (You'r,ally should be more creative now!)

The dots: The matches: Build a triangle on the table,

then stand the remarning'Shree matches;tip

td, form a tripod. y_su have just built a

tetrahedron. Have you ever used the model

to explain carbon atom structure ?'

In these two problems you probably thought only of space Oithin dots or in one

plane.

The red poker chip is most likely (probability =,2110) to be drawn on the

first draw. Probabylities are shown in the table below:

I. 3
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Draw it 1 2 3 4' 1 5 6 "7 8 9

Expected number of red draws
of 100 draws

,

Proportion expressed as a
fraction

20

2/10

17.6*

2/9

15.6

2/8

13.3

2/7

11.2

2/6

8.9

2/5

6.7

2/4

4.4

2/3

2.3

2/2

Total draws remaining
out of 100

80 62.4 46.8 33.5 22.3 13.4 6.7 2.3 0.0

*Expected number of red draws out of 100 = probability x total draws remaining out

of 100. For example, 2/9 x 80 = 17.6

Self-Assessment

A-1. Describe how creative problem solving is related to learning theory. (1)

A-2. Discuss how you helped students remove barriers to creativity. (2)

A-3. Discuss how you elicited creative ideas from your students. (3)

A-4. Describe how you helped students to develop decision making abilities. (4)
4

A-5. Discuss how you applied ,conflict resolution techniques in your teaching. (5)

A-6. 6escribe the role of teacher in problem solving. (6)

A-7. Discuss

(7)

lems you encountered in implementing problem solving techniques.

A-8. Prepare a report which shows the degree of effectiveness you experienced
using the techniques in this unit. (8)

A-9. List at least three researchable questions about teaching strategies to
foster problem solving. (9)

A-10. Carry out an experiment to answer one of the questions posed in A-9. (10)

B-1. Propose additional strategies for removing barriers to creativity and for
eliciting creative ideas. , (2,3)

B-2. Develop new methods of fostering decision making and/or conflict resolution.
(4,5)

B-3. Discuss your experience in the role of teacher in problem solving situations
and suggest additional comments about that role which might be included in
this guide. (6)

1?;
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B-4. Propose some strategies for avoiding some of the problems you experienced in

implementing problem solving techniques. (7)

B-5. Suggest improvements inthe questions for evaluation and in the ideas for

research. (8,9)

B-6. Carry out another research project or write a careful critique of the first

project. (10)
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UNIT 7 9

00" SIMULATED SITUATIONS

Then said a teacher, Speak to us of Teaching.
And he said:

If he is indeed wise he does not bid you enter the house of his
wisdom, but rather leads you to the threshold of your own mind.

.

For the vision of one man lends not its wings to another.

Gibran, The Prophet, p. 56.

Purpose and Objectives

Simulated situations, as defined here, include games and role playing

situations designed to create a learning situation as near like a real, situation

as is possible. This unit is intended to provide some experience with using,

role playing and games as alternative modes of instruction. Upon completion

of this unit, you should be able to: (1) define simulation, role, playing,

role-playing, and game, (2) relate the techniques described here to learning

theories, (3) use at least one role-playing situation and one game with your

students, (4) describe some qualities of thF role of the teacher tt t increases

the effectiveness of simulations, (5) describe some problems of implementation

and suggest some ways the problems might.have been dealt with; (6) evaluate the

fi

effectiveness of the simulations you have used, (7) design a research project

to study the learning effects of simulations, and (8) carry out the experiment

you designed.

1,9
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Definitions

To simulate is to create the effect of; a simulated situation creates the

effect of a real situation. It offers learners an opportunity to practice

4
dealing with a situation, which either is not available or r quires some

,preparation before the learner can benefit from experiencing the real situation.

IP
A role is an assigned or assumed character. Learners assume roles in

simulated situations to experience how the role feels and to test their

abilities to deal effectively with the problems encountered by a person in that

role.'

Playing, often used to mean engaging in recreation, also,means taking par

in or acting in the character of. It is th Serious connotation that is

intended.

Role-playing, in this context, is the acting of an as umed character in a

simulated situation for the purpose of learning more about th characrtreld the'

situation. In this unit, we will consider two kinds of situations: (1) those

which help
4
students to understand the complexity of contemporary problems and

(2) those designed for teacher training.

A game is often thought of as a competitive activity requiring skill, luck,

or endurance. A game might also refer to or involve a strategy.

In this unit we will be concerned briefly with two kinds of games: (1)

games that simulate environmental and sociological situations, and (2) some

unConsciouslygplayed "ulterior motive" games, which are mentioned to point out

how teachers and students can keep from becoming' entrapped in such' games.

tb

Relationship to Learning Theoryu,

Simulations and games generally require problem-solving and the insightful

3c
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higher cognitive levels of learning. They also involve affective learning as

well. Only when players are learning the rules of the game is memory level

learning involved.

. The use of simulations and games is an excellent example of the application

of Gestalt-field theories of learning. Learners are interactive as participants

in the situations. The-participant's perceptions of the situation and the

meanings-he attaches to those perceptions determine how he interacts with others

in the situation and_how he contributes to solving the problem. Behavior is

goal directed toward formulating and solving the problem. Motivation for

learning comes from the challenge of the situation.

How to Use Simulated Situitions-

Scientific information and principles can be applied to the solution of

many contemporary problems. Furthermore, part of the task of teaching science

should be to help students discover how their learning can be applied to

dealing with problems that concern them. The following steps (adapted from
0

Lehman, 1971) describe the process:
A

(1) Select or design (or have students design) a situation. The situation should

have real significance to the students and should require the application of

scientific information and principles.

(2) Prepare short descriptions of each orthe roles to he used in the situation.
I.

Attempt to create roles that are authentic. Start with situations with only a

few (3-4) roles.

(3) Describe the situation to the class and assign r"cilTe. (No one should be

forced to participate.) It is often helpful if the instructor knpws the

students dell enough to.assign roles that fit the personality of'the student.
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Alternatively roles might be assigned that purposely do notfit the personality

of the student, to give that student an opportunity to'experience how It feels

tobe in a position different from what he usually experiences. For situations

intended to develop the students' abilities to deal constructively with

unexpected-circumstances, it may be desirable to assign each role privatlly, so

no player knows what other roles have been assigned.

(4) Decide on a time'and place for the simulation. This will usually be a

regular class meeting. If the class is a large lecture section, it may be

appropriate to select a small group of students to demonstrate the simulation

to the rest of the class. If it is possible-to use simulations in small groups

(seminars, discussion sessions), the involvement of the class can be much

greater. Generlly it is a good idea to allow a week or so 'for the students

to prepare for their roles by looking up the information needed to support

their positions. An alternative method is to assign the roles and immediately

begin a trial simulation. Students will quickly disc*ey" the kinds of

information they will need to play their roles effectively. The simulation can

be repeated after the role-players have had time to prepare for their roles. If

roles of public officials or local citizens are involved in the situation, it

may be helpful to have the students interview the people whose roles they dill

play. Some simulations of interviews might be useful to help students learn

interviewing techniques.

(5) Carry out the simulation. Some ground-rules should be agreed upon at the

beginning: (a) Anyvarticipant may'request that the situation be "cut" at any

time, if that person feels particularly*uncomfortable in the situation. (b) The

director may 'cut" the situation at any time he feels that it is not a

productive learning situation. (c) At no time should the simulation come to

1
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resemble a therapy session. The purpose is to gain experience applying

scientific information and principles to dealing with contemporary problems.

If a HOT issue has resulted in non-productiye, emotional reactions, the

situation should "cut". A discussion of what went wrong might be informative.

(6) Critique the simulation. Some of the following questions might be asked of

the participants: (a) How did you fel in the role you played? (b) Did

participation in the situation lead to new insights about the problem? If so,

what are those insighti? The observers,(members of the classmho did not have

roles) might be asked whether they obtained neu-Insights from observing.

Examples of Simulated Situations

MEETING OF THE CITIZENS' COMMITTEE'DN CITY PLANNING

Suggestions to the instructor:.

A fact sheet describing the population, tax base, types of industry, type

of city government; populationArowth rate, land values, current pollution

problems, etc. might be helpful. Data entered on the shet could be based on

a local situation and the situation adapted to suit the situation. In using

this simulation, it has been observed that if students independently "invent"

data for the situation, there are discrepancies which interfere with an

effective simulation. Even if some "invented" information is used, a fact .

sheet used by all participants will minimize confusion. The use of different

re-

sets of data in separate simulations can dramatize the different outcomes under

different conditions. For example, if the hospital and gchool were not over-

crowded, but industrial smog were severe,the3kinds of things students learn and

the way they resolve the issue might be different' than if the population density

and high growth rate were perceived as more setious than, the pollution problems.

139
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The Situation: r,

The issue before the committee is an applica 'bion from the Eureka Real

Estate Corporation for,a zoning change on a five acre pardbl of land at the

northwest end of People's Park. The land is now owned-by Mr. Fitzgerald and

is undeveloped. Because of its loca'ion at the end of the park, it has been

tssumed by the citizens of the community tosbe part of the park. The'city

would like to purchase-the land and incorporate it into the park; some of the

staff of the Department of Parks are working on this problem. However, Eureka

has made Mr. Fitzgerald a handsome offer of $35,000 for the land. Since he

wishes to sell quickly, retire and move away, the Department of Parks is

working against time.

Eureka plans to build a high rise, 500 unit apartment complex on the land

and they are pressuring for a zoning change to allow the constructionto proceed.

The city is a suburban area near a major city. There is a critical housing

shortage mainly for families whose income is derived from the major city.

Interest among the commuter citizens in suburban community issues is not high.

Roles:

While masculine pronouns have been used in defining roles, any role may be

filled by a ,student of either sex.

Director of City Planning. Chairs the meeting, hard-headed business man,

recognizes the need to deal with citizens' feelings but is much more

interested in the economic growth af the city, which he equates with

progress. Above all else, he'keeps the meeting moving and focused on

the issue of whether the property should be re-zoned.

Staff Assistant, Mayor's Office. Attending this meeting to find out for the

mayor what sentiments are expressed. He is a "yes-man" to the director

of city planning - -if the director gays it's good for.the city, he think's

it's.good for the city. An industrial engineer by training, brought onto

1 :o
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the Mayor's staff to help the city's industties cope with (evade?)
environmental.impactstatements.

Eureka's public relations representative. Has all the answers to how the
apartment complex can serve the city--more people, more business, etc.
Apartments will be the last wor in modern convenience, underground
parking, loWLdischarge incinerator, space around buildings. Has
considered putting a shopping arcade in the complex, but would readily
drop this plan if local businessmen would, in exchange, support the
rkoning.

a

Parent of children attending Good Hope School. The school is already overcrowded
and the annex under construction will barely take care of current enrollment.
The children from 500 new apartments would be ttie "last straw" for Good .

Hope School.

Citizen who fought the construction of Good hope expressway. He is appalled at
the idea of alloting this land to be zoned other than "undeveloped". He
has made numerous attempts to encouragtp agreement between the city and
Mr. Fitzgerald to obtain the land as an extension of the park.

Stock broker. He owns a large estate on the south edge of the city and commutes .

to the "big city" each day. The only way to keep the economy on the upswing
is to provide more industry, more housing, more goods for the increasing
,population. He has quietly let it be known to a few people that he would
be interested in investing in the apartment complex.

Nurse. He Is concerned about the serious overcrowding of the city hospital and
the inadequate health care delivery for the present population; active in
several organizations dediCaEed to limiting population, he advocates a
moratorium on all building and the establishment of an upper limit on the
city's population:

Staff member, Parks Department. He sees the land in question as an ideal ,

location for a nature center, since such a center should be located as':far
from the expressway as possible. He has made numerous attempts to persuade
city to purchase the land from Mr. Flpzgerald.

Operator of local independent.business. It is hard enough, today, for an
independent business to survive. Extra people kuld help, regardless of
whether they work in the community or commute to the "big,city". "I pay
my taxes and if owners of big apartment complexes paid their share, we-
would have a larger tax base for schools and hospitals."

Director of Public Utilities. The present sewer system will not handle the new.
Apartments. Even without construction, during heavy rains the run-off
overflows the sewers and pollutes Pebble Creek. The city experienced
several power brown-outs laet summer and the generating plant is operating
at full capacity. Even though the city is part of a power-sharing ,grid,
overload's could disable much of the city.
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Mr. Fitzgerald-. Owner of thetland,is willing to sell to thd'city but not
willing to take a serious financial. loss. He is relatively neutral with
respect to environmental issues. butAhas perceived himself as something
of a philanthropist for having allowed his land to be used as an eXtension
of the park. He is only mildly enthuslastic.about the apartment complex;
mostly he wants to sell to somebody so -he can getqlis money out of the
land.

Other members of the class could attend the meeting as citizens of the community.
4

Some might want to create their own roles, either as community spirited

individuals or.as "just a commuter who wants a nicer apartme t ".

Critique, of Simulation:

As the directoriteacher you might ask the following questions: 'How does

it feel to play the role of ? (to each of the roleplayers) What

kind of research did you do to collect information needed to play your role?

Were you caught unprepared by some informatiod ferreted out by a ;other

participant in the situation? Did you (participants and observers) gain any

new insights into the complexity of the problem?

LEGISLATIVE SUB COMMITTEE HEARING

Suggestions to the Instructor:

You should prepare for this ulation by becoming informed about

parliamentary procedure and the conventions of legislative heirings. A review

of Roberts' Rules of Order (1971) and Morrow (1969), on Congressional Committees

might be helpful. For example, it is-the prerogative of the chairman of the

subcommittee to conclude the hearing when he has heard what he wants to hear.

The first time I tried this simulation, the chairwoman eard all of the testimony

from'-one side (the auto manufacirers), dismissed the hearing, and disappeared

from the class. If there is amoral to this story, it is that if you are going
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41*

to give students the option of creating .roles, you .have to be prepared to deal

with the situations they create.

The Situation:

Legislation is pending concerning the control of pollution emitted by

motorized vehicles. The chair9lan of the suOcommittee will read a prepared

statement that describes the problem under investigation. He will then call

witnesses, first (Usually) from the side he favors. The witness reads his

prepared statement. He may be interrupted by a committee member with a qu'estion

pertinent to a statement he has just made. After the witness finishes his

testimony, committee members take turns asking citetlions, first the highest

ranking member of the klitical party of the chairman,"then the highest ranking

member of the other party. When the 'committee finishes interrogating the first

\4witness, the chaiiman calls the second witness. The chairman decides whether

to hear all of the witnesses on one side first or whethen to alternate. He

also decides when to terminate the process of hearing witnesses and may conclude'

the hearing before all witnesses have testified.

Roles:

Engineer for car manufacturer. Has all the reasons why the company cannot
meet proposed standards.

Legal counsel for car manufacturer. May speak for engineei witness. Presents

legal precedents which favor car manufacturer.

Executive of public transit company. Busses are mast flexible means of public
transportation, even though they pollute the atmosphere.

Legal counsel for transit company.. presenta legal prec'edents in favor of bus
transportation.

President of citizens' organization. Presents statistics on how many people
would use rapid transit, if available; how many have respiratory ailments

11)
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that are aggravated by vehicle emissions.

Several individual citizens, including a Lawyer. Prepared to testify concerning
violations of their civil rights.

Committee Chairman. His sentiments are promotorized vehicle.

High ranking member of chairman's party. ijis sentiments Parallel those of the
chairman.

High ranking member of opposition party. He is a scientist by training,
champion of the cause for clean air and the "right to breathe".

Member of the Chairman's party. His particular concern is .fiscal matters,
favors whichever means of transportation that costs the least.

(Witnesses should be forewarned that questions about cost will be asked.)

Rembeg of opposition party. He is noted for his ability to look for long term
golutions to problems. . -

After hearing testimony, a group of students could be assigned the task of

drafting a bill to be presented to the legislative body. They might have

attended the hearing as legislative aides to the committee members., The bill

should take into consideration all of the problems elucidated by the committee
-,

members' questioning of the witnesses.

Critique of Simulation:

Refer to questions provided for other simulations.
a

GRASS ROOTS MEETINGS ON POPnLATION,CONTROL

Suggestions to the instructor:

You and your-class may find it instr4Ctive tondo this simulation two

s

tape recording each simulation. (Role players in one simulation should not be

times,

present at the .other simulation but may hear it on tape after they have completed

10
their simulation.) Roles in one simrilat should 'be assigned to individuals

whose actual views are close to those express in the role; roles-in the other
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simulation should be assigned to individuals who 'would be decidedly "out of

character" in the roles. Comparing the actual conversations during the

simulations and the students' comments on them will provide some clues about

empathizing with perspectives diametrically opposed to one's own. Learning to

.
empathize wish the perspectives of others is a valuable lesson in preparing a

student to meet the challenges of contemporary society.

It should be noted that there q.s ample opportunity for students to learn a

lot of science in preparing for this simulation: sexual differences, child

development,. food production, population dynamics, natural controls to

population growth, eugenics, genetic engineering, racial differences, etc.

The Situation:

The possibility of modifying the income tax structure to allow deductions

for only two children is being considered. The notion of a tax assessed on

children beyond the limit of two is also being considered. The purpose of the

simulated situations to develop recommendations on changes in the tax law.

Roles:

Chairman.. He is a representative of the legislature, assigned the role of
determining citizen attitudes.

A self-styld Paul Ehrlich. He is married with one child; will have no more
children. Because you believe in the dignity of. man and that man should
.not be restricted by the constraints'of over-crowding, you are very
outspoken on the need for population control--compulsory control--now,
before it is too late! ,you volunteer much of your time to the local
chapter of Zero Population Control and have undergone sterilization for
the benefit of future generations. You really get aggravated with people
who are busy breeding the human race out of existence°

A "Women's Li per ". He is a good student and has an active mind. Some day he

would 111e to have one or at most two children, but right now he wants to
finish college. He is acquainted with many women who contribute more to
society than housework. He would like to see women have greater
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opportuaties for fulfillment in the outside world--and excellent child
care facilities to free them to make use of the opportunities. Perhaps,
then, fewer women wo1d look to large families for their satisfactions in
life. A

1.

A devoutly religious citizen. He is considering joining a religidus order
because of an interest in serving humanity. While you may remain childless,
you believe that every married couple should thankfully accept as God's
gift as many children as are given them. Technology will. find ways of

feeding people. Government does not have the prerogative to interfere with
human life.

A physician. He has come to support liberalization of abortion laws after seeing
the effects of multiple pregnancies on his patients and their families and
after caring for patients who have suffered in the hands of "quack"

abortionists. Motivated less by overpopulation than by experience with
the plaintive cry of the mothei of five who wants to abort her sixth child
so she can retain her sanity to raise those she has.

A diabetic. Afflicted since early childhood. Mother was also a diabetic. You
are well aware of the restrictions on the life of a diabetic but you have
probably had it better than most because your mdther has been very
understanding. ,Since thee has been much talk recently about genetic
engineering and about prohibiting couples with genetic defects from having
children, you are concerned that these views not come overriding

considerations. You are a responsible citizen, sel -supporting, and you
resent the suggestion that individuals such as yours if be deprived of

life.

Member of a minority group. You feel that this whole busin s of population
control is.an establishment plot to keep your race from children.

If it ever comes to compulsory population control, you know who will be
controlled. You plan to have'as many children as possible and instill
in each of them the desire to fight for the rights of their race.

Critique ot,SimulatiotT:

How does it feel to play the role of What kind of research

did you do to prepare for your role? Did the group as a result of the

simulation, develdp a set of recommendations with respect to revisions in the

tax law?

110
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VOYAGE ON A SPACE SHIP

Suggestions to the instructor:

The following situation can be developed by students in a more open-ended

fashion thanrthe above examples.

The Situation:

A space ship populated by 90 adults has left Planet Earth for a five year

voyage to a planet in another solar system, which is known to have an environment

similar to that on Earth. Only'adults between the ages of 18 and 30 were

allowed to go on the voyage which has been enroute for six months. Several

committees have been created to plan for the establishment and development of

a new social order/ on the new planet. Also within the responsibilities of the

,committees are thetasks of making all necessary changes in the existing social

order enroute that will be needed to prepare for the landing and subsequent

Vik
colonization.

Committees should be defined by the class participating in this simulation.

Some suggested committees are: educational system,, food-, housing, transportation,

medical, care, environmental standards, recreation; economics, etc.

every member of the class should have a role in one committee. The chairman

of each committee is a member of the executive committee,'whose responsibility
Mt

it is to coordinate the activities of the committees and to assure that mutually

inconsistent goals and methods are resolved. (An alternative structure could
(

be created by the class if it is decided that the above sugges,ted structure is

too "earth bound".)

Assume that All printed materials available on Earth are available on

microfiche and that there is a large computer on board. The current schedule of

1 1 J
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space ship inhabitants calls for slteping in three eight-hour shifts--there are

30 beds. The work of guiding the voyage, doing housekeeping and other essential

tasks takes four hours per day per person, leaving 12 hours for planning and

leisure.
.

Critique of Simulation:

The outcome otthe committee meetings should be a compa,tible set of

recommendations for how life will be lived on the new planet. Subsequent

discussions should deal with how this plan compares with life on Earth today;

whether individual students would prefer one or the other and why,'and what

scientific information was dined in carrying out the simulation.

MEETING OF THE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE OF THE

COUNCIL OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

Suggestions to the instructor:

A fact sheet should be .prepared to assure that all' participants use the

4
same data. The data used may be fictitious but sbo Id be reasonable for the time

an' place. You should modify this (or any other simulations) to fit local

la'p
1.

oblems. The fact sheet might be in the following format:

Items Metropolis Northville Southtotm
Population
Tax base
jax rate
Median income
Nutter of working
adults in pop.

Transportation used
to get to work

etc.

3
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Consultants should prepare reports to be presented at the meeting. (See roles

below.)

The Situation.:

'A meeting of representatives of each of the local jurisdictions to explore

ways to provide satisfactory transportation system for the four incorporated

cities shown on the map. They will consider consultants' reports. As a result

of the meeting, the committee is to prepare a proposal to be presented to the

citizens of the cities.

Roles:

Representative of Northville (chairman of the coalition). He is trained in

business,'looks at dollar costs over environmenta] costs; shortrange
problems rather than, long range problems. His constituents are not in need

of public transpoitation since most have two cars. Abrthville desire

maintain tile status quo.

Representativi of Metropolis. He has had extensive training and experience in
city planning and is much concerned with making the old city a pleasant and

convenient place for all citizens regardless of socioeconomic status. He

is more a re of sociological factors than environmental factors, but is

willing to istem and learn.

Representative of Eton. A member of an ethnic minority, he holds an. industrial
management position, having worked up through the ranks. He is well tuned

In to Easton's needs and well informed about environmental problems. He'

is determined to see that constituents have access to convenient transportation
-frdM homes to the industrial area of Metropolis.

Representative, of Southtdwn. A retired plant foreman, he now devotes a lot of

time to community activities. He rec gnizes diversity- of opinions among

constituents who range from afflue executives to welfare recipients and'

would like to'see the plan provide convenient economical transportation for

people employed ein Easton, office and industry employees in Metropolis, and

domestics employed in Northville. Also, he hopes to retain favor of the

affluent who prefer to-drive their cars.

Consultant A. He has °c'ompleted a traffic survey and kinds of transportation

desired by 'citizens of. the four communities.

0

10'
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NORTHVILLE
`IN

Exclusive residential area
Executives drive to MetroAlis to work

1

METROPOLIS .1(husi

'Office workers take bus, drivel
or walk. Narrow streets add
to "old city" charm but make
for massive traffic jams

(residential)

SOUTHTOWN
Residents range from
affluentlto very poor.
Has few cmploymbnt
opportunities so workers
travel to all-three
cities

*RN.

ess.district)

(industrial
area)

Northville

Country
'Club

existing
. bus lines

EASTON

High density housing
for blue collar
workers frofalmany

ethnic groups. Some
industry intEaston
but most work in
Metropolis

Airport
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Consultant B. He is competent to advise the coalition on current and projected
pollution hazards, on energy utilization by various forms of transportation,
and on the effects of various land use proposals. He has a statistical
report on theselactors.

Consultant C. He has prepared a proposal for 'widening streets and building
badges to improve flow of bus and automobile traffic.

Consultant D. He has prepared a proposal for a rapid transit system.

Critique of Simulation:

The primary question is: Did the group develop a proposal that each

representative felt he, could present tip-the citizens of his city? Other

questions might be: Were the representatives of each city concerned about

satisfying the citizens of the other cities as well as their constituents?

Did the consultants prepare adequately for the simulation? Did they present

their information in ways that contributed to the development of the proposal?

Did the committee members give careful consideration to the consultants'

reports?

Examples Contributed by Participants in the ChautauquaType Courses

An Advocate Debate on the pros'and cons of Vitamin C in treating the

illcommon cold was developed by John.C1 , St.,Andrews Presbyterian College,

Laurinburg, N. C.

A situation in which students, faculty, and health service personnel

discuss and develop a recommendation to the Board of Regents concerning

distribution of birth control pills to coeds was prepared by Charles Woodward,.

Shepherd College, Shepherdstown, W. Va.

An ecology project was created by Ann Marie, Olson, Boston State College,

Boston, Mass., in which each student prepares a position paper on an

1
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. t
ecological topic,and then prepares a statement,from the viewpoint of a

particular type of person, such as an airline or automobile corporation

president, a government official, a physician, a conservationist, etc. Students

were asked:

to come to class ready to be questioned and challenged on the,
stand which the person you represent would take. As you

,prepare your arguments, think.about how they might be
countered or challenged by other types of people that will be
at the meeting. Be certain that you have documentation or at
least reference to documemtation,,for the factual material
that you present.

Students study historical and contemporary scientific controversies by

taking the roles of investigators in a simulated situation, according to the

procedure developed by Sr. Sheila Marie Scheirer, Chestnut sift College,

Philadelphia, Pa.

4

4

The Use of Simulated Situations in Teacher Training

Lehman (1971) has developed the use of role playing in teacher tyaining

to help prospective teachers acquire the skills of inquiry teaching (guiding

students to, ask questions and discoven through the process of scientific

experimentation) and to increase the teachefs' interpersonal relations skills_

(in Lehman's words):
6

establishing a climate of mutual respect in the science
laboratory and classroom; accepting and expressing
appropriately their own feelings as teachers; and
accepting and responding adequately to the needs and
feelings of individual students.

The technique, designed originally for use in methods classes, involves

the followin steps: (1) Set up a calendar scheduling the Ates on which each

trainee will take the role of "teacher". Two trainees are given the same role-

playing situation. (2) Provide each "teacher" w a statement of the

1
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teaching objective and the situation a few days befbre the simulation (until

the-trainees have learned to prepare their own). (3) At the time of the

simulations send the two "teachers" out of the room and orally assign roles
4

to several students. (4) Have one "teacher" carry out the simulation while .

the other waits outside the room. (5) As director, review certain observational

cues before opening the discussion and then ask the "teacher" how he felt in

the situation, how he interpreted the situation (what the students were trying

to do in their roles), and whether he accomplished what he set out to do in

terms of the teaching objective. Then ask the students how they felt in the

situation and whether their needs and concerns were dealt with adequately.

(6) Call the second "teacher" into the room (the first may remain) and repeat

the simulation and the discussion following the simulation. (7) Finally,

discuss variations in the ways the two "teachers" handled the situations, being

careful to keep-the discussion in the here-and-now and sensitive to feelings.

Here is a sample situation.

General teaching objective: todexelop the students' abilities to understand

and use the processes of science to acquire new knowledge.

.Teaching situation: a laboratory setting, where a discussion of how.to design

an experiment is to take place.

Class role:rAn average class in the middle of the second semester. Each

student is to design and carry out a simple experiment, after this discussion.

Student Role A: Confuted; "Why don't you.just give us a printed exercise?"

Student Role B: The grade grubber; "How are you going to grade these.
experiments? Isn't everybody going to be doing something different?"

Student Role C: The "why" kid; .Has the notion that the methods of science
require asking why, but the "whys" he comes up with are trivial and

) disrupting. Why use;a beaker instead of a flask? Why are the numbers
. on the thermometersin red?

155
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Observational cues for the director: Is the teacher patient in clarifying

questiods? Are "student" questions accepted, but limited where necessary?

How does the "teacher" express his own feelings? Is the objesctive accomplished;
( I

that is, are the students prepared to design their own experiments?

The above situation might be useful for a group of.teachers (at any level)

to help them tune in to some of the problems of teaching experimental design.

Those who are playing the roles of "students" may create their own Toles from

their rich experience 'b-f-Probl ms actually encountered.

10(//'

Lehman suggests a numb of nonclassroom applications of the technique.

Simulations that take p ce in the classroom could help prepare teachers for

conferences with students or with the departmgnt chairman, and at the

secondary level, with parents and principals. Simulations could also be used

to prepare for lob interviews, oral examinations, or any other situation in

which a simulation Is virtually the only way to gain experience9before the

actual event.

The most complex simulation to come to my attention is4Enviro County_, a

gaming simulation of regional planning process. Five problems are carefully

laid out in a fictitious setting and the roles for a fifteen member planning

commission are specified. The project was supported by the . onal Science

Foundation and developed at the Oak Ridge Nationallaborktory. .(The report

of the project is available for S2.00 from the Superintendent, Oak Ridge

Schools, P. O. Box Q, Oak Ridge, Tenn.)

Computer technology has contributed to the complexity of aimulations;9at
7

are possible. Using the Environmental Protection Agency's computer simulion,

CLEANAIR, one course participant, Edward Brandt, North CarOlian Wesleyan

--, College, Rocky'Mount, N. C., developed a laboratory activity in which students

ti
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"participate in pollution controf:decpioni, using the computer for immediate

feedback on the success of the strategy, detect shortcomingsof the computer

based model, and expand [their] appreciation of the complexity of problem,/

involved in providing clean air."

a

Games

'Games that can be used in science teaching, according to Carlock (1972),

have four factors in common: (1) they represent a real thing, (2) they

'simplify by omitting some aspects, (3) they make' critical factor§ prominent,

and (4) they facilitate analysis by concentration on specific aspelcts of the

critical factors., Carlock goes "Tto suggest two attributes of games'that

counteract defects on our'traditional educatiOnal system. First, simulation

games allow students to experience, at least in simulation, some of the kinds

of. situations they might really experience in the future. The simulated

experience creates a need to know, thereby increasing the motivation to learn.

'Secorid, participation in games provides students with opportunities for

success. The academic pursuit of science often 'proceeds with little opportunity

(-for rewa d for the students. Games offer opportunities to use information and

problem solving skills to achieve success.

The following bibliography of envir nmental games is reprinted with the

/1permission of the author:

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ENVIRONMENTAL GAMES
FEBRUARY 1?74

J. DAVID KELLER
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY

THE UNIVERSITY OP AKRON
AKRON, OHIO 44325

"1
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Balance
A classroom simulation for about seventh,grade through adult. The unit

is.designed to take about 3 weeks although teachers can modify it. A three
hour version is included for clubs and civic groups. Students play the role
of'various people in the community making decisions on environmental concerns.

--Booklet can be reproduced in classroom quantities. $10.00, Interact Company,
Box 262, Lakeside, California 92040

Baldicer
A simulation game dealing with food production and distribution. Each

player is a food coordinator responsible for survival of 150 million people.
The catch to the game is that a few of the players start the game with extra
"baldicers." $25.00, John Knox Press, Box 1176, Richmond,Va. 23209

Clean Water
Deals with problems of industrial waste, nuclear power plants and

pollution from upstream similar in design to Dirty Water. S6.00, Damon

Educational Division, 80 Wilson Way, Westwood, Mass. .02092

Alp

The Dead River
A simulation game of river restoration designgl for 10 to 30 players at

the Junior-Senior High and adult level. Presents ,a real water pollution
problem and gives each participant a role to play in problem solving. Can be

played in sequential lessons. $7.00, Union Printing Company, 17 West Washington
Street', Athens, Ohio 45701

Dirty Water
Each of the 2-4 players-is the water pollution commissioner of an industry

surrounded lake. The first person to stock his lake with a balance of
organisms wins. Ages 8-adult. $7.00, Damon Educational Division, 800 Wilson Way,

Westwocd, Mass. 02090

Ecology: The (lame of Man and Nature
The game involves players achieving a balance between man's activities

and the natural environment while traveling through the four stages of
development; hunting, agriculture, industrial and environmental. $7.00, Damon
Educational Division, 80 Wilson Way, Westwood, Mass. 02090

Ecopolis
,This is a classroom simulation for 4th through 6th grades. The simulation

'take43 weeks to complete. The classroom desks are moved to the perimeter of
the room and a community is drawn on the floor with colored chalk. Students

make decisions and debate the effects of their decisions. Booklet can be
reproduced in classroom quantitieS. $10.00, Interact 'Company, aox 262,
Lakeside, California 92040

-Energy - Enytropment Game-
Includes filmstrip, cassette tape, teachers guide, players manual and 32

rgle profiles. Edison Electric Institution, 90 Park Avenue, New Yofk 10016

15
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V

Of

Expiration
An agricultural finance game studying ecology. $5.95; Schultz Games,

Route 2, Brookings, South Dakota 57006

Extinction
2-4 players pbpuj.ate the island of Darwinia. Their genetic code is

determined by their draw from 6 decks of cards in the gene bank. They must

follow the natural processes of life. The objective is tolteep from becoming

extinct. Age 12-adult. $11.95, Sinauer Associates Inc., 20 Second Street,

Stamford, Connecticut 06905

Game of Sacrifice
A Sacrifice is an environmental conflict game that divides the 'Lass into

interest groups in the community. Groups make decisions on air pollution and

other community problems. 4th grade through junior high. $4.95, Education

. Ventures, Inc., 209 Court Street, Middletown, Connecticut 06457

The Garbage, Game
This is a jigsaw puzzle ecology game. Students earn ecology points by

putting puzzle pieces together into ecology cartoons. In the process they are

governed by ecology principles. '$7.00, Education Ventures Inc., 209 Court

Street, Middletown, Connecticut 06457

The Homestead Game
1

An tcology game designed for 2 to 6 players. $5.95, Schultz Games, Route

2, Brookings, South Dakota 57006

Land Use
The game brings out the conflict between the desire to have quality

housing and the desire to have natural resources. In developing land,

participants.discover concepts of cluster zoning, planned unit development

etc. $1.95, Education Ventures, 209 Court Street, Middletown, Connecticut

'_06457

Litterbug.,
A game for the very young (4-10 years). Players move around the board

collecting litter in a tiny trash can. $5.00, Damon Educational DiviSion,''

80 Wilson Way, Westwood,Nass. 02090

Man in,His Environment
Not a game in that there is no specific point of.completion, but instead

two separate activities requiring the students to role play. Designed for

classes from 3rd through 6th grade. Time required ranges from 20 minutes to

several days. Free to educators only from local Coca-Cold Bottling Company.

Ecology Kit Code X013.

New Highway
Interest groups debate alternatives to the construction of a new highway.

Each dnterest group sees the situation through a different point of view.

4th grade through junior high. $4.95, Education Ventures, Inc., 209'Court

Street, Middletown, Co n. 06457
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Planet Management Game
A computer designed simulation of existing conditions on the planet earth.

Players make decisions to improve the, population, income, food, and environment.
Considered the one that most accurately simulates existing conditions of earth.
Designed for fiye although even one can play as easily as a whole class. List
Price $16.00; School Price $12.00, Houghton Mifflin Company, 110 Tremont Street,
Department M, Boston, Mass. 02107

The Pollution Game
An environmental Monopoly game. Players of one board quickly learn to play

as atteam rather than compete. This game is designed to be played by
simultaneously competing teams of Ayers, although it 'Works for only one
board.. List Price 812.00; School Price $9.00, Houghton Mifflin Company, 110 °

Tremont Street, Department M, Boston, Mass. 02107
,

,Population
In Population, each of the 2-6 players must try to take his undeveloped

country and develop it into, an advanced industrial nation whose population and
resources are in balance. Age 12-adult. $7.00, Damon Educational Division,
80 Wilson Way, Westwood, Mass. 02090

The Redwood Controversy
Players act as legislatures, experts, and pr.essUre groups. The game is

based on a real situation arising on California coastal redwoods. 21 students
are givpn specific roles. Others are senators. 30can play., List Price
$10.00; SdhOol.Price $7.50, Houghton-Mifflin Company, Department M, 110 Tremont
Street, Boston, Mass. 02107

Smog
Each player assumes the role of an elected official in his town and is

responsible for managing the quality of the air. He confronts the problems of
air pollution as he moves along a "decision tree". 14-adult. S7.00, Damon

Education Division, 80 Wilson Way, Westwood, Mass. 02090

The World Puzzle

The World Puzzle is, a 2' by 3' Map of the various landforms in the world.t

Not designed as a specific game but a series of activities that the teacher can
modify for specific uses: $12.95, Education Ventures, Inc., 209 Court Street,
Middletown, Conn. 06457

Of particular interest to behavioral scientists are the Psychology Today

Games:- Blacks and Whites, Cities, Body Talk, Man aneWoman, and perhaps others

that have bei developed recently. These gades ate produced by dommunications/

R4earch Machines, Inc.,' Del Mar, Calif. Most of these game encourage each

p1'ayer to increase his sensitivities to the situation being experienced by the
r.

other players; some of the games require cooperation among the players, such

No/
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1

that nobody wins unless everybody wins.

'1 Games with Ulterior Motives

First popularized by Berne (19'64) and developed by Harris (1967),

transactional analysis has contributed to the understanding of human interactions,

including non - productive interactions--gaies with ulterior motives. Ernst

(1972). has applied the technique to classroom interactions. The basic concepts

of transactional analysis applied to the classroom are: (1) that each

individual's personality includes components of Parent, Child, and Adult,

(2) that the most producbtve classroom interactions are Adult to Adult, and

(3) that a teacher can foster such interactions. To do so, he must learn to

recognize the,Parent, Child, and Adult in himself and his students. He must

also develop ways for his Adult to monitor his own transactions, and ways to

encour4age students to use their Adult to monitor their transactions.

Child can be expressed as creativity, playfulness, and curiosity, the parts

that should be encouraged; Child'can also be expregsed'as impatience, pouting,

anger. Parent case legitimately nurturing and protective; sometimes it

becomes over-prqtective. etrent can alsd be expressed as statements or actions

based on prejudices and -rules accepted uncritically, unnecessary do's and

don't's. The Adult receives information, stores and use's that information,to
I'

make logical decisions, but the-. Adult has no feelings or emotions. The most

. prpductive interactions are thue in which the Adult is monitoring open,

honest transactions without and ly limit'ing feeling or creativity. The non-

productive,, disruptive tansactions--the games with ulterior motives--are to be

avoided. :

.,A single example adapted from Ernst (1972) of complementary games in which
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student and teacher reinforce each other's game playing will illustrate the

basic ideas of transactional analysis. The student might be playing "Here I

am, Teacher, teach me." The Child is going.to win by not learning anything.

The teacher responds with "Here is the way I want you to do it." (pant)

Student: "I'm not le rning anyttfing in your class." (child to parent At
-.....

this point the teacher can shrug his shoulders,,"Look hc$ hard I have tried."

(parent) or he can ask of the student, "What are you planning to do about it?"

(adult) The whole game could have beep avoided by the teacher structuring

the learning situation so, that the students had to take responsibility for

their own learning.

Ernst concludes that most teacher-student games are of the "parent-child"

variety and that teachers can improve the learning situation by recognizing

Parent voices and Child voices. After recommending contracts as a way of

being specific About what students are to accomplish, he concludes his book

with the fo lowing:

.

. . . The important thing is recognizing that something is
gding.on besides the obvious transaction. Then you ,riow
there is an ulterior motive and this a game. The Patent,
,Adult, and.Child, ego states are all 0. K., and all necessary,
and the games are not in themselves bad and crooked. It is .

the payoff that determin#.what the game player is angling
you to do. To avoid unpleasant games you can simply decline
the opening move.

The Role of the Teacher

In the context of the previous section, one aspect of the role of the

teacher in directing simulated situations is to be alert to the possibility of

gables with ulterior motives. Keeping the situation focused on a problem to be

solved and placing the responsibility for learning with the students not only
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tends to avoid unintended games, it also encourages the positive aspects of

simulations: insightful learning, application of scientific concepts, the
0

development of problem-solving capabilities, and the improvement of skills in

Communication Wid interpersonal relationships. The simulation ig one of the

teaching alternatives in which it is easiest for a teacher to become,a co-
,

learner and to implement other qualities of a facilitator. (Refer again to

Rogers' qualities of a facilitator.) If a learning situation built on mutual

trust can be created prior to the use of simulated situations, it is likely

that the students will feel free to enter into their roles. Lehman (1971)

stresses that "the most important requirement for any role-playing program is

that the participants come of their own free choosing, not being required or

coerced to participate."

Problems of Implementation

Most of the problems I have encountered result either from our tendency

to think'of a "game".as a frivo ous or fun-seeking activity, or to think of

learning situations as being li ted to lectures and laboratory exercises.

effort to view iimulations and gimes as serious learning experiences will go a

long way toward avoiding problems of implementation.

40
Space and time pose no real problem because the typical classroom or

lecture hall can be used effectively and a simulation can be carried out during

a regularly scheduled class period. Commerciallolavailable games may be used

most effectively in laboratory settings where tables, small groups, and larger

blocks of time are customary.
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How totEvaluate Simulations

Most of the sample simulated situations include some quebtions to be used

in critiquing the simulation. The game s each have their own rules and their

effectiveness can be measured in part by the Ognificance of the problims

they present. Three general principles,for interpreting situations are

offered by Lehman (1971). In somewhat generalized form, they are: (1) Did

the participants achieve the specific objectives o the situation, including

(a) the learning of science and (b) the development of skills in communication

and interpersonal relationships? (2) Were the roleplayers (or game players)

able to get some personal satisfaction out of the experience (an insight of

some kind or other feeling of success)? (3) Were the techniques used

scientifically, socially, and professionally acceptable?
*

Research on the-Use of Simulations

Much of the "evidence" for the effectiveness of simulations as a teaching

strategy is based onthe subjective judgments of the users of simulations.

Several researchable hypotheses can be suggested (stated as null hypotheses):

There is no significant difference in the problem solving skills of students

who have participated in simulations and those who have not. Thee is no

significant difference in the capacity for in sightful learning of students

who have participated in simulations and those who have not. Similar,

hypotheses could be stated for communications skills, interpersonal

relationship skills, and abilitvto perceivAomplex relationships. The

major problem is measuring these skills and attributes accurately and

reliably. Resources which are available in the form of printed tests for

some of these skills and attributes are described in Buros (19'2). Also,,it

°

.s0
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would be useful, if you have not already done so, to review the section.on

research in Science Teaching in_Unit 1.

Self-Assessment
I

A-1.- Define:, simulation, role, playing, role-playing, game, (1)

. A-2. Describe how the simulation techniques are related to learning dieory. (2)

A-3. Describe your experiences in'using role-playing situations and in using

games. (3)

A-4, 'List the qualities of a teacher that you believe increase the

effectiveness of a simulation. (4)

A-5. Describe the problems you encountered using simulations and games and

how you dealt'with them. (5)

A7r,6. Using the questions provided with the simulations; evaluate the

effectiveness of the situations you have used. (6

A-7. Use the list of criteria adapted from Lehman to evaluate the

effectiveness of at least one situation. (6)
A

A-8e Design a research project .to study the learning effects of

simulations. (7)

A-9., Carry out the experiment you desighed. (8)

B-1. Criticize the definitions provided in the study guide. (1)

B-2. State.your own position with respect to simulations and learning

theory.. (2)

B-3. Create (or have your students create) and use a game or simulation. (3)

B-4. Critically evaluate the qualities of a teacher in terms of their effect

on the qualityof a simulation as a learning experience. (4)

1 c').J
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B-5. PreparLan additional few paragraphs to be inserted in the section of

the study guide on problems of implementation. (5)

B-6. Suggest some improvements in the criteria for evaluating simulations

. and games. (6)

B-7. Criticize the design of your experiment. (7)

B-8. Design another experiment. (7)

B-9. Criticize the methods-used to carry out your experiment. (8)

B-10. Criticize your interpretation of your results. , (8)
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UNIT 8

VALUES CLARIFICATION IN SCIENCE TEACHING

Values are sometimes considered to be unchangeable because
they are believed to be built into man's innate moral nature.
In practice, however, many of the values by which men -

operate are based on prevailing social attitudes, as well as
on inclinations, prejudices, and the commonsense derived
from the experience of daily life.' There is also a real
possibility that, in ehe futUre, values might increasingly
originate from the natural and social sciences. Scientific
knowledge per se cannot degine or impose'values to govern
behavior, but it provides facts on the basis of which choices
can be made.

While choice can be made more rational by basing it on
factual information, and on evaluation of consequences; it
always retains a personal component because it must ultimately

-involve a value judgment. This constitutes another expression
of the determinism-freedom polarity, which is one of the most
characteristic aspects of the human condition.

Purpose and Objectives -

Dubos, So Human an Animal, p. 145

Given the persuasion of many scientists, including myself, that the process

and methodologies of science are not concerned with values, it is important to

say what this unit is not. It is not an attempt to tell'you what your values

should be, nor is it intended to e courage you to indoctrinate your students.

But the practice of science lead to the development of products and the creation

'a situations about which decisions must be made. Society is legitimately and

'appropriately concerned with the value judgments that must be made about how the

knowledge and capabilities derived from science and technology are to-be used.

This unit is included in the study guide because I have made a value judgment--
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that science teachers have a responsibilityq assist their students in learning

to make value judgments andin clarifying their values about the use of science.

Upon completing the unit, you should be able to:--(1) describe the valuing

process, (2) explain its relationship to learning theories, (3) apply it in

your teaching, (4) explain your role as teacher in valuet clarification

activities, (5) describe some problems with implementing some of the activities

and how you handled them, (6) evaluate the effectiveness of this teaching.

strategy, (7) propose'some research questions related to valuing and (8) describe

how you would design a research project to study one of the questions.

The Valuing Process

According to Raths, et al. (1966), there is a great diversity among people

in the clarity of their relationship to society. At one extreme are the people

who seem to know what they have to give.and what they want to get out of life and

go about living their live with enthusiasm, purpose, and pride: They may, of

course, see things,about society that they feel need changing, but they go about

fostering change in positive and constructive ways. At the other extreme are the

people who seem not to know what they want or what they can contribute. They

exhibit apathy, uncertainty, inconsistency, and perhaps extreme conformity or

extreme non-conformity. The former have clearly defined values and the latter

suffer from a confusion of values.

While these same authors do offer a brief definition of,a value, "that which

represents something important in human existence", they are concerned primarlky-

with the process of how people arrive at and clari1fy the values they hold.

Because young people are confronted with many mor choices than were available

to previous generations, and are generally given little opportunity to learn to

193
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make choices by their parents and teachers, the authors have attempted to develop

methods to help young people learn to deal with the complexities of modern living.

The valuing process involves consideration of the following criteria. For

something to be a value, all seven criteria must be met.

1. Choosing freely -- Values must be chosen by the indiVidual to be really valued.

2. Choosing from among alternativesAlternatives must be available to make a

ftee choice.

3. Choosing after thoughtful consideration of the consequences of

1
each

alternatiye--Careful and intelligent weighing of consequences must repliCe

impulsiveness if true values are toemerge.

4. Prizing and rishing--Choices result in values we are pleased to hold.

I. Affirming-- Willingiess to publicly affirm values results from having made

conscious choices that we prize.

6. Acting upi choices--Our real values guide our actions; verbal affirmation is

not enough to show that a value is real.

7. Repeating -- Values tend to persist, to, make allattern,ka life.

These criteria can be summarizediin three processes: choosing, prizing, and

acting. Value indicators have some but not all of the characteristics of a value.

These include goals, attitudes, interests, feelings, beliefs, activities, problems.

Note in your notebook your initial reaction to the valuing process.

Relationship to Learning Theory
A

The valuing process involves conscious choices and thoughtful cons eration

of alternatives,'"and thus takes place at the reflection level of leaF'ng. To

the extent that the process involves action consistent with choices, autonomobwxJ

develLpment -type learning is involved. In contrast, Bigge (1971) describes
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Skinner's view of values as reinforcers of operant conditioning. In Skinner's

words, "People behave in ways which, as we say conform to ethical, governmental,

or religious patterns because they are reinforced for doing so."

Skinner (1948) develops his view of.the Utopian community in his novel,

Walden Two,'where even the goals and aspirations of the people were defined by

behaYiorists and the satisfaction of the people with these goals was reinforced

t'y collttioning. In response to the question of individual freedom, Skinner

(1953)'say4

The hypothesis that man is not free is essential to the
`application of scientific method to the study of human

behavior. The free inner, man who is held responsible for
the behavior of the external biological-organism is only
a pre scientific substitute for the kinds of causes which
are discovered in the course of a scientific analysis.
All these alternative causes lie outside the individual.

Rogers (1961) points to what he -feels is a flaw in Skinner's hypothesis:. There

is always a subjective value choice which lies outside the scientific endeavor.

This choice defines the purpose or value of the scientific endeavor and can never

become part of the scientific endeavor. The decision of the behaviorists'in

Walden Twb to make than productOe and well-behaved'illustrates Rogers' point.

Less concerned with learning theory, but of significance in this unit is

Rogers' assertion that 4alues can be the subject of science.. This,Would seem

to,be inconsistent with -the quote from Dubos and my inttoduttbry sentence.

0

However, what Rogers% means is that one can apply the methodologies of science to

determine whether one-thing is better than another, if "betr" is subjectively

defined in terms of some other value, Rogers' example is germane to our ,purposes

here:

I h.) -4
1 4
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Now if I wish to determine whether problem-saving activity
is "better" than knowledge of the three R's, then scientific
method can also study those two values, but only--and this
is very important- -only in terms of some other value which
I have subjectively chosen. I may value college-success.
Then I ca determine whether problem-solving ability or
knowledge 3.f the three R's is most closely associated with
that value. . . . But the value or purpopwhich gives
meaning to a particular scientific endeaihf must, always lie
outside of that endeavor.

Since Rogers feels that man is not limited to producing a controlled stfte of

happiness, he goes on to suggest some interesting alternative values: man as a

process of becoming, and the individual as a self-actualizing process (the

Yprocess bytwhich individual creativity adapts to an ever changing world). The

question then is: Can science inform us about how to achieve these goal,s?

How to Use Values Clarification

A

Because we are primarily concerned with strategies for teaching science, it

is important that we focus the use of value's clarification techniques on values

pertaining to the uses of scientific achievements. It seems generally true that

when science teachers develop courses for the non-major, they are quite willing

.11f

to include topics with social and ethical implications; yet, when dhey devellp
*

courses for science majors, they are.determined to make these courses "real"

science Cr "hard",science. Is it not especially important, for a science major

(who will become a doer of scierwe) to understand the implications of science?

Take time to answer that question; it is not intended to be rhetorical. The

most common answer seems to be that, of course, understanding implications is

important for scientists but they will get it later. Non-majors are probably

taking their only science course and they will'not have another chance. Do you

think that in the curricula in your institution that science majors eventually

encounter cores that,cause them to consider the value implications of science?
IP
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Regardless of whether a course is for majors or non-majors, there is a

wealth of value related topics in most science courses. Simon, et al. (1972)

lists the following areas in which confusion and conflict of values are common:

politics, religion, work: isure time, school, love, sex, family, material

possesSlons, culture (#rt, music, literature), personal tastes (clothes, hair

yle, etc.), friends, money, aging; death, health, race, war-peace-, and

authority. For each of these areas, name at least one value laden issue which

is related to your area of science. Think about some of the questions students

have asked. You should have no difficulty generating a long list of issues; you

will probably also notice that you have not always dealt with student questions

in ways that facilitate,)the student's clarification of his own values. Maybe

you will make your own value judgment that values clarification has no place in

the science classroom. 0. K., I affirm your right to make your own value

judgments--and I affirm your students' rights to'make theirs. Even if,you are

"turned-off" by the notion of values°clatification in the science classroom,

please go along with me to the extent of checking the value judgment you have

just made against the seven criteria for a value:

1. Have you chosen your position freely - -or have you been coerced by colleagues?

2. Havkyou considered alternatives (such as those proposed here)?

3. Have you given thoughtful consideration of the consequenCes of such

alternative?

4. Are you pleased with your decision?

5. Vould you (or, better yet, have you) publicly affirmed your decision?

6. Have.you'acted upon your decision?

7. Are your actions!kepetitive and consistent?
na,
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In learning to use values clarification, then are a number

to be avoided. Because ,some of them are natural tendencies of ad

in their dealings with younger persons, you should not, be surprise

realize that you have done some of them. These tendencies are

f procedures

lts, at least,

if you

led the

"typical twelve" by Gordon (1970). They are paralleled amazingly well by the

"Don't's" listed by Raths, et
.

al. (1966), who also provided some "Do's" to.

facilitate the clarification of values. Here are the lists for your consideration:

Do's Typical Twelve

Encourage choices

Help to discover and
examine alternati7es

Help to weigh consequences
of alternatives

Encourage consideration of
,,what one prizes or
cherishes

Provide opportunities for
public affirmation of
choices

Encourage actions that
are in accordance with
choices

e;

Help to examine repeated
patterns in behavior

Set examples or models

Persuade or convince

Limit choicelp to our

valugs

Inspire by dramatic or
emotional pleas

Give rules and
regulatios Intended Judge, criticize, blame
to be unthinkingly
accepted as right Praise, agree
(reward and punish-
ment/reinforcement)

Order, direct, or command

Warn, admonish, threaten

Exhort,morilize, preach

Advise, suggest,tive solution

Lecture, give logical
argument

Present cultural or
religious dogma as
unquestioned wisdom
-- "Always done it

this way"

Appeal to conscience to
arouse guilt feelings

The 'two items'among the. "typical twelVe" that are marked with an asterisk require

Ridicule, name-call

Interpret, analyze, diagnose

Reassgre, sympathize, console,
support* -

Probe, question, interrogate

Distract, humor, divert,
withdraw

some comment. It is Gordon's thesis that these responses carry unintended

messages -- messages that even you, the sender, are not aware of. 'For example,

'praise which does not fit the receiver's self-image may be seen as an effort to

manipulate. The passing of a positive judgment also implies the power to pass .a

1'7
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negative judgment on another occasion. Reassuring or consoling a person who is

distraught is likely to give the;iMpression that the consaler does not really

understand the problem or that the consoler is malting light of a grave situation.

The Do's provide students the opportunity to develop their own ability to Make

carefully considered choices which they perso -lly prize and act upon. The

Don't's and the "Typical Twelve", while ' .r y always done with the best.of

intentions, tend to remove choice, impose decisions, define what tii,e student

should prize in accordance with what we prize, accept responsibility for students'

actions instea i giving student the opportunity to think through and accept

responsibility for his or her own actions. ,(If there are situations in which

there are no chgides, then the valuing process need ubt and cannot be applied.)

(taecause you may be left in a quandry as to what to do if the "typical twelve" and

rf the "don't's" are to be avoided, some comments on the technique of active

I

listening are in order. (My own experience with active listening, when I remember

,% to do it and Pan manage to avoid, making-value judgments, is that it does, in

fact, help s, nts to work through the valuing process.)

Active listening, as described by Gordon (1970), involves, decoding the

messages sent by the student by trying "to understand what the sender is' feelyig

or what his message means." Then he (the receiver) puts that understanding into

his own words and feeds it back for the sender's verification. The receiver

i/

does not send a message of his own--such as an evaluation, opinion, advice, logic,

analysis, or question. He feeds back only what he feels the sender's message

meant--nothing more, nothing less.

.As a teaciaer ,science who presumably has a more thorough understanding of

the value'implica s of the sciencdc-y.qiu are teaching, you might well ask when

where do you send your messages (to use Gordon's lingo). If my interpretation
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of Gordon is correct, and if his method applie's to values clarification, you

send your messages whci the discussion concerns sometO.ng that is a problem to

you. For example suppose you are gaged in a class discussion of population

control. A Atudept has been talking through his own views on the issue of

having onl two thildren. He had at one time thought he wanted a fig family;

and now he isn't so sure. .

Student: On this business of population control, I used to think I wanted a lot
of kids. Now that we have discussed the growth of human population, the
scarcity of food worldwide, and the limits of natural tesources, I'm not sure I
have a right to have more than two children.

Instructor: You are concerned about not taking more than your share of the
world's resources. (active listening)

Student: Yes, and I'm also soncerned about whether there will be resources left
;for my children to enjoy, or),Thether some natural means of population control
will come into play.

Instructor: You mean such things as famines or disease or war.

Student: Yes, I'd hate to bring children into the world only to h ve them starve
or be killed in a world war.

Instructor: I see wha you mean. I, too, am concerned about the long term
utilization of the wor d's resources. The matter of recycling of resources is
a problem I feel our vernment, and the governments of many other countries, have
not considered, tho ughly and carefully. I'm worried that ye'will be faced with
problems that are not necessary, simply because resources that should be available
will not have been recycled pr?perly. (Instructor's message)

Note that the instructor had the opportunity to pose a new problem and he had

the attention of thp students. Had the instructor's first comment been a

judgment of the student's desire for a large family, "You haven't any business

even thinking about having more than two children!", for example, the students

ould have probably been engaged in a defense of large families as a human right.

In beginning-to use values clarification with your students, you may find it

...e--helpful to make copies of the Do, Don't and Typical Twelve lists for your

Pd,

U
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students and spend .a little class time discussing them. Students should

certainly receive a list'of the seven criteria for a value. All of the

techniques discussed here can be used between two students; they do not have

to be teacher-student interactions. An interesting discussion might be centered

around whether the items in the list of criteria are, in themselveh, value

judgments. Is there a method of science that could be used to determine this?'

There are a number of responses that are classified as clarifying

responses--responses that lead to thinking abott the values expressed. Note

the similarity between the responses listed below and the technique of active

listening. Even though the responses are given as citiestions, it is important

to ask them in such a way that you do not put the other person on the defensive.

Having to defend a statement just made is antithetical to conadering alternatives.

Consider hoW you would feel if some one else asked you the qdestion you are about

to ask. Here is a list of'clarifying responses (adapted from 13..athg, et al., 1966):

(Numbers in parentheses indicate the criterion that is being clarified.)

1. How do you feel about that? (2,3)

2. Have you considered any alternatives? (2,3)

Did you have to chose that orwas it a free choice? '(Use this

question only after you have established an atmosphere 1n which

students feel free to say what they think,, not what they think

you want them to think.) (1)

4. Have you done anything about that idea? (6)

5. What do you mean by ?; can you efine that word? (3)

6. Where would that idea lead? (2,3)

7. Are you saying that . . . (repeat the feeling you thought the e

student was expressing)? (3)

8. What do we have to assume for things to work out that way? (3)

9. Is what you say consistent with . . . (something else that'has

been said)? (3)

10. Do you have.any reasons for (saying or doing) that? (If atmosphere

is such that this question is not a threat) 43)

11. Would you do the same thing over again? (Keep the tone non-

judgmental.) (7)

Lest we go overboard on values clarifying responses, it is important to keep

in mind what kinds of statements need clarifying responses. In general, it is
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appropriate to use a clarifying respodse when some one has expressed an

attieudeAspiration, purpose, interest or activity. A direct request for

information is not to be responded to with a clarifying response. Some key

words are statements that bLgin with: "I believe . . I feel . . I'm

for . . I'm against . . ., My dream is . . When I finish cO11ege, I'd
a

like to . . If I had my choice, I'd . . I just like to . . .". It is 4
o.

appropriate to close this section with a direct quote from Raths, et al. (1966):

Although when we deal with values; we emphasize the need
for a non-judgmental approach, for acceptance, for the
student to arrive at his own ideas on the basis ofhis
own critical thinking and evaluation, we do not mean to
suggest that the teacher must remain neutral. The teacher
may take a clear position about a value-related issue--42'' -

the student must be encouraged to take his own position and
to use his knowledge of the teacher's positipn only all
interesting information, perhaps worth considering when
he makes up his own mind. If, however, a teacher\.senses

that students are not yet acciptomed to critical thinking
and taking independent positions, he might well conceal
his beliefs and attitudes until they are weaned from this
intellectual and moral dependence upoelauthority.

Sample Strategies

Both Raths, et al. (1966) and Simon, et also (1972) offer a largelnumber of

strategies and techniques for helping students to clarify values. The earlier
r-

work is devoted to strategies designed mostly for younger students. The later

1

work describes strate Yes for use with older students and adults.

1but_

Before I describ the strategies, I would like you to list the five things ,i+youmost want your stud achieve--educational goals you think are important.

After you have recorded this list in your notebook, read on.

A good strategy to use in the first meeting of a 'class, before they have

gotten into the subject or-have he d of the valillng proc se,-isIthe "-Ing Name ,

Tags" strategy (Simon, P. 174) Each studenCwritee, in large letters on a
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5" x 7" card, his first name and five words ending in -ing which tell about who

he is: car driving, studying, fun' loving.; etc. Students and the instructor

, mill around and get acquainted. Note that the technique asks participants to

think about what they value and want to publicly affirm about themselves. What

would you put on your card if you had just asked your freshman class to fill out

cards? Write the five words in your notebook. (Just in case you are interested,

here's what I would have written: teaching, writing, music listening, traveling,

swimming.)

v Several strategies have autobiographical components. For example, you

distibute a questionnaire (Raths, et al., 1966) to the class. Students

should know that your interest is in making the course interesting for them.

Also, they should understand that they may omit any questions they do not wish

to answer. Questions which might be included are:

1. .What other schools have you .attended? Tell me something about them.

2. Write a sentence about each member of your family. (or 5 -ing words)

3. What career possibilitles have you considered?

4. How do you spend your free time? What have you done the last two vacations -?

5. What are your favorite magazines? TV shows?

6. If you could chanOsome part of Your education, what would it be?

7. If you were a teacher, how would you teach your classes?

8. Do you have some good ideas about things which you might like to mention?

What are they?.
*1k

Other autobiographic approaches include: (a) The life line (Simon, p. 236)--a

line drawn with year of birth and estimated year of death, with important events

both good and bad marked on the line; (2) Writing your own obituary (Simon, p. 311)

4
=-in which you indicate those things your would want to have accomplished and be
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"A" remembered by; (3) What's in your wallet? (Simon, p. 329)--things we keep with

us indicate something about what's important to us; (4) Clothes and values

(Simon, p. 331)--each student makes a chart, analysing what he wants his clothing
0

to say about him and what he thinks his clothing does say about him; (5) Baker's

dozen (Simon, p. 383)--make a list o; thirteen electrical appliances you

personally use around your home and rate them according to how necessary they

are to you; amd (6) Brand names (Simon, p. 37#--a list df the brand names

found in your home and three columns of information about each: who chose the

brand, why it wag chosen, and whether it was Posen freely after careful

consideration of a number of alternatives. A scientist might interject here
I

some criteria for choice (nutritional value, safety, efficacy for intended

purpose, environmental effect, etc.)

Life styles Itflect values. To determine Ihe extent of commitment, choice,

and action involved in life style, t \ere are several possible strategies: (I)

students might be asked tg rate descriptions of life styles (Simon, p. 343);

(2) find situations in which, to experience oth'gr life styles (Simon, p. 267)--dress

t

as near like the people you will be with and spend some time in a police'prowl

car, with a visiting nurse, an inner-city nursery school, or live on the

amount of money (per person) a welfare recipient gets; '(3) participate in a role

playing situation Aimilar to those described in an earlier unit, except that
:

about half way through the simulation each player will exchange roles with

another player who has a role with contrasting values; and (4) plaA what you

would take with you on a survival mission or on a space voyage.

Most of the strateg,iestonsidered so far have stressed determining what values

are important, what one prizes and is willing to publicly affirm. The next group

of strategies,will emphasize, the choosing process.
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I

The value sheet (Raths, Ch. 6) and the reaction statement (Simon, p. 385)',

.

can be used orally oy as a written assignment to encourage students ttOkonsider

an issue. The issues can.easilx_be,tied to the subje t matter Of the course`.

A short statement on a yalue laden issue is presented t the students, with or
o

4 without questions to stimulate eir thinking. For'example:

The strongtswitness.is the vast population of the earth
to which_ we_ars aAurden and she scarcely can provide for

our needs; as our demanAS-gibtleatefT-Oar Complaints. ,

agaihst nature's inadequacy are heard by all. The scourges

of pestilence, famine, war, and earthquakes have come to be

regarded as a blessing to overcrowded nations, since they

serve to prune away the luxuriant growth of the human race.

Tertullian, The Blessings of Catastrophes, 200 AD

asquoted by Hardin, Population, Evolution and Birth Control

t does this statement imply about the value -of human 4fe?

. How does the statement compare with today's understanding of the factors that

control population size in naturalLcosystems?

4

3. What alternatives to catastrophes are there to control human population?

4. Which alternative would you choose and why?

5. How do your actions reflect your values?

Some additional statements on population which might be distributed for reaction°

0
are given'below. Questions could be added to each of them.

Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the9arth, and

subdue it; an&have dominion ovei . . . every living
-

thing that moveth upon th'e earth"
Genesis lt28

his 95thbirth.day, J411 Miller died leaving

chi grandchildren, 338 great-grand-
On the eve
5 of.his

1

children,

1 S
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Darwin's theory of survivel of the fittest seems to prove that
the best thing to do was to let these pgople die out. "Why

reduce mortality?-,You only further overcrowd an already
overcrowded planet." That argument has been used with me bu'
1 think that'we can feed and clothe and house as large at
population as is likely to come in the next fifty or hundred.
years,;find that is as far as we can see.

Sir John Boyd Orr - Nothing to Worry About, 1948

According to Malthus, vice and misery_impose-the ultimate,
uatural limit on the growth of populations. To test this,
Ieconfined a populatpn of wild Norway rats under conditions
that only the animals' behavior toward one anottieimight
Affect their increase in numbers. After 27 months the
population stabilized at 150 adults instead of the 5000

expected. Stress from social interaction led to such
disruption of maternal behavior.that few young survived.

Calhoun - Population Density And Social Pathology, 1962

The above statements were excerpted from Harden, Population, Evolution and Birth

Control., ft,

.e0

A general answer to the .4'A.tion, "What nedds tAbe
simple. We must rapidly-bri thq world population under
control, reducing the growth rate to zero -or making' it go

negative. A federal DepArtment of,Population and Environment
should be set up with the power to take whatever steps are.

necessary to establish seasonable population size in U. S.

and to put an end to the steady deterioration of our environ-

ment. Functions: promote intensive research on birth §
control, legislation guaranteeing right to abortion or
sterilization, sex education in schools which includes,dis-
cussion of regulating birth rate and techniques of birth

control. As Hardin has pointed out equating a zygote with a'
human being is like equating a 'set of blueprints with a

building. Our entire economy is geared to growing population and

monumental waste. (Along with rapid population-growth, there
is increase in the quantity of goods used by each person.) Up

goes the Gross National ProdUct . . . as gross a product as one

could wish for!
Ehrlich. - The Population Bomb, 1968

The reading anonymously of some of the reactions to a class might stimulate

II/further thought on the part of the students.

Thee is no shortage of topics or statements aboht them. The following

Came from the front section of The Washington Post, Thursday, July H., 1974, a

randomly selected date.

AV

152
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N
Heavy drinkers run a far greater risk of getting certain
kinds of cancer--especially cancers of the mouth and throat
region, the esophagus and liver--than non-drinkers, the
government repo ted yesterday. . . .

I

The House yesterday passed by a vote of 160 to 43 a bill
to extend until Aug. 1, 1987, the law'IlTit.ing damages
that could be paid in cAsa of an accident in a nuclear power
plant. The law which ge7r $560 million as the limit of
liability, doesn't expire until 1977, blitioroponents of the,
bill argued that the'nuclear power industlily needed to be
reassured that the damage limit would be,extended to avoid
unwarranted disruption in planuing_new,plants,,Opponentslpf
the bill, backed by environmental groups, argued that the
rush to extend the act was unnecessary because it doesn't
expire for three more years, and urged the House to wait -
for a new $2 million Atomic Energy Commission study on the
probable consequences of a nuclear accident, to be completed

in a month or so.'. .

The Senate Tuesday voted unanimously to give Congress veto .,

power over President Nixon's promise to provide Egypt and

Israel with nuclear reactors.. . .

,

'4* 4°-is investigating the failure of an engine cowling on a 4 % 10_
The National Transportation Safety Board said yesterday ii

National Aiflines DC-10 Monday that knocked out one engine
0

and forced the damagediplane to make a premature landing: .. .
i

The first complaiqt under a new state (Calif.) law
prohibiting job, ditscrimination against the handicappe4 was

filed'by a stuttering truck driver, The driyer-complained

he was turned down for a job only because Of his stutter,
which does not impair his ability to drive a truck. . .

t

The value survey (Simon, p: 112) helps students identify,prioritces in their

own value'system. The student is given a list (in alphabetical order) of values

which are toe placed in rank order from:the most to. the least important. To

illustrate the technique and to give some thought to our own priostogtrities. with

respect to educational goals, 'here eis a list of educational' goals for you to rank.

The list is adapted from Rubinstein (1979.

411
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achieve general education/broad develop social awareness
" .

-..outlook , .

.

improve creative abilities
appreciate,culture.and beauty

learn how to examine and use
demonstrate concern for society , , information

develop communication skills learn how to get along with others

develop desire to learn now and learn how to use leisure
future

develop self-awareness

develop self-confidence

prepare for or stay current in
career

understand changes that are taking
place in the world

It would be interesting for instructors and students to independently rank order

these educational goals. It is also worth giving some thought to the reasons for

the order chosen.

The value continuum (Raths, p. 130 and Simon, p. 116) serves to help students

?
realize tha none of the issues are either-or, 'clear cut choices and that there

. so

are many, positions along d continuum. For example,_here are some continua to

. ,.. . ,
consider:
LK

All instruction
should be indi-
vidualized.

How do you feel about_individuarzed instruction?

. .

' No instruction
slibuld be indi-
vidualized.

0.

a)

With reference to the Washinatoh/Post article, on damages from-
0 cnuclear reactors, how'do you el about the decision?

-

Nuclear power indutry EnvironmemeLsts should have been
should have the guaran- able to forestall tht decision
tee of a limit on damages. . .. until the study became aviadlable.

. Other continua can be constructed from the quotations or the ne,wsrftems or from
"1. -.N

.
,

situations that yoU present in value shee's or reacition statement. Some .

\. ,

. problems that may arise are that students (and, adults)oftenseeK safety in a

11
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.10k

/(-

middle-of-the-road position and that students may be particularly sensitive to

-
what position the teacher might take. Another complicating factor is that

U
some issues are multi-dimensional, that is, there ars,several continua related

to one issue;e_ distribution of power .to make decisions, environmental impfi6ations;

alternate energy sources,,cost-benefit considerations. Each dimension could be

used as an additional continuum on the nuclear damage issue. From my limited

a
experience in attempting to develop continua, L"-Tilportant to consider only

one continuum at a time. After positions have been taken on the'first continuum

(the one illustrated for nuclear damage), one of the others might be considered!

How do you feel about alternate sources of energy?

No action shoul&be
taken to create new
sources of dhergy.

0

Every Possible incentive should
be provided.to industry to
create new sources of energy.

The third major component of the valuing p ocess is acting on choices,

//rconsistently and repeatedly. To.begin thig rocess, review choices made in each

00of the strategies you have used. Appropriate questions include: ave you. acted

1

on your choice? What have you done to demonstrate S,our beliefs? Are all of the

things ydu hayeldone consistent withyhat you believe? Have you acted several
.t

times (or in several different situations) in ways that are always consistent

with your beliefs?

The strategy of self.pmtractg (Simon, p. 319) encourages participants to

, , ......A,

develop a method for getting at doing som '1thing they say they want to aCcomplish.1:

Select ne of the strategies involving rank ordering goals. Fom the rank or4r"
.

strategies, goals at the top of the list, cWbo &e one Cor action. Write a

contract with yourself to meet that goal. Have our students write contracts

with themselves. One precaution is that contracts should be realistic, not too

grandiose as to be ove4phelming. A small step toward accomplishing something

to,
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worthwhile to the individual making the contract is better (according to my

r ,

values) han an unfulfilled contract. A filial strategy combines all of thevalues)

0
crit a for a value. The values grid strategy (Simon, p. 35) is useful in

determining tht extent to which our professed values meet all seven of the

criteria for alvalue. Participants (including teachers) prepare a value grid,.

with seven columns, one for each of the criteria. There is also I.-column for a

short phrase describing the issues.

t .

ISSUE 1

-
2 5 6

.

7

1.-

2. . . -
,

3. .
-

atr .

.

The participant summarizes his position on the issue. Then he makes acheckmark

Ln each column for which he can answer yes to thehquestion related to that column:

A Ar

1. Are *you proud of your position?

2. Hai/e you publicly affirmed you$ position?

3. Have you chosen your position from alternatives?
6

4. Have yoU chosen your position after: thoughtful consideration of the pros and

A
cone and consequences? '4

, I .

5. Have you chosen your position freely?

f'
6. Have you acted tal or done anything about your beliefs?

7. Have you actgd, with repttition,1 pattern or consistency on this issue?

We have by no means exhausted all of th4e strategies for values clarification.

Many other's are suggested in thelRaths and SimA refergnces. Also there are many

variations which you and your students can create from the basic. ideas presented

here. 1 ail

As a final exercise, make a list of the five most important educational
.
a .4,4

.10
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t

goals you have for your4S'elf. Do not look at the list which you assigned ,rank

order priorities to. Make an independent list. Then check it against those

prior,itAes to get an idea of the consistency of yOur values and to'hotice

.

whether ehdre-are dings'you value that were not on that list. Finally, compare

the list for-your own eduCational goals with the one you prepared at the
AS

beginninrftithis section for the goals you would want your students to achieve.

.

Are they different? Why?

The Rple of the Teacher

Efforts toward values clarification should encourage students to become

more adepNt raising questions 'and-considering alternatives, more capable of
$

self-direction', and perhaps, even more positive in their attitude toward

yv
learning: The role of the teacher is.to facilitate the development of these

capabilities. -The qualities of a facilitator of learning delineated by Rogers

are essentially the same qualities needed by a teacher to.facilitate the values

clarification) process. Riieeto page 4-1-6 and reconsider these qualities. It

is likely that, as yotaave worked through these units, the qualities o a

facilitator are becoming more familiar. How many of the'qualities do you now

/ IR
display in your teaching? Jot down some notes vn your -feelingebout a

facilitator. If you made notes on unit 1, you may want to compare what you

twrote then With what you have just finished writing. Haveyour values changed?

Have you consciously applied the valuing process to the'qualities !f a

facilitator? If yOu have carefully considered alternatives and freely chosen

your position with respect to facilitating learning, great! If your actions

consistently reflect your beliefs, greater yet! ,If-.52.0 know what coVicions

helped you tq come to such clarified values, a list of those conditfons would
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be most helpful,to other pachers and students. ,Please try to make suc't a list.

Another matter pertaining to the role of the teachek is maintaining

emphasis on the things that are worth clarifying. Simon, et al., (1972) lists

the following criteria to judge whether issues are worthy o values clarification.
4 0

. Issues worth clarifying should be of concern to4the individual; involve a

variety of alternatives; have significance for many lives; affect large areas of

'life4(careers, pot clothes, for example); be open to control (wars, notes

earthquakes); be related to
.

other issues; and be a recurrent (not transient)

issue. A possible 'problem with the use of these criteria is tha large global

problems meet the criteria but may be too large, or too abstract

individuals to feel that they can take significant action..

Problems of.Implem&tation
6

If you share my view that vanes clarification is an important component

of science education, perhaps the concern foremost in your mind is how you can

legitimately work some of the strategies into 'the subject matter of your courses.

One suggestion is to clip newspaper and journal articles that provide ties

4
between supjeof matter and contemporary value-laden issues.

CThe classroOM atmosphere also an important consideration in the use of

values clarifiCation strategies. Since one of the criteria fOr a vane is that

it is (reel osen, an atmosphere of openness honesty, (acceptance, and,respect

ortant. When the number, of students in a claps is large, it may be

. nec ssary to ask groups of three or four students seated next to each other to

discuss some of the issues among themselves. Both teachers and students should

,e, develop the technique of active listening.

In situations where you, aslthe instructor, are the leader or a participant

10

4t,
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*

O the activity, it is important that you avoid the -typical twelve", Use an

open ended question; avoid aslaing questions that you already have an answer to.

As you progress-toward,the open, 'trusting atmosphere pill can fee-1 more free to

express your values. Also, itwi.s consoling to feel that students are more

likely to listen to what you have to say and weigh it carefully if they do not .

feel presstred to accept (or pretend,to accept), ylur values)

It may be helpful to keep colleagues and administrators informed of what
0

you are doing in a general way. Perhaps some other faculty members will be

interested in conducting similar activities in their classes. Maay of the

value-sladen issues are interdisciplinary in content, so there are advantages of

teaming
A
up with colleagues on values clarification strategies. A series of

,------
team-taught interdisciplinary sessions for students from several courses might

replace the regular lectures for a period' of time. You and your colleagues will

be able to devise other approaches to cooperative efforts.

rlt

Evaluating Values Clarification Strategies
0

As you begin to prepare value sheets (or statements for reaction), it will

be helpful to have some methods of evaluating them. Raths 233),suggests

some methods for judging the quality Of the statement tself

1

for judging the quality of the questions. Rate the statements along these
.....1

a coding system

continua.

Topic:
Likely to touch
many stud nts

0

Of some concern An intellectual exercise,

to some students far from the lives of
students

Thinking:

Stimulates reflective .. Could stimulate/ Simple answers require no

thinking more thinking / real mental expion

13J f 4,4.pg
L'
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Alternatives:
Many provisions for
alternatives to
considered,

Action:
Behav?or will be ch nged;
lesson made a real
difference

S

Penetration:
Touches lives,
painfully sometimes,
but productively

L

Evaluating Values Clarification Strategies,4-8-23

sa

eco

A narrow range of
alternatives_ to be

considered

. Student not involved in
considering alternatives

.. Somewhat lacking in .. No change in behavior,
consideration of makes little difference
consequences and to the students.
actions

Noticed but with .

no strong or
lasting effect

Code the questions as follows:

Q-QuestiOn narrow-one right answer
Th-Should stimulate real thinking
Pr-Identifies a significant problem
M-Moralizing is implied
CT-Changes topics before main

emphasis was developed
5W -May produce a "so-what?"

reaction

. - Bland, superficial, calls
for off-the-cuff response

E-Enough is enough-move on to another
Cr-Criticism is built in-write a,

more neutral question
_y_ 7C-_Question will likely advance the_

values clarification process
A-Question calls for action
Int-Intellettual emphasis goad but
needs more 'emphasis on action

Take time now to rate the stament provided on page 410-14 from Tertullian. Also

code the questions based on it. Point out weaknesses,in the statement for use as

a value sheet. Pose questions that ipNier4ome some of the shortcomings you find.

Please make notes of these suggestions; they will be helpful in revising this

study guide. Students may also be able to make significant contribution to the

improvement of values clarification strategies by rating statements and coding.

questions.

In responding to students'efforts at answering questions on value sheets or

other 'values clarificatiop efforts, you may find use fcit--the following codes

(Raths, p. 247).

E-extremes (all, none) in comments; may need reconsideration

VJ-Value Judgment; do you want to be more objective?

AT-Attributing some feeling to a situation without clear evidence; state a basis
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for your interpretation or omit it

G-Generalizations; more data may be needed to support conclusions

Alt-Alternatives; more careful consideration is needed
A '

OS- Oversimplification; too great a simplification of complex situation

..A...

PR-Projection; appeats that respondent may be putting his own feelings into the

situation, consn.bilsly qr,unconsciously
.' . .

D-Dogmatic; maybe a decision was made before all alternative's had.been considered

. .

These codes may be appropriate on a variety of reports as they seem to

-
N V

provi e a way to point out flaws in thinking as well as shortcomings -in applying

the valuing process. Please code any parts of this study guide for my benefit.

I am quite sure I have made some of these errors and I would certainlylike to

'remove-them ,during the revision.

14.4earcildn,Values Clarification

Anoing the teaching alternatives .presented in this study guide, reseatch,ot,.

I-

1

the effects of value clarification strategies,are possibly the most challenging.i

,

In theefiist,place there is great need fdr,better and more reliable methods of

'measuring values and changes in values. Several instruments have been developed

to attempt to make such measurements, but-.none are completely satisfactory.

Descriptions of the available instruments may be found in the,Mental Measurements

Yearbook by Buros (1972). Valuable research contributions can be made in this

challenging area.

from the definition of a value as something that penetrates a person's

all seen of the criteria described in this unit be satisfied for a th

ife, must

g to

qualify as a value? Are these'seven criteria sufficient to designate a value, or

are there other criteria? Is it sufficient if tit'three components..(prizing,
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choosing, and acting) are represented in some way? Research designs, according

to Raths et al. (1966), can be developed to test the effects_of omitting one or

more of the criteria. The development and testing of such research designs .

would be a worthwhile venture.

116.1,

A ..hiirproblem that might be considered is whether Sall people engage in the

same process to arrive.at their values. If not, what'processes are used and

what personal characteristics are related to each different profess?

A fourth problem is the extent to which the content of values'/is independent
L.-

of the 'atmosphere in which they are developed. Is it really necessary to have

an accepting atmosphere for individuals to engage in the process'of clarifying

their own values?

Finally, does the valuing process require both cognitive and affective

involvement? Most'of the questions posed here were suggested by Rathi, et al.

(1966). What other problems have occurred to you? ,How would you/design

experiments to answer any of the aboye questions or ques 0? you have thought

'of?

Self-Assessment t

A-1. Describe the seven criteria in the valuing process. (1)

A-i. Explain how this process is related to learning theories. (2)

A-3. Describe at least one s

in your teaching

0

ituation in which you have used _the valuing process
,

A-4. Describe what y ur roleOhas been in the values clarifying strktegies you

haVe usbd. (4)

A-5. Discuss some problems of implemgntaTion you have experienced, the degree of

success and also the shortcomings you experienced.

192
-P.
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A-6. Using the continua and the codes suggested in this unit,. evaluate the

effectiveness of the strategies you have used (or are planning to use). (6)

A-7. Propose a researchable question pertaining to values and deign an

experiment to.answer the question. (7,8)

B-1. Propose an alternative theory of valuing or criticize the one proposed

here. (1)

B-2. Prepare a critique of the strategies you have applied and substantiate

your critique with logical reasons. (3)

B-3. Discuss the pros, and cons of Rogers' qualities of a facilitator and give

examples from your experience. (Include your views on whether these

qualities facilitate values clarification.) (4)

B-4. Propose some strategies to avoid the problems you have experienced in

implementing values clarification activities. (5)

B-5. Develop some additional evaluation procedures for determining the

effectiveness of teaching strategies. (6)

B-6. Carry out the experiment proposed in A-7. (7-8)

B-7. Criticiie your own experiment. (7-8)
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Other Resources

Hastings Center Studies and Reports, Institute of Society, Ethics and the Life

Sciences, 624 Warburton Avenue, Hastings-on-Hudson,4N. Y.

The,Adirondack Mountain Humanistic Education Center, Upper Jay, N. Y. Offers

workshops for all ages on values clarification and other topics. Also

maintains a collection of publications for sale.
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